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Abstract
Power electronics as a subject integrating power devices, electric and electronic circuits,
control, and thermal and mechanic design, requires not only knowledge and engineering insight
for each subarea, but also understanding of interface issues when incorporating these different
areas into high performance converter design.
Addressing these fundamental questions, the dissertation studies design and control issues in
three types of power converters applied in low-frequency high-power transmission, mediumfrequency converter emulated grid, and high-frequency high-density aviation grid, respectively,
with the focus on discovering, understanding, and mitigating interface issues to improve power
quality and converter performance, and to reduce the noise emission.
For hybrid ac/dc power transmission,
•

Analyze the interface transformer saturation issue between ac and dc power flow under
line unbalances.

•

Proposed both passive transformer design and active hybrid-line-impedance-conditioner
to suppress this issue.

For transmission line emulator,
•

Propose general transmission line emulation schemes with extension capability.

•

Analyze and actively suppress the effects of sensing/sampling bias and PWM ripple on
emulation considering interfaced grid impedance.

•

Analyze the stability issue caused by interaction of the emulator and its interfaced
impedance. A criterion that determines the stability and impedance boundary of the
emulator is proposed.

For aircraft battery charger,
v

•

Investigate architectures for dual-input and dual-output battery charger, and a three-level
integrated topology using GaN devices is proposed to achieve high density.

•

Identify and analyze the mechanisms and impacts of high switching frequency, di/dt, dv/dt
on sensing and power quality control; mitigate solutions are proposed.

•

Model and compensate the distortion due to charging transition of device junction
capacitances in three-level converters.

•

Find the previously overlooked device junction capacitance of the nonactive devices in
three-level converters, and analyze the impacts on switching loss, device stress, and
current distortion. A loss calculation method is proposed using the data from the
conventional double pulse tester.

•

Establish fundamental knowledge on performance degradation of EMI filters. The impacts
and mechanisms of both inductive and capacitive coupling on different filter structures are
understood. Characterization methodology including measuring, modeling, and prediction
of filter insertion loss is proposed. Mitigation solutions are proposed to reduce intercomponent coupling and self-parasitics.

Equation Chapter 1 Section 1
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Introduction
1.1

Application background
With the growing demand on energy, sustained renewable resource, and the expansion of

energy market from the centralized grid to a more decentralized grid integrating various distributed
energy resources, energy conversion and grid interconnection becomes two major enabling
functions. How to convert energy from its original form to the desired form and how to interface
with grid for power transmission and absorption in an energy-efficient, cost-effective and customer
friendly way are some of the main drives to the development of power electronic technologies,
since power converters serve as the main actuation elements.
A traditional grid consists of high voltage high power transmission level and medium to low
voltage distribution level. However, from applications perspective, a more generic grid can be
grouped as three types: 1) traditional power grid which consists of generators, transmission lines,
and load, and serves for the whole nation or local district; 2) A standalone grid providing power
exclusively for a certain instrument, device, or system, such as power supply chain for a computer
or a local dc and/or ac grid in an airplane or ship; 3) Artificial grid, which mimics the behavior of
actual grid for research and study purpose, such as hardware test bed (HTB) using modular voltage
source power converter to emulate components of a power system [1].
Owing to different application backgrounds and requirements, the interface between power
converters and these three types of grids are quite different, thus must be designed fully considering
their unique voltage level, current level, frequency range, and power device characteristics. In this
research work, three representatives of grids, i.e. 60 Hz high voltage high power transmission grid,
PWM voltage source converter emulated HTB grid, and 360 Hz~800 Hz aircraft grid, as illustrated
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in Fig. 1-1, are selected and their interconnection issues with power converters are studied, aiming
to enhance the power capacity and improve the power quality.
1.1.1 High power transmission grid
A typical high-power grid in US is illustrated in Fig. 1-2 [2]. Once a generating station
generates electricity, the line voltage will be boosted up to hundreds of kV through a generator
step-up transformer and sent through transmission lines to substations, where the line voltage is
again stepped down to tens of kV and hundreds of volts for industrial and residential use.
In every second, about 8%~15% power energy is being dissipated in the grid itself, and a
typical loss breakdown along the grid is shown in Table 1-1 [3]. A significant percentage of loss
is from Joule loss in transmission lines due to high current flow and non-negligible line resistance.
This loss also contributes to the line temperature rise, limiting the physical rating of transmission
line capacity.
However, the long transmission line is desired because the energy resources supporting the
electricity demand are not located near load centers. In recent years, with increasing utilization
and interconnection of renewables to the power grid and ongoing demands for electric power, high
power transmission is drawing tremendous attention. According to [4], the electricity generation
in US is predicted to have a 24 % increase from 2015 to 2040. And in 2030, the energy demand in
China will exceed 10 PWh [5]. As shown in Fig. 1-3, the worldwide renewable energy
consumption is also projected to increase by an average 2.6%/year from 2012 to 2040 [4].
Meanwhile, net electricity consumption and generation worldwide rises about 1.9%/year, as shown
in Fig. 1-4 [4].
To increase the power transmission and still maintain reasonable line loss, three basic
approaches have been widely applied:
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Fig. 1-1. Three types of power converters interfacing with transmission grid and aviation grid.
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Fig. 1-2. A simplified illustration of transmission and distribution grids in US [2].

Table 1-1. Losses of transmission and distribution grids in US.
Transformer types

Power loss

Step-up transformer

1-2%

Transmission lines

2-4%

Step down transformer

1-2%

Distribution network transformers and cables

4-6%

Fig. 1-3. Total world energy consumption (1990–2040) in quadrillion (1015) Btu [4].
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Fig. 1-4. World electricity generation by energy source (2012-2040) in trillion kilowatt-hours [4].

1) Further increase the line voltage of high voltage ac line (HVAC). For example, as voltage
gets doubled, for a given power, line current loss will drop by 3/4. On the other hand, since
active power is proportional to voltage square, line power capacity can be increased by 4
times if the same line loss is maintained. Currently, the world highest HVAC line in
commission has been to 1000 kV in China. However, building a line may be prohibitive
due to the new right-of-way, line towers, high voltage insulators, high voltage cables, etc.
2) Reduce the line impedance by using flexible ac transmission system (FACTS) devices [6],
such as thyristor-controlled series compensator (TCSC), distributed static series
compensator (DSSC), and unified power flow controller (UPFC) [7-10]. These power
converters-based devices can insert an inductive voltage lagging line current flow by 90
degrees to behave as a negative inductance. However, high voltage insulation cost, high
voltage device cost, and availability, and system reliability concern have hindered the
large-scale applications of these devices in the market.
3) Convert and transfer the power on high voltage direct current lines (HVDC). Different
from HVAC whose active power transmission is highly dependent on line impedance and
influenced by grid frequency characteristics, dc power flow does not involve frequency
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related effects and does not generate reactive power, thus can stably provide high power
up to the line thermal limit and insulation limit. Moreover, when considering both the
hardware cost and line cost, HVDC is also more economical for the overhead line when
the length is above 500-600 km, as shown in Fig. 1-5. And for the submarine line, this
critical length can be as short as 50 km because of expensive ac underground cable [11,
12]. ABB and Siemens have built many HVDC lines worldwide, and more than ten
commercial ultra-high voltage direct current (UHVDC) projects are now commissioning
or constructing in China, using UHVDC cables up to ±1100 kV with the highest one
having transmission capacity of 12 GW over 3324 km at ±1100 kV [13, 14].

Fig. 1-5. Cost comparison of HVAC and HVDC [12].

1.1.2 Transmission line emulation
With the rising complexity in multi-nodes grid structures, multi-level control algorithms,
various types of infrastructure, it is almost impossible to conduct the grid field test directly when
any new control or hardware is trying to be applied to the grid system, considering both the timeconsuming test procedure, and the cost and risk in unpredictive experimental field trial. Software
simulation and/or hardware emulation are preferred as the first step before the actual field test.
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In the early days, the down-scaled grid system was the main approach to emulate the complex
grid due to multi-tie lines and time-varying and nonlinear components. In the 1920s, a miniature
400 V, 3.75 kVA ac grid consisting of down-scaled lumped transmission lines with tap adjustable
resistor, inductor and capacitors arrays, low power artificial generators and loads were built by GE
to investigate the ac grid power flow [15], and later a larger scale 2380 V, 200-625 kVA artificial
transmission system was also built and tested to study stability and power limitation [16]. This
testbed approach is still used today in different types of modern grids [17]. However, most of these
testing components are not generic and configurable. Therefore, to study different power systems
or even just different operation scenarios of a given system is time-consuming and costly.
With the advancement of the computer technology and digital processing, software simulation
becomes the main trend of studying power system by analytically and/or numerically modeling
grid components and control interface. However, owing to the complexity of components’
mathematical models and their time-varying or frequency dependent nonlinearities, compromises
have been made between the computation speed/resources and different levels of model accuracy
and details. Different types of digital simulation tools have been developed. As listed in Table 1-2
[17], in applications of large-scale power systems with hundreds or thousands of buses and of
high-level control study, where only slow electromechanical behaviors of are concerned, Power
System

Simulation

for

Engineering

(PSS/E)

and

Transient

Security

Assessment Tool (TSAT) are more often used, implemented with integration time step at the
second level.
The electromagnetic transient program (EMTP) based simulation tools such as
PSCAD/EMTDS and ATP, on the other hand, are more suitable for detailed model simulation
representing their high frequency and nonlinear behaviors, thus with millisecond-level integration
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step [17]. Matlab/Simulink is a generic tool to simulate smaller scale power systems and electronic
circuits in different time scales. For detailed semiconductor device level simulations, Saber with
varying time step and integration of netlist-based languages and hardware description languages
is often the first choice.
Table 1-2. Power system and electronics simulation software [17].
Name
PSS/E
TSAT
Matlab/Simulink
ATP, PSCAD/EMTDC,
EMTP-RV (EMTP Based)

Time Step
Fixed
Fixed
Variable/Fixed

Integration Method
Explicit Trapezoidal
Variable
Variable

Application

Fixed

Implicit Trapezoidal

Electromagnetic

SABER

Variable/Fixed

Variable/Fixed

Semiconductor Devices
Modeling

Electromechanical
Generic

In the 2000s, another type of simulation, hardware-in-loop (HIL) technology, as a hybrid of
both digital simulations and the physical test was developed [18, 19]. It was primarily used to test
the digital controller for a physical device or power converter in the design early phase by
interfacing the physical controller with the simulated power converter inside the tool, thus
preventing the potential hazards onto the expensive power converters due to the possible controller
defects, and greatly facilitating the product development with low risk and cost, and often named
as model/simulation/control HIL [20-22]. Soon, this concept was extended to study a specific
power device under test (DUT) with all remaining controllers and power components of the system
simulated digitally in the software and connected with the DUT through power amplifiers as the
interface [23], illustrated in Fig. 1-6. The power converter-based power amplifiers link the
simulated power signal from the software side with the actual power signal from the DUT side
through bidirectional interface structures, thus enabling the bidirectional power flow and power
level hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) testing of a DUT. Many applications have been based on HIL
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approaches such as in automotive systems, robotics, power electronics, etc. Several commercial
PHIL platforms such as Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) from Typhoon RTDS and OPART’s real-time simulators [24] have been widely used in power system study and electrical
equipment testing. Since they are based on expensive paralleled computation architectures using
dedicated FPGAs and/or CPUs and provide proprietary component models and interface
algorithms, thus are often costly [25].
Although PHIL provides a mimic system network for function verification of power electronic
converters in grid applications, it has several inherent limitations. First, as described before, PHIL
can only simulate a specific DUT. Its counterpart, i.e. the remainder of the system, must be
virtually simulated in software. Second, the digital simulation itself is fully dependent on the
numerical computation, thus is prone to suffering numerical instability and oscillation due to
numerical truncation errors or interpolation with improper integration methods or discrete time
steps [26]. Third, some physical non-linearity characteristics as well as field interaction like
electromagnetic filed interference among electrical components are difficult to be modeled in
PHIL tools and are currently only achievable from complicated 3D simulation engines such as
ANSYS. A comprehensive PHIL simulation platform is not available yet and expected to be
extremely costly. In addition, even if the mathematical models itself are accurate, some practical
yet critical operating conditions such as communication delay and measurement error are often
ignored or simplified by users.

Fig. 1-6. Overall structure of power hardware in the loop [17].
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In the end, the hybrid simulation cannot fully reflect the physical characteristic of the model
and precise time-varying multi-factor dominant parameters, as well as the random device defect
or failure. Thus, an emulation approach to bridge the gap between partial/fully simulation and
actual field application, with physical models, reconfigurable functionalities, and flexible building
block architecture is demanded.
An ultra-wide-area transmission network emulator, also called hardware test-bed (HTB), is
being developed by CURENT center at University of Tennessee to emulate the large-scale
interconnected power systems by using regenerative converters in a modular manner [1, 27-35],
as shown in Fig. 1-7. Different from the above approaches, hardware emulation implements all the
grid component models and controls in many down-scaled universal voltage source inverters,
running the real power with suitable scaling to mimic the real grid system operation in a distributed
and simultaneous parallel way. In general, each power converter is controlled by an independent
digital controller (DSP) and communicated using CAN Bus, emulates a certain type of grid
infrastructure such as a generator, load, wind farm etc., and joints with each other modularly. Field
measurement units such as potential transformers (PTs), current transformers (CTs), frequency
disturbance recorders (FDRs) and phasor measurement units (PMUs), are also installed in the
emulation grid, and system level control implemented on NI LabVIEW platform serves as the grid
control center [33], as shown in Fig. 1-8. With reconfigurable control modes and fast time response
thanks to power electronic converters, HTB can function as a versatile platform to conduct various
system studies, including measurements, monitoring, control, modeling and renewable penetration
[1, 33]. Due to its hardware emulation nature, it provides more field information, demonstrates
power system behaviors in different time scales, and can conveniently mimic actual
communication and control hierarchy among different sub-area systems in real-time.
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Fig. 1-8. Overall functions and components in a HTB system [33, 36].
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Therefore, multi-converter based HTB grid emulation has become a promising approach in
power system study and applications.
1.1.3 Special grid interface – aircraft power supply
Over the recent hundred years, technology on airplane design has gained tremendous progress.
And the trend in the past decade has moved towards more electrical aircraft (MEA). Different from
conventional aircraft driving by a mixture of mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic
energy, the goal for MEA is to replace the bulky and costly nonelectric components such as
hydraulic actuators driven by nonelectric power with more efficient pure electrical systems [3740]. This also avoids the efficiency sacrifice from energy conversion and transmission, bringing
various benefits in efficiency, weight, maintenance costs, reliability, and emissions. Some of the
main changes are shown in Fig. 1-9.

Fig. 1-9. Comparison of traditional and more electric aircraft.

Among them, a direct impact on electric power system onboard is the elimination of gearbox.
Traditionally, electrical power in aircraft is generated by a synchronous generator through a
variable ratio gearbox, also known as constant frequency integrated drive generator (IDG), to
interface with the variable speed engine [40]. The resulting power at constant 115 Vac voltage and
400 Hz, are still very common today. Without the gearbox, the generator is directly coupled to the
main engine, thus its frequency is proportional to the engine speed, leading to constant voltage
variable frequency electrical power system (CVVF) [38].
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Compared to the traditional aircraft grid designed at 115 Vac 400 Hz and 28 Vdc, the electrical
power in MEA has multiple levels, as shown in Fig. 1-10 and Fig. 1-11. The ac voltage has two
levels, 115 Vac or 230 Vac (In Boeing 787, it is 235 Vac). And ac frequency can vary from 350
Hz to 800 Hz, depending on different types of engines and aircraft. The ac grid can be used to
drive the motor, electric pumps, and fans, while other loads such as lighting and avionic equipment
are usually powered by dc. In addition, batteries can act as the generation source during prefight
to start engine or APU, or as the backup for emergency conditions and are also connected with the
dc bus. Both low voltage 28 V dc and high voltage ±270 V dc are used in MAE, where ±270 V is
mainly due to the concern of air partial discharge at high electric field.

Fig. 1-10. System configuration with synchronous generator based ac generation in aircraft power system [38].

Traditionally, the 28 Vdc is converted from ac through transformer based diode rectifier unit
(RTU), and 270 V bus is obtained from autotransformer rectifier unit (ATRU) such as 18-pulse
phase shifted diode rectifier [41, 42]. With the advancement of power electronic devices, different
types of active rectifiers are proposed in aircraft applications, A low current harmonic distortion
typically less than 5% can be easily achieved with pulse width modulation and higher switching
frequency, and the bulky magnetic components in ATRU can be significantly reduced [43].
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Fig. 1-11. Ac voltage levels and dc voltage levels in MEA systems [40].

As large aircraft is developing towards MEA, more electric supply are demands are required,
and the electric power rating keeps increasing, as shown in Fig. 1-12, such as the Boeing 787 with
4*250 kVA generator power rating compared to Airbus 380 with 600 kVA shown in Table 1-3
[40]. And various avionics equipment and actuators are relying on power electronic converters, as
discussed in [44]. Thus, the total power dissipation and the weight of the electric power converters
present a significant impact on the performance and cost of whole MAE aircraft. This imposes a
higher requirement on the conversion efficiency of power electronic converters and their power
density.
In addition, in aircraft systems, the radio-frequency interference (RFI) and electromagnetic
interference (EMI) in a broad sense from the external lighting or nearby electronics, are harmful
for normal operation of aerospace equipment and radar signals, which can lead to various negative
consequences and even safety issues and incidents [46-48]. Regulation and mitigation of EMI have
been virtually considered in all aspects of avionics design. With more electrical power converters
in MAE, EMI issues may become more severe, drawing a research premium on it.
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Fig. 1-12. The evolution of MEA history [45].
Table 1-3. Comparison of key electrical systems in several aircraft [40].
Aircraft
No. engines
No. generator per
engine
Gen. rating per
enginer
Gen. output voltage
No, gen. per APU
Gen. rating per APU
RAT rating
ECS method
Brake system
Actuation system

Boeing 787
2

Airbus 380
4

Airbus 350
2

2

1

2

250 kVA

150 kVA

100 kVA

235 V
2
225 kVA
Unavailable
Electric 4*100 kW
compressors
Electric
EHA

115 V
1
120 kVA
150 kVA

230 V
1
150 kVA
100 KVA

Bleed air

Bleed air

Hydraulic
Conventional and EHA

Hydraulic
Conventional and EHA
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To address these demands, several design aspects from topology, device, filter design, power
quality control including ac current distortion, dc bus voltage regulation, and electromagnetic noise
emission, to controller design and cooling design, will be reviewed in this work. The challenge
and possible approaches for improvement will be studied in this work and presented as the main
body of this report.
1.2

Research challenges and motivation
Based on the literature survey, there are many uncertainties and unsolved issues in converter

interface with different types of grids, for development of the cost-effective power electronic
solutions to enhance power transfer capacity, development of the noise immunized, accurate and
stable power transmission line emulator, and development of the high power-quality low noiseemission GaN device based high-density aircraft charger.
For hybrid ac/dc power transmission, the main challenges are:
1) The power capacity enhancement is a function of dc current and voltage mixture, but their
relationship is not fully established.
2) The technical feasibility of injecting dc onto ac lines is not explored under abnormal
conditions including line faults and line unbalances. A high percentage of dc current and
voltage injection is also not experimentally implemented.
3) Saturation issue of the interface transformer between ac and dc with line unbalances is
never considered and experimental verification should be conducted.
4) The cost-effectiveness of transferring power compared with pure HVAC and pure DC
conversion solutions are not investigated.
For transmission line emulator, the main challenges are:
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1) Feasibility of emulating transmission line using power converters and the extension
capability of an emulation model to represent line characteristics of different level
complexities.
2) Sensing and sampling noise may deteriorate the emulation accuracy especially in a PWM
voltage interfaced emulation grid with many power converters.
3) Interaction of the transmission line emulation system and its interfaced grid impedance
may cause a stability issue. A criterion to determine the stability, thus to define the
impedance boundary of the line emulation should be explored.
For aircraft charger design, the main challenges are:
1) Topology evaluation to find a low weight, high efficiency solution that can fit the wide
input voltage, dual output voltage, and GaN device based universe battery charger.
2) Impacts of high switching frequency, high di/dt, dv/dt on power quality control have not
been clearly understood, and solutions to mitigate these impacts should also be explored.
3) Modeling of distortion due to device junction capacitances in three-level converters is
desired to guide converter parameter selection and device selection, especially in high
switching frequency converter design. Distortion mitigation is also demanded.
4) Fundamental knowledge on performance degradation of EMI passive filter especially in
the multi-component structure is not well established. The impacts and mechanisms of
both inductive and capacitive coupling on different filter structures should be better
understood. Simpler modeling, prediction, and debugging of filter attenuation considering
frequency dependence and parasitic coupling are desired and should be very helpful for
engineering practice. Mitigation solutions to reduce parasitic coupling, self-parasitics and
better utilize EMI filter to approach the ideal performance are expected.
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5) Control and modulation schemes to better utilize the soft-switching techniques for dc-dc
stage and to reduce hardware complexity.
6) High speed digital controller design for a two-stage charger with wide inputs and dual
outputs, multiple sampling variables and control loops, and high switching frequency.
1.3

Dissertation organization
This dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews the activities in power topology, control, and component design in

interfacing power converters to three different grids, including the high power transmission grid,
the emulated transmission grid, and the aviation grid. Interface and interaction challenges and prior
efforts are summarized.
Chapter 3 presents a hybrid ac/dc architecture in interfacing the ac and dc transmission grid.
Possible dc injection devices are compared and associated saturation issues when considering the
line unbalance condition are analyzed. Both passive and active mitigation approaches are proposed,
modeled, designed and implemented. System-level benefits compared to other transmission
architectures are also studied.
Chapter 4 proposes the general emulation models and schemes of voltage source inverter
based transmission line emulator and analysis the impacts and mechanism of the dc sampling noise
and switching frequency noise on interconnecting the line emulator to the emulated transmission
grid. Active control methods are presented to mitigate these impacts. The emulation stabilities
considering different interfacing impedances between the line emulator and the grid are also
analyzed.
Chapter 5 compares the different ac-dc and dc-dc topologies that can transformer the power
from aircraft ac source to dc battery, and a high power density three-level two-stage GaN based
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charger is proposed and designed. This chapter presents a systematic study of interfacing issues
introduced by high frequency, high di/dt, dv/dt when using high speed GaN devices in aviation
grid for battery charger applications. It discloses the phenomena and mechanism of the dc bias
sampling error and low frequency sensing distortion, and low frequency PWM voltage and ac
current distortion, and presents mitigation approaches from sampling, sensing and PWM
modulation aspects. In further, it analyzes an extra power loss in three-level converters associated
with device parasitics and switching transient and proposes a loss evaluation method. Finally, highperformance controller and control algorithm, power circuit design, and device cooling for GaN
based high density charger are also developed.
Chapter 6 comprehensively studies the disclosed capacitive coupling and its mechanism in
EMI filter and other HF filter behaviors, presents a generic coupling model for both CM and DM
filters, and provides new guidelines in choose suitable filter topologies for maximizing the filter
performance in bridging the connection of the power converter and the power grid. With that, it
further presents several filter design approaches in mitigating both the inductive and capacitance
coupling effects and presents a general winding strategy and modeling of winding capacitances
considering different winding schemes to mitigate the filter self-parasitics. Overall, these efforts
ensure a high performance of the high-frequency high-density filter and a low noise emission into
the ac grid. Finally, a methodology that can characterize the filter attenuation and predict its
insertion loss in a converter system is proposed and verified through actual power test.
Chapter 7 concludes the contributions presented in this dissertation and discusses the future
work.

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1
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Literature Review
2.1

High-power transmission grid

2.1.1 Comparison of HVDC technologies
In the past half century, HVDC has undergone several main technology advancements, i.e.
mercury-arc valves based line commutated converter (early LCC HVDC), thyristor-based line
commutated current source converter (LCC or classic HVDC), two-level series connected IGBT
based voltage source converter (VSC or HVDC light), multi-level modular voltage source
converter (MMC, or HVDC plus). The size of HVDC converter has been reduced, and conversion
efficiency of HVDC plus is also improved to 99% , approaching to that of classic HVDC, as shown
in Fig. 2-1 [49]. However, three of the main challenges are still hindering the further wide
applications of HVDC plus, i.e. cost, power rating and dc fault current blocking capability.
According to [50], the cost of VSC HVDC converter station was 0.11 Euro /VA in 2003, while the
cost for LLC HVDC converter station was about 0.08 Euro /VA in 2003. As seen in Fig. 2-2,
HVDC light still has a relatively low power rating. Due to the absence of current zero crossing and
consequent arc during the breaking instant as well as the low resistance in dc lines, dc breaking is
difficulty and the swiftly increased high dc fault current also requiring dc breakers with fast
response time. The state-of-art dc breaker solution is through solid state high power semiconductor
devices. However, the cost and loss are pretty high due to the high conduction voltage drop and
cost of high voltage IGBTs. ABB promoted hybrid dc breaker in 2012 with paralleling fast
disconnectors to reduce the loss, still maintaining 5 ms or 2 ms fault breaking time [51-53], but its
application is still limited due to high semiconductor cost and fast mechanical disconnectors. The
other solution is to embed fault current limiting function into HVDC converters, such as full-bridge
(FB) modular multilevel converter (MMC) and its variants [54]. FB MMC surpasses half-bridge
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(HB) modular MMC in terms of dc fault blocking capability, however, it is seldom used in real
applications due to the doubled device components and cost, and 2.35 times semiconductor
conduction losses as well as the cost of losses if compared to the combination of HB MMC and dc
breaker [55, 56].

Fig. 2-1. Power loss reduction in the recent two

Fig. 2-2. Power rating evolution of HVDC classic and

decades [49].

VSC [57].

2.1.2 Hybrid ac/dc
Although HVDC transmission is effective and efficient in transmitting bulk power over long
distance, high investments, right-of-way cost, environment and policy constraints have hindered
the pace to build new transmission lines in many countries [58-60]. This renders the efficient
utilization of existing grid assets being a more urgent topic. To release the transmission limitation
and congestion constrained by the existing ac grid infrastructure [58, 61], the old grid needs to be
modernized.
For conventional high voltage ac (HVAC) long line transmission, the line current rating is
usually far below its thermal ampacity and the line power transfer capability is determined by
stability constraints instead of thermal constraints [61, 62], which leads to low power angle and
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limited power transfer capability. As an alternative to new lines, the concept of hybrid ac/dc
transmission was proposed [60, 63-65]. The basic idea is to load ac lines close to their thermal
limits by superposing dc current onto the ac current through a dc injection device, utilizing the
existing ac lines, towers, facilities and avoiding the need for new right-of-way.
One implementation scheme for the hybrid ac/dc concept is shown in Fig. 2-3. An ac double
circuit is selected to form a bipolar HVDC circuit with 12-pulse line-commutated-converters
(LCC). The dc injection link is indispensable for the hybrid ac/dc scheme. A zigzag transformer
approach has been proposed [63, 65], which allows dc current injected through its neutral point.
With equal turns of windings but opposite polarity on each phase, dc flux could be totally canceled
theoretically, as long as the dc current in the three phases is evenly distributed. The voltage
insulation is also considered in [66], pointing out the line insulation from line-to-ground issue once
dc voltage is superposed. To avoid replacing or increasing the discs for tower insulation strings
along the line, ac voltage is reduced to maintain the same peak voltage stress. To be noted, the
line-to-line insulation stress is not affected by dc superposition thus no change is required for
conductor clearance distance. The current ratio of dc over ac are recommended to be 1 to keep
current zero crossing available, while voltage ratio is selected to be lower than 1 so that actual
voltage changes its polarity twice in a cycle and may avoid the need for higher creepage distance
which is required in HVDC lines [63]. However, no comprehensive quantification was conducted
among different ratios, cost and capacity to provide a cost-effective design.
The focus of prior work is on the concept verification under ideal conditions as well as its
feasibility in improving power system stability with fast dc power control during power swing.
Little investigation is done to evaluate which topology among LCC and VSC HVDC variants is
more feasible in hybrid transmission applications, considering abnormal conditions. Moreover, no
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design methodology has been studied on zigzag transformers which operate as dc injection links,
especially when equivalent impedances of the three lines are not exactly the same. Since dc current
will not be evenly distributed under such unbalanced conditions, dc flux flowing into three phases
cannot be canceled, leading to a potential magnetic saturation of the zigzag transformer and
eventually a failure of the scheme.
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Fig. 2-3. Architecture of the hybrid ac/dc transmission system [67].

2.1.3 Upgrading HVAC to pure HVDC
In addition to the hybrid ac/dc transmission system, there is another transmission architecture,
which upgrades the existing HVAC line into a pure DC line. This pure HVDC solution was
intensively studied. In this case, two end HVDC converters need to take full power, but the
interface between ac and dc through zigzag transformers is not required. This pure HVDC solution
was intensively studied by Cigre, STRI, EPRI, and ABB [68-74].
Ref [73] investigated three types of dc conversion: 1) conversion from single circuit lines to
pure dc lines; 2) conversion from two-circuit tower lines to partial ac partial dc line, forming
another type of hybrid ac/dc transmission; 3) conversion from double circuit lines to pure dc lines.
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Different options of line configuration and dc polarity setting are possible because the sustainable
dc voltage is related to the conductor size and circuit configuration.
Different current modulations to convert ac line to dc line were also studied. In addition to the
conventional bipolar operation of HVDC converters, ref [69, 73] proposed the tripolar bridge
configuration to fully utilize the double circuit lines, by intermittently pushing the two outmost
conductors overloading for several minutes and alternating them in turn, to maintain the average
power loading within thermal limits, as given in Fig. 2-4. Another VSC HVDC modulated dc
conversion scheme was also proposed using a bipolar configuration with the help of thyristors on
the receiving end to switch the current direction of the middle pole conductor [75], shown in Fig.
2-5.
Although dc current can be pushed to thermal limits, the dc voltage determination is very
complicated. Four limiting factors have been considered in [73], including conductor surface
gradient, earth surface gradient, insulation creepage length, mid-span electrical clearance from
conductor or tower to the ground. It is said that ceramic based ac insulators have much lower
pollution flashover strength to support normal operating dc voltage than the case under ac voltage,
due to the electrostatic precipitator effect of constant dc field which attracts dirt particles from the
ambient air onto insulator surface [71]. Therefore, ac insulators should be replaced with composite
suspension types in dc conversion [71]. In addition, excessive voltage gradient at the conductor
surface will cause corona, leading to audible noise and radio interference, which is higher in the
dc case, especially in fair weather [71]. Although it shows that this is not the main limiting factor,
these environmental effects should be fully considered [73]. Such effects are in a single circuit
horizontal configuration is provided in Fig. 2-6.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2-4. Converting ac lines to dc line option 1. (a) tripolar LCC-HVDC tripolar configuration. (b) dc current
modulation via a bipolar and a monopole structure with bidirectional valves. [69, 73]

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2-5. Converting ac lines to dc line option 2. (a) VSC-HVDC tripolar configuration. (b) dc current modulation
scheme [75].

Fig. 2-6. Allowable dc voltage on ac lines as a function of three limiting factors [73].
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Under a given power capacity, this pure dc scheme may be more expensive than the hybrid
scheme, considering its full converter rating and possible insulation strings replacement due to dc
corona and field effects. But it can achieve higher power capacity for given lines.
2.2

Transmission line emulator
As listed in Fig. 2-7, different types of grid components have been developed in the HTB

platform, including basic components such as generator emulator [76], passive load emulator and
induction motors [31, 77], and components for high renewable penetration study such as wind
turbine emulators [30], solar PV emulator [78], energy storage emulator [79], battery emulator
[80], RTDS interfaced grid emulator [81], and HVDC emulator [82]. Different short circuit fault
emulators are also developed [29, 83].
Among all the above emulators, ac transmission line emulator is a vital and special element,
since it functions as a bridge to interconnect two ac systems and fulfill the overall grid emulation
task. As a backbone of the interconnected ac system, the ac transmission line emulator becomes
one of the key components in HTB. The other uniqueness lies in that most of the other emulators
only interface with the grid in one point and thus can be implemented within one VSI, however,
line emulator has to interface with other grid components physically in both terminals, requiring
at least two VSIs operating collaboratively to perform the correct line behavior emulation. This
imposes challenges in converter interfacing, emulation scheme selection, emulation accuracy,
control and stability of line emulation.
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2.2.1 Interface algorithm
In any simulation or emulation system, interface algorithm (IA) between the target component
and its surroundings is important. In PHIL systems, the most common IA is ideal transformer
model (ITM) [84-89], which as shown in Fig. 2-8, breaks the connection point to the primary and
secondary side of an ideal transformer. Two types of ITM can be configured: voltage type and
current type. In Fig. 2-8 (a), the voltage type ITM senses the current information at the hardware
side and use it to control a current source at PHIL simulator side, then the resulting voltage across
the current source is utilized to control the voltage source at the hardware side. In Fig. 2-8 (b), the
current type ITM uses the voltage as the input and gives the current as the output.
Because of its simplicity and lossless, ITM based IA is also widely used in offline simulation
software such as Matlab. However, different from pure offline software simulation where no delay
and data loss are introduced in transferring and sharing the interface information, the power
amplifier as the embodiment of IA, inevitably suffer its device nonlinearity. These non-ideal
factors could come from converter modulation error, power amplifier control delay, converter
output regulation error, digital quantification error and conversion delay of analog-to-digital
converters (ADC) and digital-to-analog converters (DAC), and high frequency noise and offset of
sensing circuit. Generally, noise and offset can be filtered or suppressed by refining the circuity,
regulation tracking error can be reduced by enhancing power amplifier control gain or
compensation, control delay can be reduced by increasing switching frequency and controller
bandwidth, and sensing error and delay can be shrunk by adopting high speed high bit ADC and
DAC. However, delay time reduction is achieved at the expense of high cost of IA amplifiers and
is often constrained by limited performance of available power devices and analog devices.
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Fig. 2-7. Developed emulators in HTB based emulation grid [29-31, 76-83].

Fig. 2-8. Two types of ITM based interface algorithm in PHIL [34, 90].
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These nonidealities could introduce steady state errors and cause stability problems, especially
with the help of time delay [90]. In fact, IA is strongly coupled with stability. The relationship
between stability and interface algorithm in PHIL simulation system has been thoroughly
investigated in [90]. It is found that when TIM is used for a voltage divider circuit as shown in Fig.
2-10, PHIL system stability is determined by the ratio of simulated source impedance and external
load impedance with the help of time delay as given in (2-1). In an intuitive explanation, this ratio
acts as a voltage error amplification coefficient and amplifies the error from the interface amplifier
step by step. This stability criterion is very similar to the well-known Middle Brook stability
criterion in cascaded power converter systems derived from the Thevenin equivalent circuit.
Several improved IAs have also been proposed to reduce the impact in PHIL, such as partial
circuit duplication method (PCD) [91], damping impedance method (DIM) [90], transmission line
model (TLM) [92, 93], and time-variant first-order approximation (TFA) [94]. Most of these IAs
derive from widely adopted largescale circuit simulation algorithms in commercial simulation
tools such as companion resistive network and relaxation technique [95, 96]. However, when they
are applied in PHIL, the main advantages of collecting and solving the large companion resistive
network of all circuit components implicitly in simulation tools or relaxing circuit component
constraint to reach desired error through multi-step iterations, do not hold anymore. Because in
real time PHIL, the external hardware impedance is unknown, therefore, these IAs have to either
insert physical impedance or modify the original impedance or estimate the load. Thus,
compromise among simulation accuracy, stability, flexibility, and applicability has to be made.
Although no work has been done to emulate the transmission line, these basic principles in
PHIL and pure simulation can be applied. In fact, the situation for IA selection is even more
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complicated in converter based line emulation, since both ends of the line emulator interface with
other grid components.

Real-time Simulator
D/A

IA

A/D

Sensing
Power Amplifier

Sensing

Power Device
Under Test
Fig. 2-9. Interface components in a HIL system.

Fig. 2-10. Voltage divider circuit showing PHIL
instability issues [90].
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Fortunately, the common ITM method is still very promising, mainly from the following
observations:
The typical transient in ac power system as shown in Table. 2-1 [97], and most of the
electromechanical phenomena, as often the main interest in system study, is usually below 100 Hz.
Therefore, the IGBT based VSI line emulator operating at 10 kHz switching frequency can achieve
the current and voltage control bandwidth up to 1 kHz. With proper VSI controller design, time
delay and phase lag can be compensated within the control bandwidth [98], especially at the low
frequency range of interest.
With proper sensing and sampling method in digital controller design, sensing and sampling
error can be reduced, as well as conversion delay. In addition, the discretization method also plays
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a key role in steady state error and stability. By selecting the proper discrete implementation of the
emulation model, its stability and accuracy could also be potentially improved.
Table. 2-1 Classification of power system transients [98].
Mode

Frequency (Hz)
0.001
0.01

Electromechanical
Phenomena

event
Load frequency control

0.1
1
10
102
103
104

Electromagnetic
Phenomena

Event

105
106
10

7

Transient stability stabilizer
Short-circuits, Sub-synchronous
resonance, Harmonics, Power
conversion phenomena
Switching transients
Traveling wave phenomena
Transient recovery voltage

2.2.2 Stability of line emulation
Emulation stability is tightly coupled with the interface algorithms and external impedance,
as already discussed in the above section. Different from other emulators, since a line emulator
itself is to model an impedance, therefore, its allowable emulation range directly couples with its
stability range. A guideline on its stability will help to define its working boundary and further
help to extend the emulation capability and stability, therefore, is demanded.
Emulation stability is also fundamentally determined by the converter stability itself, which
acts as the physical layer carrier of the emulator and is largely dependent on the controller
parameter design. In a multi-converter based HTB system, the situation is similar to that in the
paralleled inverter systems. The classic way to analyze this stability problem is through Nyquist
Theorem in an equivalent impedance network where all inverters together their controllers are
linearized to small signal models to obtain their Thevenin’s or Norton’s equivalences, either in a
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basic structure of a voltage-controlled source in series with its output impedance interfacing a
current-controlled source plus its parallel input impedance, or in a structure of current-controlled
source in parallel to its output impedance interfacing with a voltage-controlled source in series
with its input impedance [99-101]. Interaction of inverters is found to be strongly impacted by
controller parameters, which essentially reshape the input and output impedance at the source side
and load side, respectively. The interaction is severer in interfacing weak grids with non-negligible
line stray impedance since the point of common coupling (PCC) voltage becomes dependent on
each inverter’s output impedance, and PLL and forward controller as the direct interface with PCC
voltage are found sensitive in influencing inverters’ interaction and stability [31, 102, 103].
Following this impedance principle, the stability of two synchronous generator emulators in HTB
two area grid system was extensively investigated in s-domain small signal model [34], and the
conclusion is that controllers of a voltage type emulator inverter have to help decrease emulator’s
output impedance to reduce interaction between each other, and PI controller together with current
feed-forward is beneficial than a single integral controller. Recently, other stability analysis
approaches such as passivity theory are also utilized in multi-inverter microgrid study [104-106],
and improved methods are also applied to the HTB emulation system [107, 108]. These research
works lay the basis for developing a stabilized inverter control for the transmission line emulator
when it is inserting in multi-inverter based HTB system, however, the stability issue and
interaction phenomena at the emulation level has not been well explored.
Previous emulation work mainly focused on the s domain analysis, considering the impact in
the continuous domain from the controller, filter, PLL, and converter PWM delay [34, 90, 103].
In addition to these stability concerns, emulation accuracy and stability is greatly impacted by the
digital implementation, discretization method and communication delay [31, 109]. To accurately
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predict the stability of an emulation system, analysis in the discrete domain is preferred. In general
simulation, less time step results in higher accuracy but at the expense of computation resources.
As for the discretization method, backward-Euler discretization method is less accurate than the
trapezoidal method due to higher truncation errors, but the choice of discretization method still
depends on the waveforms types [109]. Backward-Euler has the advantage of representing
piecewise linear waveforms, while the trapezoidal method is better for sinusoidal waveforms.
In addition, advanced integration methods using high order interpolating functions [31, 110,
111] or iterative algorithms can offer enhanced numerical stability but at the cost of increased
computation time. This is more suitable for offline software such as Saber and Matlab/Simulink
instead of real-time simulator or PHIL. However, when high frequency transient is concerned,
such as in induction motor emulation [31], this type of methods such as third-order accurate Eulertrapezoidal based predictor-corrector method with twice correction [110, 111] was also adopted
and showed higher transient accuracy, especially motor start-up [31].
2.2.3 Line model
As a backbone of the interconnected ac system, the ac transmission line emulator becomes
one of the key components in HTB. To precisely emulate the power transfer of ac transmission
lines, it is crucial to have an appropriate model and a dedicate control scheme with good dynamic
performance and accuracy.
Theoretically, along the ac transmission line, its resistance, inductance, and capacitance are
uniformly distributed as illustrated in Fig. 2-11. Distributed transmission line model [112]. Thus,
it has infinite circuit states. Its distributed voltage and current along the line can be described in
differential equations (2-2),
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Fig. 2-11. Distributed transmission line model [112].
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From them, the general lossy line can be derived in (2-3), i.e. telegrapher’s equations
developed by Oliver Heaviside in the 1880s.
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And voltage and current any time t and any distance x from the sending end can be
individually solved as (2-4),
  2V
 2V
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= LC 2 + ( RC + LG )
+ RGV

2
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t
(2-4)
 2
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= LC 2 + ( RC + LG ) + RGI

t
t
 x 2
However, since the partial differential equation for both voltage and current are functions of

time and distance, its analytical solution is difficult to be obtained, and not convenient for modeling.
Two types of modeling approaches are widely used: distributed line model and lumped line model.
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The distributed line model is primarily based on Bergeron's method also known as a method
of characteristics which was originally applied to hydraulic problems in 1928 and later in wave
surges in electricity [113]. In which, the traveling wave technique [114], developed since
D’Alembert’s solution [115], was used in solving Maxwell’s equation mathematically for timedomain transient simulation [116]. In 1969, Dommel first applied this approach into the lossless
transmission line in the development of EMTP [117], where term R and G are firstly neglected to
satisfy the ideal wave equation, but later can also be compensated using lumped resistance to
include the lossy line. This line model is called Bergeron's model, as given in Fig. 2-12.
In this model, electricity in terms of voltage and current is represented as an electric wave,
with two key variables: the surge impedance or characteristics and the wave propagation speed.
An exact solution can be obtained step by step with the method of characteristics by using the
previous step history data. With that, the distributed line model can thus be represented by an
equivalent two-terminal network seen from terminals. However, in this model, the history data
which are stamped by the traveling time (the time current travels from one end of the line to the
other) may not be snapshotted if the traveling time is not a multiple of the discrete time step (say
the switching period of PWM converter in hardware emulation). Interpolation may be needed, and
this adds the complexity of the emulation, not to mention other time delay introduced in the
hardware implementation.

Fig. 2-12. The general Bergeron’s model [122-124].
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Since the advent of Bergeron’s model, several EMTP type line models have been developed.
The main feature different from Bergeron’s model is that the frequency dependence of line
parameters is incorporated into the model, to achieve higher accuracy. In addition, the lumped
resistance at the end of the line is replaced by the distributed R across the line length. For these
frequency-dependent models, all line parameter matrixes are first solved at many frequency points
in the frequency domain with the detailed information of line and tower as inputs. Then their
intrinsic response is easily obtained using curve fitting with a rational function approximation.
And finally, the frequency domain (FD) solutions are converted to time domain based convolutions
theory [118]. The Fourier transform and FD based approach are used in [119, 120], however,
significantly increasing the computation effort. By introducing the recursive convolution
technique in time domain convolution integrals [121], the computation efficiency is greatly
reduced, eventually leading to two mature distributed line models used in PSCAD and EMTPDC
[122-124]. However, compared to Bergeron’s model with single frequency constant parameters,
these models still require longer simulation time.
The distributed line models were primarily driven by investigating the damage induced by the
light surge, switching surge, and transient fault current and voltage onto line, towers and breakers
[113, 125], thus simulation tools with an accurate representation of high-frequency characteristics
is pursued.
However, when the focus is on line’s low frequency dynamics, such as line flow and power
control transient, a lumped line model as shown in Fig. 2-13 using one or several cascaded PI
circuits is an option.
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Also, in practice, it is more convenient to use the equivalent circuit to analyze the transmission
line. This leads to the lumped parameter line model, which represents the performance of the line
seen from its terminal.

V1

I1

Z=Zcsinh( l)
X

R

V2 0

Y/2
Y/2
=1/Zc∙ tanh( l/2)

I2

Fig. 2-13. Equivalent pi model of the single-phase long line [112].

The line can also be modeled by several sections of two-port LRC network for higher accuracy,
each corresponding to a second order differential equation with inductance, capacitance, and
resistance, as illustrated in Fig. 2-14.

Fig. 2-14. Line model represented by multi-sections of two-port LRC network [126].

When the line length is shorter than 50 miles, it is regarded as short line and only L-R is
considered. Above this length, capacitive impedance must be considered. For a long line with
length above 150 miles, the general PI model for one section is

V1 = cosh( l ) V2 + Z c sinh( l )  I 2

sinh( l )

V2 + cosh( l )  I 2
 I1 = Z
c

V1 = cosh( l ) V2 + Z c sinh( l )  I 2

sinh( l )

V2 + cosh( l )  I 2
 I1 = Z
c
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(2-5)

(2-6)

The matrix form can also be obtained as
V1   A
 I  = C
 1 

B  V2 
D   I 2 

(2-7).

where

A = cosh( l )
C=
Zc =

L / C ,  =  + j =

sinh( l )
Zc

B = Z c sinh( l )
B = cosh( l )

(2-8)

zy = (r + jw L)(g + jwC ) . Zc is the characteristic impedance and  is

the propagation constant, which is frequency dependent. L and C are inductance and capacitance in
per unit length.
Theoretically, the lumped line model is only accurate for short line with line length shorter
than 50 miles, for which the traveling wave time is negligible.
In fact, the frequency dependent propagation constant  and related hyperbolic correction
factors may not be needed for shorter lines, but are required for longer lines, since uncompensated
PI section equivalent circuit becomes less accurate as the line becomes longer, mainly due to its
neglect of the uniform distribution of line parameters [122].
2.2.4 Measurement noise
Following the ITM scheme, transmission line current can be calculated from voltage
measurement on two terminals. Taking the simplest scenario as the example, for a short lossless
line, its lumped line model can be simplified as an inductor L. Then, its current obeys
i (t ) =

1
( vS (t ) − vR (t ) )dt
L

(2-9)

In multi-converter based HTB emulation environment, this model derivation is very sensitive
to voltage sampling noise. Any undesirable voltage sensing noise will induce faulty current
commands and drive the emulator into the wrong track. Two types of noises are observed: 1) the
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significantly high switching harmonic voltage at PCC, which is unique in the multi-interconnected
converter system with only L filters, since there are no paralleled passive components to attenuate
the switching voltage; 2) the dc offset noise from sensing circuit or analog/digital conversion
(ADC). Unfortunately, a strong filter may be able to eliminate most of the noise, but it introduces
phase delay that is not acceptable to meet emulation accuracy and bandwidth requirement.
A good sampling algorithm with correct sampling instant is therefore important for sampling
quality. Typically, center-aligned (symmetrical) PWM generation is preferred for three-phase
converters [127-129]. The sampling instant is in the median of the rising edge or falling edge,
which naturally ensures the average value of the sampling signal and avoid noise at switching
transients. Reference [128] proposes a hybrid sampling scheme for the high modulation index case
in a single-phase PFC. However, unlike PFC interfacing a low distortion grid, the emulation
system sees high switching noise on voltage sensing signals due to L-filter interfaced PWM
converters. Moreover, these power converters, following the modular concept, are controlled
independently, resulting in asynchronized PWM voltage patterns [130]. This “noisier” system with
asynchronized time domains complicates the sampling and control of emulators. Analysis and
possible approaches for this noisy emulation environment should be investigated.
The dc offset issue is similar to the scenario in motor control, where the motor flux feedback
is estimated from the pure integration of the instantaneous ac voltage. A trivial dc drift in the
voltage sampling will eventually lead to a significant high dc offset flux. Many efforts have been
made in motor applications, and a literature review is found in [131]. In [132-135], different low
pass filter (LPF) structures are studied to replace the integrator, which damps the dc bias to a
certain level but introduces steady-state error in both phase and magnitude, especially at low
frequency operation range. To compensate for this error, complicated compensation algorithms
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are added [136]. Closed-loop based offset compensator is also proposed in [137] to aid the flux
estimator, which however requires the flux reference information. Reference [131] further
combines the dc compensation and integrator into a simplified LPF form without this information,
which theoretically can achieve zero error in the specific frequency but suffers inevitable
amplification of high frequency harmonics. The prior works mainly focus on the offset elimination,
flux estimation accuracy, and response time at a specific stationary frequency point considering
motors’ variable fundamental frequency. The whole picture of the steady and dynamic
performance for these controls in the full frequency spectrum is, however, missing, and
consequently, it is not clear of the true impacts imposed by these controls to the original system.
It is interesting to notice that the dc bias issue was never reported in HIL simulations since it is
induced by measurement noise that only occurs in the real engineering world. This reflects a
general difference in HTB emulation and software simulation, emphasizing the necessity of
investigating the measurement issue in emulation related research and applications.
2.3

Ac interfaced aircraft power converters

2.3.1 Topologies of ac interfaced aircraft power converters
In the earlier days, transformer interfaced diode rectifier unit (RTU), and auto-transformer
based ARTU using silicon thyristor were applied as the main ac front end (AFE) to converter the
ac power to the dc power [138]. Bulky magnetic devices have to be applied to reduce current
harmonics. With the advancement in devices and topologies, various hybrid and active rectifiers
combining passive diode rectifier and switching devices are developed, to provide active harmonic
controllability and allow higher switching frequency and lower passive size [43].
In [139], four active topology configurations are evaluated for aircraft motor drive in the acdc-ac application, covering almost the mainstream three-phase converter types, including two40

level three-phase voltage source rectifier (VSR), two-level three-phase current source rectifier
(CSR), three-level Vienna-type rectifier, and three-phase ac-ac matrix converter. The matric
converter, although requires no dc link capacitor, was found with higher weight due to higher loss
and larger heatsink. The two-level VSR has the simplest control, however, as a boost type rectifier,
doubles switch voltage stress and converter dv/dt, compared to three-level converters. On the other
hand, two-level CSR as a buck type converter results in lower dc voltage than the ac line-line peak
voltage, thus it could be a possible choice in applications where device voltage stress is the main
limitation, such as the current situation for GaN devices, where the maximum voltage rating is
typically 600-650 V.
A typical application in aircraft power system is the battery charger to provide stable charging
capability for batteries, and output voltage must be compatible with the standard dc voltage levels,
i.e. 28 V and 270V. This system usually consists of two stages as illustrated in Fig. 2-15. Ac-dc
PFC stage as the front-end converts ac to dc and provides an intermediate dc bus, and the backend converter steps down and regulates the output voltage.

A
B

DC-DC
Converter

AC-DC
Rectifier

RC
Load

C
Fig. 2-15. Diagram of a two-stage power converter.

Different front-end three-phase rectifiers in charger application have been reviewed in [43].
The major group is unidirectional rectifier including passive, hybrid and active rectifiers, either in
two-level structure or three-level structures. Among them, the most famous subgroup is three-level
boost rectifiers, also known as Vienna-type rectifiers, consisting of two diode-switch pairs in each
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phase, respectively for each half line cycle. Different phase-leg combinations have generated
various variants. A comparison of two different variants was conducted in [140, 141] on power
loss and package issues. With the advent of SiC device, the efficiency of the variant chosen in this
work is expected to very high, possibly nearly 99% at 10 kW [43], owing to SiC diode’s inherent
high voltage capability and zero reverse recovery.
The power efficiency of some other bridgeless PFC in the unidirectional category was also
evaluated in [142] and a two-channel interleaved Vienna-type rectifier was proposed to further
reduce power loss for 3 kW design [143].
The other group is the bidirectional rectifier, which mainly includes the common two-level
VSR, and three-level I type and T-type NPC rectifier [144]. These NPC converters are often used
in high voltage and high power applications.
As for back-end dc-dc, the isolated power converter is the main option in battery charger
design for safety concern. Phase shift full bridge, dual active bridge converters are the main options
due to the ZVS capability, low switching losses, lower circulating current stress and high power
handling capability [145, 146]. At lower power, LLC resonant converter is a more attractive
solution with low switching loss at full voltage and load range, significantly reduced magnetic size
resulting from high switching frequency operation up to MHz [147]. In addition to the above twolevel dc-dc, many three-level dc-dc converters adopting the similar concept used in three-level acdc converters have been developed to reduce the device voltage stress, mainly differing in how to
achieve the three-level and/or split the dc bus voltage to half. They can be grouped as flying
capacitor and diode-clamping types [148, 149], as well as their hybrid combinations, to provide
better voltage balance [150]. For each type, the output terminal formulation may also differ.
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Modulation, voltage balance, and soft-start are generally the main challenging in these topologies,
although different variants may feature in certain aspects.
Although most of the literature focused on either the front-end or the dc-dc stage, several
papers did present the whole charger design. A 1.2 kW two-stage charger consisting of a threelevel Vienna-type rectifier and LLC dc-dc converter was designed in [151] using Silicon MOSFET.
It is highlighted with 99% efficiency and natural convection cooling without a heatsink. Since the
rectifier only interfaces with 115 Vac voltage and 28 V dc, the intermediate dc bus voltage was
chosen at only 340 V, enabling using a low voltage device. In addition, low switching frequency
at 68 kHz is selected to achieve low loss target, resulting and two-level VSR are also compared,
indicating low EMI filter and loss in the Vienna-type rectifier, but larger boost inductor needed
due to elevated side-band switching noise below switching frequency. The design becomes more
challenging when the charger interfaces with wide input voltage 115 Vac and 235 Vac, which
requires ac-dc rectifier with a common dc voltage to be compatible with both ac conditions. In
Vienna-type rectifier case, this dc voltage could be above 650 V, leading to potentially higher
converter loss. Recently, a three-phase two-level VSR plus phase shift full bridge dc-dc was
developed in the dual input application [152, 153], with dc output regulated at 28 V and 650 V
intermediate dc bus. Due to high voltage stress in the two-level structure, 1200 V SiC MOSFETs
instead of Si IGBTs are adopted to allow high frequency design and achieve a lower weight.
2.3.2 WBG power semiconductor device
One of the main drives for power converter advancement is ever-improving power
semiconductor device technology. This is also true for aircraft power system. With the emerging
and blooming of wide bandgap devices, such as SiC and GaN devices, passive and line frequency
commutated TRU and ATRU can be replaced by active rectifiers. And converters can be pushed
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to high switching frequency and power density, significantly reducing weight and size, due to the
high switching speed, low conduction resistance and junction capacitance, as a result of the
intrinsic properties in WBG devices illustrated in Fig. 2-16.
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Fig. 2-16. Comparison of different types of device materials [154].

Two-level VSR can be directly applied at 650 V dc bus, by using 1200 V SiC MOSFET at
100 kHz [152], instead of the three-level rectifier with Si CoolMOS in the past [155]. Three-level
rectifiers can be designed further small by pushing to even higher switching frequency such as 450
kHz if using GaN devices [156, 157] instead of 70 kHz with JFET or 68 kHz with Si devices
[158]. Certain topologies with fast switching diodes suffering high voltage stress and significantly
high recover recovery switching loss can be now utilized if SiC Schottky diode is used. A good
example is Vienna-type rectifier.
However, the characteristics of these new WBG devices are still in investigation currently
before they can be fully commercialized in products. The high dv/dt, di/dt, low profile, and high
frequency operation of WBG devices impose new challenges on many aspects of converter design,
such as gate driver design, power loop layout, cooling, filter design, and control design. A
comprehensive understanding of the characteristics and associated effects and a reformulation of
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existing design procedures developed for Si-based converters are demanded. Some of the key
issues will be addressed in this dissertation.
2.3.3 Power quality control in high speed high frequency converter
Low on resistance and high switching speed have driven the research, commercialization, and
application of WBG power semiconductor devices, such as SiC and GaN devices, for a more
efficient and compact converter design [154, 159, 160]. However, as WBG devices are applied in
practice, more design issues arise, such as the need for optimal power loop layout and device
package to reduce parasitics [161, 162], thermal management for low profile devices [163], gate
driver immunity to switch fast and safely [164-167]. And high di/dt and dv/dt are regarded as the
main obstacles to electrical performance improvement of WBG converters. High di/dt induced
ringing and overvoltage in the switching commutation loop introduce high voltage stress, extra
loss, and severe radio frequency (RF) and EMI emission, thus deteriorate device lifetime and
converter efficiency and cause oversize of passive filters. High dv/dt noise, on the other hand,
often induces spurious gate voltage, resulting in cross-talk issue in bridge configurations. Besides,
the high CM voltage transient may also cause the malfunction of gate driver ICs. Plenty of work
has also been done in mitigate cross-talk through the gate driver design either actively, intelligently,
or passively [166-170], and the new generation SiC MOSFETs has also been developed tackling
the cross-talk issue intrinsically. Meanwhile, commercial high speed gate drivers are now marked
with 100 to 200 V/ns high common mode transient immunity (CMTI) [171], significantly
simplifying gate driver design with higher reliability.
However, the above progress is mainly on the power circuit design, i.e. the basic layer of
WBG converter design. The impacts of high frequency, high di/dt, dv/dt on the second layer, i.e.
the sensing, conditioning, and control layer, have seldom been studied.
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Especially, for grid-connected inverters or power factor correction (PFC) rectifiers, power
quality including current harmonics and power factor limits are required by various standards, such
as IEC 61000-3-2 [172], IEEE 519-2014 [173], and DO-160E [174]. For dc-dc converter directly
interfacing with local loads, such as POL or back end of a battery charger, the accurate regulation
of voltage and current is also required 1[175, 176]. This highlights the importance of understanding
the impact of the harsh operating environment on the sensing, conditioning and control layer.
In fact, it has been a rooted impression that if a converter is pushed to high switching
frequency, e.g. exploiting WBG devices, it should become easier to achieve good control quality
due to the higher control bandwidth and lower switching ripple.
But this is not always true. Some control challenges have been observed recently in
applications of high speed and high switching frequency devices, e.g., reference [177] discussed
the zero-crossing detection error in peak current control due to EMI distortion using contactless
current sensor for GaN based high frequency buck, reference [178] listed several sensing
distortions and conditioning circuit arrangements in 500 kHz GaN full bridge converter, and
references [156, 157] illustrated device parasitics’ impact on current harmonics in a high frequency
three-level GaN rectifier. The prior works were more specifically focused on one aspect of the
complex issue and did not provide the overall relation between harsh operation environment
caused by ‘high dv/dt, di/dt, high frequency’ and sensing/sampling/control.
2.3.3.1 High speed high frequency harsh environment on sensing
The integrity of the current sensing signal is of vital importance for current feedback control.
In a typical Si IGBT or Si MOSFET based ac converter system operating with low or medium
switching frequency, e.g. 1k Hz ~ tens of kHz, and with low dv/dt or di/dt, current sensors can
function properly. However, as switching frequency and speed increase, signal integrity issues
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may arise. Especially when SiC and GaN devices are adopted, high dv/dt and di/dt owing to their
fast switching further strengthen the noise and component stress, challenging the gate driver design,
EMI filter design, as well as current sensing and sampling quality. A senor works normally at low
switching speed might get severely distorted under high-frequency high-speed conditions.
2.3.3.2 High speed high frequency harsh environment on sampling
It is also essential to guarantee the integrity of sampled feedback signals. Synchronizing
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with PWM carrier is a typical way in power electronic
converters to avoid noise spikes and associated ringing of the measured signals around switching
instants. Current sampling instant, in particular, should be carefully selected if THD requirement
is a concern in ac-dc or dc-ac converters. A typical realization, also known as symmetrical
modulation, is to align ADC sampling in the middle of a turn-on interval through triangle shape
based modulation carrier. By center-aligning the timing, the average current value can be
accurately acquired. Considering the time-variant duty cycle in ac/dc converters, reference [128]
further alternates the sampling instant between the rising edge and falling edge of the switching
ripple when duty cycle crosses 0.5 in a single-phase PFC application, to seek the longer sampling
interval and leave ample time for ADC sampling-and-hold and digital conversion. Unfortunately,
the single-phase approach cannot be conveniently applied for three-phase converters. Even worse,
since the switching period in GaN based high frequency converters shrinks shorter, almost
comparable to the sampling period of a commercial ADC, the selection of longer sampling interval
becomes essential and more difficult.
2.3.3.3 Deadtime and turn-off impact on PWM voltage distortion
The distortion introduced by dead time in the voltage source converter or by overlap time in
current source converter has been thoroughly studied in the past. In recent years, the effect of
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device junction capacitance or snubber parasitic capacitance accompanied with dead time or
overlap time, have also been presented, and their focus is on compensating the dead-time in
voltage-fed motor drives [179-183] or on the overlap effect in current-fed rectifiers [184]. While
most of the past work on dead-time compensation did not consider the nonlinear output
capacitance, their basic schemes are still popularly adopted in recent literature. In [179-181], the
dead-time distortion is treated as a voltage loss or voltage error, and this error is compensated to
the voltage reference. In [182], the dead-time is modeled as a pulse error and compensated in each
PWM period, and the idea is to extend or shrink the diode-clamping edge to cancel the voltage
error introduced at the switching edge. Ref. [183] investigates the excessive compensation issue
of the pulse-based method in motor drive applications, when considering the impact from the
snubber capacitance of each IGBT module, and then corrects the dead-time compensation by
comparing the actual PWM voltage and the ideal voltage on both the falling edge and rising edge.
In this way, an equivalent volt-second area can be achieved by adjusting the diode-clamping
intervals on both edges. Ref. [179] extends the voltage loss compensation scheme by considering
a more detailed device model and adding an offline identification of key parameters in motor drive
applications. Ref. [185] also adopts the voltage loss compensation scheme but further compensates
the dual edges of the critical switching cycle around both zero crossing points of the ripple current.
This method requires instantaneous current measurement based on the inductor voltage,
introducing extra hardware and complexity. Though the voltage loss approach avoids adjusting the
turning on/off edge in each switching cycle, it only provides an insufficient compensation on the
duty cycle when considering the device output capacitance as will discussed in this work.
The input current distortion caused by transistor turn-off delay can also be very problematic for
converters with switching frequencies in the hundreds of kHz, especially in the vicinity of the
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phase current zero-crossing. It has been reported in [155] that this distortion in the Vienna-type
rectifier as shown in Fig. 2-17 is mainly due to the nonlinear output capacitance Coss of the superjunction MOSFET because the voltage rise time at turn-off can be quite long within a relatively
short switching cycle. This leads to a significant voltage error at the converter ac terminal, as well
as corresponding current harmonics through the input boost inductor.
The super-junction Si MOSFET has a particularly nonlinear output capacitance, with a steep
dropoff of several orders of magnitude at 50-100 V. The turn-off voltage slew rate is initially very
low until the drain-source voltage reaches that level. As a result, a significant turn-off delay and
relatively short voltage rise time are observed. Ref. [155] proposes compensating for this nonlinear
turn-off delay time through curve fitting of experimental data over the whole current range.
However, for enhancement-mode (e-mode) GaN devices, the turn-off delay time is very short, and
the voltage rise time is the dominant component of the turn-off time [154, 186, 187]. As a result,
a new compensation scheme is needed, to avoid severe distortion near zero crossings due to the
nonlinear voltage rise time in e-mode GaN. In the case of the Vienna-type rectifier, the output
capacitance of two diodes also participates in the turn-off commutation of each GaN FET as will
be revealed in this work. Consequently, it is beneficial to find an analytical model to compensate
for this nonlinear distortion, which can be adapted to different combinations of devices using their
capacitance characteristic curves.
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Fig. 2-17. Schematic of a GaN based three-phase Vienna-type rectifier as a PFC converter [157].
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It is also important to point out the difference between dead-time in the normal half-bridge
converters and turn-off delay in Vienna-type rectifiers. For dead-time related voltage distortion,
the voltage error only occurs within a fixed dead-time interval, and the distortion can be determined
with a voltage error vs. phase current curve [179]. However, for the turn-off distortion in Viennatype converters, the duration is not fixed. Instead, it occupies a varying percentage of the switching
cycle, due to the Coss limited commutation of phase current from the main switch to the diode. As
a result, the voltage distortion is determined by both the instantaneous current and the
instantaneous duty cycle, thus presenting more challenges.
To regulate the dead-time induced harmonics, feedback controls are also applied [188, 189].
However, these methods require high control bandwidth and a sophisticated controller and are
more applicable when the fundamental frequency and switching frequency are relatively low, such
as in industrial motor drives. Nevertheless, converters, switching at hundreds of kHz generally
require much higher computation speed. In addition, in an aircraft power system, the fundamental
frequency can be up to 800 Hz, thus, much higher control bandwidth is thus required for harmonic
reduction. With a limited computation capability in a typical DSP controller, feedforward
compensation schemes are more appealing than feedback control.
2.3.4 Electromagnetic interference
Since EMI issue is crucial for industrial products in almost all applications such as utility
interface, automobile, and aircraft, various and stringent international and US standards have been
enacted [174, 190, 191], such as CISPR 22 & 25, FCC Part 15, MIL-STD-461D/E/F, and airborne
equipment standard DO-160 E/F/G. Therefore, all converters must comply with the associated
EMI standards. This drives numerous research on EMI issues. The prior work can be categorized
into three main directions if following the classic circuit concept. i.e. a signal is generated from its
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source and transmitted to the load through certain paths, as illustrated in Fig. 2-18. A recent review
of conducted EMI mitigation techniques is also reported in [192]. Since the scope of most power
electronic converter design is in near-field frequency range from 10 kHz or 150 kHz to 30 MHz,
the focus of the dissertation is on the conducted emission instead of the radiated emission spanning
from 30 MHz to several GHz.
At the source side, since both the common mode noise and differential mode noise are
generated from the converter switching action, modeling and prediction of the source noise and
source impedance are valuable for guiding the converter design, modulation, and filter design.
Various analytical models have been proposed for different converter topologies. Ref. [193]
considered the subintervals of switching actions, [194, 195] applied unterminated behavior model,
and [196] simplified the switching devices as equivalent voltage and current sources, and [193]
further approximated the source impedance using impedance masking concept. Different PWM
modulation methods have also been devised to reduce the noise emission. Common voltage
reduction modulation through various zero-vector arrangement was reported in [197, 198]. Instead
of fixed switching frequency, random switching frequency and variable frequency modulations
were also widely applied in three-phase motor drives for common mode (CM) and differential
mode (DM) reduction [199-209]. Interleave modulation in phase-leg level or converter level also
helps reduce DM noise [210-214]. Some special inverter topologies were also proposed for CM
voltage mitigation in open-end winding motor applications, such as four phase-leg inverters and
balanced inverters [215-217]. In addition, the impact of dv/dt switching speed on EMI were
investigated theoretically and experimentally in IGBT, SiC, GaN converters from dc-dc to singlephase inverter and three-phase inverters [215-222]. Generally, this impact is above tens of MHz,
mainly in radiated noise range.
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Fig. 2-18. Review of prior works in EMI filter field from the basic circuit perspective.
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As shown in Fig. 2-18, the majority of EMI research was focused on noise reduction through
propagation path, mainly using EMI filters to either bypass the noise current or suppress the noise
voltage and block noise current. The dominant filters are made of passive inductors and capacitors,
while some active solutions using semiconductor IC chips were also proposed. A lot of efforts
have been in the characterizing and modeling of EMI filters, from modeling of the physical
inductor’s parasitic capacitance [223-227], thermal resistance [228, 229], impedance
characteristics and equivalent circuit considering magnetics’ frequency dependence [223, 230236], magnetics’ current dependent saturation nonlinearity [233, 237-241].
Inductive coupling and capacitive coupling of passive components in a multi-component filter
are also concluded as key factors degrading filter performance [242]. However, due to the invisible
and multi-branch coupling paths strongly related to component geometry and dimensions,
theoretical modeling is still impossible. Thus, it is either relied on complicated and expensive 3D
numerical simulation tools such as finite element method (FEM) based, method of moments
(MOM) based, finite difference time domain (FDTD) based, and partial element equivalent circuit
(PEEC) based solutions to predict the coupling impedance given that the filter prototype
information is known [234, 243, 244], or relied on s-parameter measurement on a given filter
through expensive instrument to back-calculate the coupling impedance [245].
Because of these challenges in modeling of component coupling, understanding and design
knowledge here is limited. In reference [242], the effects of inductive coupling and capacitive
coupling on CLC PI structure DM filter were investigated. The focus was, however, on inductive
coupling, and only ground plane induced capacitive coupling was considered, which has a slight
impact above 10 MHz like inductor’s paralleled capacitance. [246] claimed that inductive coupling
is the main problem in DM filter instead of self-parasitics, and self-parasitics is the main issue in
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CM filter since coupling impact is small due to higher permeability of choke core. However, a
later study on inductive coupling in CLC PI structure CM filter in [247], showed that some
parasitic inductive couplings have significant impacts and the critical one is input and output loop
coupling. A recent study in [248], further verified this concept from both analytical and 3D
simulation results in CLC structure CM filter.
Parasitics reduction techniques to improve HF filter attenuation performance were also
explored. Ref [246, 249-252] proposed equivalent parallel capacitance cancellation for CM choke
with small extra capacitance in PI-shape filter and on DM inductor using small inductance in PIshape filter, and [253, 254] controlled PCB trace length to form a negative coupling inductance to
offset the ESL of capacitor branch. Inductive coupling mitigation from two-stage DM capacitors
was also reported in [251, 255] by adding an extra opposite winding loop on a film capacitor and
re-encapsulate in into film package. However, these methods are either effective exclusively for
certain LC networks, or too sensitive in terms of passive component parameters and not easy for
tuning and reproductivity. A more general and simpler approach is desired.
Winding schemes also impact parasitic capacitance of an inductor [225-227, 256-262]. The
parasitic capacitance of different winding direction and wire arrangement have been modeled for
single-layer or multi-layer winding inductors and transformers. The desired winding scheme
should ensure the potential difference of nearby winding small. Due to higher equivalent layer-tolayer capacitance as well as its coupling and proximity effects in the multi-layer winding, a singlelayer design is a commonly preferred choice.
Design optimization on physical DM and CM inductor implementation was also studied,
where all design variables such as winding turns, wire size, core material and geometry, flux
density margin, and temperature rise, etc. are controllable to find the optimized result in terms of
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loss, weight, size, price, or thermal stress. The procedure is applied in the whole filter design,
including filter stage number determination, LC parameter value determination, and inductor
physical design variable optimization [263-275].
In addition to the passive filter approaches, active filter solutions are also available. They are
mainly based on the detection-injection concept where the raw noise either voltage or current is
sensed using direction detection circuitry, then a reversed noise either current or voltage is injected
back to ensure the output line current is less noisy. Depending on the relative location of detection
and injection joints, feedforward type and feedback type active filters are proposed [276-284]. And
if further consider the combination of detection type and injection type [276, 282, 283], eight
schemes can be derived. In addition to the detection and injection links realized by RC or coupling
network, the main conditioning component in an active filter was often implemented by an opamp chip, and a transistor buffer can be added if higher noise power is required. The challenges in
low frequency bandwidth from both the power op-amp and buffer transistors as well as LRC
detection-injection network, higher loss due to linear region operation of op-amp and buffer as
well as some coupling transformer as detection-injection link [283], stability issues due to Op-amp
compensation loop [192, 285], and reliability concern for these relative low power circuits
interfaced main power lines, have greatly limited both the filter performance and application of
active filters. Now, only Vicor has a commercial product using this active concept [286]. Recently,
another digital realization scheme using high sampling rate ADC and DAC converters was
proposed to get rid of bulky injection links and analog op-amp [287, 288]. It is interesting, however,
the requirement on both sampling rate and current driving capability are currently the barrier in
using this scheme for higher power and higher frequency noise mitigation. A hybrid filter solution
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utilizes active filter for lower frequency and passive filter for higher frequency noise filtering was
also proposed [283], reducing the design difficulty and limitation of current technology.

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1
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HVDC Converter Interfacing with HVAC Transmission Line
Interfacing with ac directly by dc converters is a promising approach for enhancement of
power transfer capacity. The interaction of ac and dc should be properly understood. The dc
injection traditionally was regarded as a hazardous attempt to the normal operation of ac
transformers, now will be uniquely solved. Interfacing both forms of power flow under abnormal
operating conditions is also critical and need be overcome. Eventually, to promote the proposed
architecture in the field, feasibility and cost performance of this system shall be evaluated.
3.1

Main drive for hybrid ac/dc transmission
In US, the total miles of transmission lines are 190,782 in 2012 [289], and distribution miles

are 5.8 million miles (2010) [290] with around 10 miles average length per line [291]. Assuming
a normalized transmission capacity 201 MW-miles/MW-demand [292] and its total power capacity
1,039,062 MW (2010) [293], the normalized transmission miles can be obtained from

Normalized _ Miles =

 l P =  l P  min(l ), max(l ) as
P
P
i i

i

i

i

i

i

243,000 GW-mile/1,039,062

i

MW=233 miles. This forms an overall normalized grid in US as illustrated in Fig. 3-1.
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Fig. 3-1. Representation of a normalized national grid in US.

Clearly, in US, the long transmission line is dominant. Enhancing the power transfer capacity
on these long transmission lines is vitally important. Fortunately, for the long transmission line, its
thermal margin is far beyond the actual operating rating, mainly because of the power angle
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stability constraint. Thus, the further utilization of the potential current margin is an effective way
for power enhancement. Hybrid ac/dc transmission system as shown in Fig. 3-2 becomes a
promising solution that combines the advantage of HVAC and HVDC. The dc current will be
injected through a device into ac lines, and the line voltage will be also shifted up to enable active
dc power flow.

Fig. 3-2. Concept diagram of hybrid ac/dc transmission system (only unipolar is shown).

3.2

Dc current injection and saturation issue

The key component for the hybrid scheme is the dc injection device, which should provide: 1)
a connection between dc and ac sources, 2) a high impedance path for ac current, and 3) low
impedance for dc current. A zigzag transformer with neutral point dc injection can basically meet
these requirements while avoiding dc-current bias caused saturation. A delta/zigzag transformer is
shown in Fig. 3-3 (a), with two secondary windings connected in a zigzag way and reversed
polarities. It can also be possible to use a normal three-phase ac transformer combined with only
zigzag windings at the secondary side, as illustrated in Fig. 3-3 (b).
For ac positive and negative sequence currents in each phase, the winding voltage of two
zigzag windings has 120°phase shift. Consequently, the magnetizing inductance of the phase-to58

neutral is three times of the winding inductance [67]; whereas, for zero sequence, two winding
currents will cancel their fluxes due to opposite polarities, which produces a low zero-sequence
inductance.
Another possible solution is through LC resonance tank, as shown in Fig. 3-4. However, the
anticipated high voltage stress due to the parallel resonance and high reactive power loss prohibit
this scheme.
3.2.1 Dc magnetic analysis of zigzag transformer
With flux cancellation and low zero sequence impedance, the zigzag transformer is ideal for
dc injection through the neutral point. For secondary zigzag windings with primary side open,
according to superposition theorem and Ampere’s law, one can obtain
( H AC + H DC )lm = N1 (I ma_AC + Ia_DC ) − N 2 (I mb_AC + I b_DC )

(3-1)

 H AC lm = N (Ima_AC − Imb_AC )

 H DC lm = N (Ima_DC − Imb_DC )
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(a) Structure I of a three-phase zigzag transformer

(b) Structure II of a three-phase zigzag transformer

Fig. 3-3. Connection and structures of a three-phase zigzag transformer.
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Fig. 3-4. LC parallel resonance tank to inject the dc power into ac line.
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where lm is the magnetic path length; Ima_AC, Imb_AC are the ac magnetizing currents of phases a and
b; Ia_DC, Ib_DC are the dc currents in phases a and b; HAC, HDC are the ac and dc flux intensities. The
flux through each limb of the three-phase magnetic core is proportional to the differential line
currents
 a _ DC = LWm (− Ia_DC + I b_DC )

 b_ DC = LWm (− I b_DC + Ic_DC )

 c_ DC = LWm (− Ic_DC + Ia_DC )

(3-3)

where LWm denotes the winding inductance.
Based on Ohm’s law, if the three ac lines are balanced, dc current will be evenly distributed,
which guarantees cancellation of the dc flux along each limb of the magnetic core without dc
saturation.
3.2.2 Dc current distribution with ac line unbalance
However, the original scheme relies on that the dc injection transformer can well performance
under even dc current flow among three phases. For a practical three-phase ac transmission line,
the three lines are not perfectly balanced. The impedance unbalance among three-phase conductors
is inevitable as a result of length variation, temperature, sag, and degrees of transposition.
Depending on the line and tower geometry, the total zero-sequence unbalance of double-circuit
un-transposed lines may vary from 2% to 4% [294]. Since only resistance is involved for the steady
state dc current distribution, this paper will focus on the resistance unbalance. Although resistance
unbalance is relatively small, normally within 4% [294], its impact on zigzag transformer design
is significant. When the three-phase ac line resistances are not equal, the total injected dc current
through the neutral of the zigzag transformer will be unevenly distributed among the three lines as
well as the three limbs of the zigzag transformer. Dc flux will not be canceled, potentially leading
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to magnetic core saturation of the zigzag transformer and eventual failure of the hybrid ac/dc
scheme. The details are shown as follows.
If the per-phase winding resistance of a zigzag transformer is Rza,zb,zc, and the ac-line resistance
is Ra,b,c, as depicted in Fig. 3-5, assuming Rza = Rzb = Rzc = Rz, one can obtain the current distribution
as


I DC ( Rb + 2 Rz )( Rc + 2 Rz )
 I a _ DC =
R '


I DC ( Ra + 2 Rz )( Rc + 2 Rz )
 I b _ DC =
R '


I ( R + 2 Rz )( Rb + 2 Rz )
 I c _ DC = DC a
R '


(3-4)

where
R ' = ( Ra Rb + Ra Rc + Rb Rc ) + 4( Ra + Ra + Rb ) Rz + 12 Rz2

(3-5)

Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.
Fig. 3-5. Zigzag windings and three-phase line resistances.

Taking a simple case as an example, if line impedance Ra > Rb = Rc, according to (3-4), the
steady state dc current difference for limb a is

I a _ DC = − I a _ DC + I b _ DC =

( Ra − Rb )( Rc + 2 Rz )
R ( R + 2 Rz )
I DC = a c
I DC
R '
R '

(3-6)

which can be further illustrated in Fig. 3-6, with the degree of line unbalance  defined in (3-7).
Note Rbalance is the median of the three-phase line resistances.

=

max( Ra ,b,c − Rbalance )
Rbalance
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(3-7)

DC magnetizing current vs. line unbalance
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Fig. 3-6. DC magnetizing current among three-phase of the zigzag transformer with unbalanced lines.

3.2.3 Saturation analysis
As assumed above, Ia_DC is smaller than Ib_DC, which is equal to Ic_DC. This may cause
saturation on limbs a and c. The phenomenon can be explained in Fig. 3-7, where the three-phase
dc fluxes a, b and c are shown respectively denoted by red, green and blue dotted line. For
clarity, the flux density is indicated through line length, and only the dc flux is considered based
on the superposition principle.
Assume that the windings in the three limbs have an identical coupling factor of 0.5. Originally
without considering the magnetic coupling, in limb a there are two dc flux components a and b,
by Ia_DC, Ib_DC respectively due to the zigzag winding configuration, and they are not fully canceled.
The same case exists for limb c. As a result of the magnetic coupling, half of residual flux c in
limb c will flow into limbs a and b, and half of residual flux b in limb a will flow into limbs c and
b. The residual flux cancels in limb b but does not in a or c. Therefore, limbs a and c will be
saturated. Moreover, since the saturation degree is proportional to the total dc current according to
(6), it will restrict the amount of dc power that could be injected into the hybrid lines. If all three
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lines have different resistances, all three limbs will have non-zero dc fluxes and are susceptible to
saturation.

Fig. 3-7. Dc flux distribution among zigzag transformer.

3.3

Passive anti-saturation approaches

3.3.1 Dc margin approach
The equivalent circuit of delta/zigzag transformer is shown in Fig. 3-8, with two secondary
windings connected in a zigzag way and reversed polarities.
To find the impedance relationship of zigzag windings, open circuit analysis is done with
primary delta side open.
For positive/negative sequences current in each phase, the winding voltage of two zigzag
windings have 120 degrees phase shift, so phase voltage and winding voltage follows:
VaN = 3VaW .

(7)

And due to 120°phase shift of magnetizing current Ima and Imb, the magnetizing current Im
flowing through zigzag winding will be
I m = 3I ma .
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(8)
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(a) positive/negative sequence

(b) zero sequence

Fig. 3-8. Sequence impedances of zigzag windings.

Consequently, the magnetizing inductance of phase to neutral is three times of winding
inductance Lm, given in (9). And the larger this inductance, the smaller magnetizing current, which
reduces reactive power loss of the transformer. More importantly, this inductance has an influence
on dc injection design.

X m _ ph =

VaN
3VWa
=
= 3X m
I ma I m
3

(9)

For zero sequence ac or dc, however, two winding currents will cancel out their flux due to
opposite polarities, which makes low zero sequence inductance.
To avoid zigzag transformer saturation, a basic idea is to design the transformer with certain
dc flux margin to tolerate dc flux created by the unbalanced dc current as shown in Fig. 3-9 and
Fig. 3-10.
1) First, derive the steady dc differential ratio ΔIDC/IDC as a function f (ΔR/R) of the unbalanced
impedance ratio, as shown in Fig. 3-6.
2) Set the maximum value of ΔR/R for a given design.
3) Set the ac magnetizing current ratio γ, e.g. around 1% for the high power transformer.
4) Determine ac flux density according to (3-8)~(3-9). The secondary side flux distribution
can be determined by ac and dc magnetizing current, where subscript z denotes zigzag side winding.
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Fig. 3-9. Illustration of dc flux margin design for anti-saturation.
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Fig. 3-10. Illustration of dc flux margin design for anti-saturation.
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BDC I zm _ DC
f (R / R)  I DC / 3
=
=
BAC I zm _ AC
3  I AC

BAC = BRate

(3-8)

BDC
BAC + BDC

(3-9)

5) With lower BAC, turns N needs to be increased to keep the same magnetizing inductance
and meet magnetizing current ratio requirement. Correspondingly, certain air gap is needed, which
can be calculated based on three-phase limb magnetic loop analysis, shown in Fig. 3-11 and (3-10)
~(3-12), where RTa, RTb and RTc are yoke reluctances in the T structure and Rga, Rgb and Rgc are air
gap reluctances.

RTa

RTc
RTb
Rgc

Rgb

Rga

Fig. 3-11. Equivalent reluctance of three-phase three-limb transformer for secondary zigzag windings.

lg
Rg =
Lzm 
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2

(3-10)

0 Ac
20 N z 2 Ac
lg +

(3-11)

MPL

r

4 f 0 N z 2 Ac Izm_AC

−

MPL

(3-12)

r
6) For higher ΔR/R requirement, larger air gap may be required, and ac magnetizing current
Vz _ AC

will increase a little.
However, compared to typical high-power ac transformers with peak ac flux density close to
the saturation level to fully utilize magnetics, the extra margin has to be provided to accommodate
any dc flux bias in this hybrid approach. This adds considerable cost to the transformer [67].
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3.3.2 Experimental verification
Fig. 3-12 depicts a scaled-down zigzag transformer made of EE core using the amorphous
2605SA1 material. Its saturation flux density is 1.56 T, and the peak BAC is set at 0.9 T aiming for
15% unbalance tolerance margin. Tests were conducted under rated 70 V/70 V (rms), 60 Hz ac
voltage, 3 Arms ac and 12 Adc.

Fig. 3-12. A prototype of the three-limb three-phase zigzag transformer.

Fig. 3-13 (a) shows the unsaturated winding currents of limb a and c in primary delta-side
with 10% ΔR/R unbalanced resistance in line a. Note that due to the difficulty in controlling the
tiny air gap of the EE cores in this down-scaled prototype design, more than 15% target unbalance
can be handled. When ΔR/R is higher than 30%, saturation in limb a and c occurs, where apart
from the load current components of the winding currents, the magnetizing currents begin to
increase greatly and become distorted, as shown in Fig. 3-13 (b). The current spike locates around
120°due to the 30°phase shift between line voltage and winding current in a delta connection.
To verify the whole scheme, a hybrid scaled down system is implemented in the lab. The
configuration is shown in Fig. 3-14. The ac line is 105 V with two zigzag transformers (rated at
70V) in series at the sending end and one zigzag transformer with the only secondary side at the
receiving end. A 0.5 mH ac three phase inductance is used to emulate the ac line and 20 Ω
resistances as the load. Two back to back (BTB) VSC converters instead of LCCs are used to
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emulate HVDC due to its simplicity and availability in the lab. The converter side ac voltage is
around 80V and dc voltage is controlled to be 150V, with dc current controlled to be 12A.
The hardware prototypes are shown in Fig. 3-15 and Fig. 3-16. Fig. 3-17 shows the original
ac line without and with dc power injection. Ac phase current in line A is around 3A, the phase
voltage is around 60V and only small ac magnetic current flows into the receiving end zigzag
windings. It can be observed that after dc power injection, the phase voltage va is shifted 150V
above, and phase current ia has 4A dc bais distributed from total 12A dc link current. Then this dc
current component flows back into dc terminal through the receiving end zigzag windings.
3.4

Active hybrid line impedance conditioner (HLIC) for saturation mitigation

3.4.1 HLIC concept and topology
The dc tolerant transformer design is to account for the possible unbalanced lines with
dedicated dc flux density margin. However, due to the physical constraint of the magnetic core, ac
flux density is reduced, resulting in low utilization of the magnetic core, more winding turns and
high cost. Consequently, the cost of a hybrid scheme becomes a strong function of the unbalance,
making the hybrid ac/dc transmission scheme less attractive.
To avoid possible saturation of the zigzag transformer without over design, the line impedance
unbalances must be mitigated. One possible solution is power converter based line impedance
regulator. The existing work has been mainly on ac systems using flexible ac transmission system
as reviewed in Section 2.1.2. All these solutions involve high voltage power electronics converters
with relatively high cost.
Different from ac systems, line resistance becomes the key element that determines the dc
power flow. Following the similar principles as in ac systems, several types of dc line resistance
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(a) Winding current at delta-side with 10% ΔR/R.
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Fig. 3-13. Test results of zigzag transformer under different line unbalance.
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Fig. 3-14. Schematic of the scaled-down hybrid system.

(a) scaled-down BTB HVDC

Fig. 3-15. Photo of the scaled-down hybrid

(b) Two Zigzag Transformers in
series

Fig. 3-16. Photo of the scaled down main components.

system in the lab.
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Fig. 3-17. Experimental waveforms of voltage and current with dc injection in the hybrid ac/dc line.

controllers were also proposed recently for dc systems [295, 296], including a dc-dc transformer,
switched resistance network and dc voltage insertion. Like FACTS devices, these dc resistance
regulators also involve power converters at high voltage. Furthermore, none of these active
solutions are feasible in hybrid ac/dc systems, where the terminal voltage and current contain both
dc and ac components. The switched resistance network is an exception. However, its high loss is
usually not acceptable. A converter with the capability of interfacing with ac/dc simultaneously is
thus required.
Three important issues need to be considered in hybrid ac/dc cases: 1) active resistance
regulation, 2) low additional cost, and 3) easy implementation.
Since the zigzag transformer saturation results from uneven current distribution due to a small
line resistance unbalance, the proposed scheme is to regulate the line resistance balance without
impacting ac flux. Since only a small portion of line resistance needs to be compensated, an active
resistance approach is more efficient and controllable. The concept is similar to a resistance-based
dc power flow controller. Fig. 3-18 depicts the basic HLIC concept, where an equivalent RX is
achieved to compensate for the line unbalance by inserting a dc-current-based dc voltage source
in series with the line.
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The hybrid ac/dc makes the active resistance regulation different from a pure dc case. In the
hybrid system, the ac voltage and current are level-shifted with dc bias. The resistance regulator
must allow current and voltage in a hybrid ac/dc form. Conventional three-phase converters cannot
support a hybrid voltage or current on the ac side. Direct insertion of three-phase devices into the
hybrid lines also requires costly high voltage line-to-line insulation. On the other hand, the singlephase topologies such as the single-phase full-bridge (FB) converter can overcome the issues,
which is adopted in this paper. Used as a buck converter, FB can be controlled as a dc/ac inverter
to realize an ac voltage, and as a dc/dc converter to realize a dc voltage. Together, as shown in Fig.
3-19, a hybrid ac/dc voltage can be achieved. Besides, FB is selected over other topologies such
as half-bridge topology also for higher dc voltage utilization and its voltage bi-directionality,
required for the hybrid case.

RX

Ra

Rb
Rc

2Rza 2Rzb 2Rzc

N

I DC

Fig. 3-18. The concept of line resistance compensation through adjustable HLIC active devices.

C

Lf

Lf

C

Cf

C

Lf

Cf

Cf

Fig. 3-19. Derivation of hybrid ac/dc voltage controllability for FB.

Based on the FB converter, the proposed topology of HLIC and its integration with a zigzag
transformer as an improved dc injection link is shown in Fig. 3-20. Subsequently, the whole hybrid
ac/dc transmission system after integrating three HLIC phase units is depicted in
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Fig. 3-21. Each HLIC is a phase based unit, consisting of a single phase back-to-back FB
converter. The FB at the zigzag transformer side is operated as a rectifier to maintain the dc-link
voltage, and the hybrid line side FB is operated as a line impedance conditioner. Note that although
a third winding needs to be added to the zigzag transformer secondary side, the winding will need
only a small number of turns to provide low-level ac voltage needed for the HLIC rectifier. With
the FB topology, HLIC can accommodate bidirectional power flow. When an equivalent positive
resistance is needed, the power is absorbed back into the ac grid through the zigzag transformer;
while as a negative resistance, the power is drawn from ac grid to the hybrid transmission line.
The power loss in the HLIC is negligibly small in terms of the line or transformer rating,
considering the low converter rating and high converter efficiency.
In principle, only two of the three lines need to have HLIC installed to regulate the line
resistance unbalance, even if all three lines are unbalanced. The median line resistance can be used
as the reference, and the other two line resistances can be regulated equally to the reference value.
Bypass mode can also be realized. For example, if the phase a HLIC unit is not required, the zigzag
transformer side rectifier for phase a can be blocked, while the hybrid line side converter can turn
on two upper or lower switches to create a bypass path, as depicted in Fig. 3-22.
With the functionality of impedance conditioning, the design of the zigzag transformer no longer
needs to consider margin for saturation as in [11]. Though a small extra winding in each phase is
required to provide the ac voltage for conditioner units, its voltage rating is only a small percentage
of the system voltage. For example, for compensating for 5% resistance unbalance, only 0.7 %
voltage rating is needed, corresponding to 2 kV for a 280 kV ac and 180 kV dc hybrid line. It
means the extra secondary winding turns of the zigzag transformer should be only 1% of the other
two winding turns, as shown in Table 3-2 of Section 3.6.1.
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Fig. 3-20. HLIC based dc injection link and HLIC phase unit.
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Fig. 3-21. Simplified schematic of the hybrid ac/dc system with HLIC.
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3.4.2 Operation and control strategy
In the hybrid system, only one set of HLIC bridges is needed to compensate the line unbalance
in each phase, e.g. installed at the sending end. The rectifier and the resistance conditioner play
different roles and therefore are independently controlled. Each controller adopts a two-level
control strategy, as shown in Fig. 3-23.
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Control

Current
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VX
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Adaptor

DC
Extractor

Fig. 3-23. Control scheme of the proposed HLIC. (left FB: HLIC rectifier, right FB: HLIC inverter)

Being connected in series with the hybrid line, the control target of HLIC is to regulate its
terminal voltage vX in phase with the hybrid line current iX, by setting the voltage loop reference
VX to be the product of the sensed instantaneous line current iX and the desired unbalance resistance,
as shown in (8). Consequently, adopting HLIC inverter control, vX will be inherently synchronized
with the hybrid line current, instead of the receiving end ac grid.
On the other hand, the HLIC rectifier has to be synchronized with the ac grid voltage at the
sending end by using a single-phase PLL control, to ensure unity power factor. This synchronized
ac voltage comes from the fourth winding of the sending end zigzag transformer, as circled in Fig.
3-20.
The detailed control schemes are presented as below.
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3.4.2.1 Resistance Estimator
The two-level control for the line-side conditioner includes the outer-level resistance estimator
and an inner-level hybrid voltage controller. The resistance estimator is used to determine online
the crucial information of line unbalances. In practice, real-time measurement of resistance
unbalance would be difficult. A more practical way can be online estimation through an adaptive
procedure. The proposed steps are:
Step 1: Extract dc components of all three lines from measured line currents by removing 50 or
60 Hz fundamental ac currents using a notch filter at 60 Hz.
Step 2: Bypass the HLIC unit in one of the three phases, whose dc current has the median value,
e.g. phase b, or control this HLIC as zero resistance or zero voltage.
Step 3: Compare the other two-phase dc currents Ia_DC, Ic_DC with the median current Ib_DC to
obtain the desired differential resistance RX respectively, through the procedure shown in Fig. 3-24.
For simplification, only phase a controller is illustrated, and the case for phase c is similar.

ia_DC<ib_DC
Y

N
ia_DC>ib_DC

N

Y
RX=RX + R

RX=RX - R

RX=RX + 0

Fig. 3-24. Adaptive estimator of unbalanced line resistance.

Step 4: Calculate the hybrid ac/dc terminal voltage reference VX for the low-level line
impedance conditioner, based on (3-13), where iX is the hybrid line current.
(3-13)
VX = iX  RX
It should be mentioned that, although the target here is to regulate the unbalanced line

resistance as the baseline, HLIC provides a more powerful controllability in transmission systems.
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1. It has a flexible architecture to separate the dc and ac impedance control. For example, if
only the dc current component is included in the voltage reference, as given in (3-14), the dc
resistance will be regulated exclusively and ac impedance inserted by HLIC will be zero. On
the other hand, ac resistance or inductive/capacitive impedance can also be realized
independently of dc resistance, as given in (3-15).

v X = iX _ DC  RX

(3-14)

v X = iX _ DC  RX + iX _ AC  Z AC

(3-15)

2. With this capability, HLIC device can be extended to regulate both dc and ac power flow of
hybrid transmission lines. For example, independently of dc power flow, it can also control
both active and reactive ac power flow similar to a FACTS device.
3.4.2.2 Conditioner Control
This refers to the inner-layer hybrid voltage control on the HLIC inverter side. To control the
insertion voltage at LC filter terminal of HLIC, it is necessary to know the external circuit
characteristics, e.g. equivalent impedance, to correctly model the control transfer function, since
HLIC is in series with the hybrid line. Fortunately, both the ac and dc currents on the hybrid lines
are determined by the system. As a result, the load for HLIC can be regarded as a current source
with high impedance at dc and low frequencies. Subsequently, the external circuit of HLIC can be
approximately modeled as an open circuit in this frequency range. Following this analysis, the
control plant can be simplified as an H bridge converter with a LC filter, as illustrated in Fig. 3-25.
Thus, the feedback control design of HLIC no longer depends on the external system parameters,
if designed with a relatively low frequency bandwidth.

Gvd ( s) =

V
vX
= 2 DC
d s Lf C f +1
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(11)

Feedback control can regulate the HLIC output voltage precisely, with proportional-integral
(PI) control targeting the dc voltage component, and proportional-resonant (PR) controller
eliminating the fundamental ac voltage error. The control bandwidth is limited, partly to match the
low frequency model validity range mentioned above, and partly because of the low phase margin
in a second-order system due to the LC filter. To increase the potential control dynamics, a control
combining feedback in (3-16) ~ (3-17) and feedforward control is adopted, as illustrated in Fig.
3-26.
GPI ( s ) = k p +

GPR ( s) = 1 +

Lf

ki
s

2kthwch
s + 2wch s + wh 2

Cf

(3-17)

2

Lf
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VDC·
d
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VDC·
d
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Fig. 3-25. Simplified conditioner control model in HLIC.
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Fig. 3-26. Control diagram of single-phase conditioner in HLIC.

where ωch denotes the bandwidth of the resonance control and the resonance frequency ωh is
located at 60 Hz, and kth determines the resonance gain.
The closed-loop bode plots of a scale-down conditioner prototype are provided in Fig. 3-27,
illustrating the accuracy and dynamics of different control approaches. Clearly, the combined
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feedback and feedforward control have the optimal performance in terms of both accuracy and
dynamics.
It should also be pointed out that although the target in this context, as discussed in section
III-B, is to regulate the unbalanced line resistance in terms of both ac and dc forms, it is also
feasible to only control the dc resistance for saturation suppression, following the command
voltage in (3-14). In that case, the PR controller can be removed to further simplify the control
structure.

Bode plot of voltage control loop
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Fig. 3-27. Bode plots of three different controllers for HLIC.

3.4.2.3 Rectifier Control
Fig. 3-28 depicts the proposed control scheme for the rectifier to maintain the dc-link voltage
with unity power factor. In addition to the second-order ripple power, there is also fundamental
ripple in the dc-link voltage of FB, penetrating from the conditioner ac side, which will be
discussed in detail later. To prevent the ripple signal from the outer dc voltage loop into the inner
current loop, two series second-order notch filters with resonant frequencies at 60 Hz and 120 Hz
are introduced.
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A high current control loop gain should be provided in the low frequency range to avoid dc
current into the ac zigzag transformer, which may be induced by the fundamental ripple power
penetrating from the dc-link. Thus, a quasi-PR controller together with a PI controller is applied
in the rectifier inner current control, to improve the fundamental current tracking, and to eliminate
the potential dc current component respectively.
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Notch
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I ref
PR 1st

d

Gid

iR

Gvi
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Fig. 3-28. Control diagram of single-phase rectifier in HLIC.

3.4.2.4 Discussion on Impacts from Unbanked Ac Current
Though the focus of this paper is on avoiding the dc current saturation of the zigzag transformer
via the dc current balance control, it is, however, important to understand the behavior of the hybrid
system and HLIC considering the possible ac current unbalance in the hybrid lines.
First, the paths of unbalanced ac current are examined. From the superposition principle, the
unbalance ac current can be decomposed into positive, negative and zero sequence current.
Contributed by the delta winding of zigzag transformers on both ends, zero sequence current will
not penetrate into the source side or the load side and will only circulate between the neutrals of
the two zigzag transformers. Additionally, this zero-sequence ac flux will be canceled, due to the
reversed polarity of the two zigzag windings per limb, and no saturation will be induced.
Furthermore, according to the analysis in Section 3.2, the saturation of this transformer is
mainly caused by two factors. One is the winding ac voltage which determines the ac magnetizing
current. This voltage, in the transmission system, is pretty balanced, because of the stringent
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standards of voltage unbalance (e.g., voltage unbalance factor is usually below 2% [297]), even
though the line current might be more unbalanced. So the voltage unbalance may not cause the
saturation of the zigzag transformer. The other factor is the dc magnetizing current introduced by
the unevenly distributed dc current as analyzed in Section II. However, with the proposed HLIC
solution, this issue can be greatly mitigated.
Finally, from the HLIC point of view, a HLIC is connected in series with each line, and regulates
its fundamental terminal voltage to be in phase with the line current. There is no direct interference
from the three-line unbalance to the HLIC device. In particular, since the voltage reference of
HLIC is determined by the unbalanced resistance and this resistance is estimated based on the
unbalanced dc current in the proposed control scheme, the unbalanced ac current will not introduce
interference to the dc current balance control. In summary, the dc regulation is independent of the
ac current control in the propose HLIC scheme, based on the superposition principle.
3.4.3 Selection of dc-link capacitance
To ensure the normal operation of HLIC, dc-link voltage should be maintained within an
acceptable variation range, say ±5%. Different from the selection of dc-link capacitance for normal
single-phase inverters, the unique hybrid operation introduces multi-frequency power ripples, not
only the second-order frequency ripple but also the fundamental frequency ripple on the dc link.
Applying the instantaneous power theory for a single-phase unit shown in Fig. 3-23, at the
conditioner side, one obtains

I DC
I
+ 2 I AC sin(w t +  X ))   Rbalance ( DC + 2 I AC sin(w t +  X ))
3
3
= PDC + pr1_X + pr 2 _X

pdc _X = vX iX = (
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(3-18)


 I DC 2
2
 PDC = ( 3 ) + I AC   Rbalance ,




 2 I DC I AC 
(3-19)
 pr1_X = 
  Rbalance sin(w t +  X ),
3




2
 pr 2 _X = − I AC  Rbalance cos(2w t + 2 X )

where vX, iX represent the conditioner side voltage and current; IDC and IAC denote the dc and ac
current components of line current respectively; PDC is the average dc power, and pr1_X, pr2_X are
the 1st and 2nd order power ripple at the conditioner side.
On the rectifier side, according to power balance, the following equations hold,
pdc _ R = vR iR = PDC 1 − cos(2w t + 2 R )  ,
 I

pr 2 _ R = − ( DC ) 2 + I AC 2   Rbalance cos(2w t + 2 R )
 3


(16)

where vR, iR stand for the rectifier side voltage/current. X and R are the phase angle at the
conditioner side and rectifier side. pr2_R is the 2nd order power ripple at the rectifier side.
According to the law of energy conservation, the hybrid ripple energy Er1_X, Er2_X , and Er2_R
are stored in the dc-link capacitor and L filters. L can be determined by the filtering requirement.
Thus, one obtains

1
1
1

ripple _ of  Cvdc 2 + L f iR 2 + L f iX 2  = ( Er1_X + Er 2 _X ) − Er 2 _ R
2
2
2


(3-20)

where vdc is the dc link voltage with the voltage ripple ∆vdc.
Its derivative becomes
Cvdc

Assuming vdc = VDC

dvdc
di
di
(3-21)
+ L f iR R + L f iX X = pr1_X + pr 2 _X − pr 2 _R
dt
dt
dt
+ vdc , since ∆vdc mainly contains 1st and 2nd order ripples, one can

further simplify (3-21) by removing the dc bias components,
Cvdc

diX _ ac
d vdc
di
+ L f iR R + L f iX
= pr1_X + pr 2 _X − pr 2 _R
dt
dt
dt
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(3-22)

if defining the current ratio of the hybrid line as
I = I DC / 3

2 I AC

(3-23)

If vdc is approximately simplified as constant Vdc, the voltage ripple can be solved as
vdc =


 I AC 2 Rbalance 
(1 + 2I 2 )
1
sin(2w t + 2 R ) 
−2I cos(w t +  X ) − sin(2w t + 2 X ) +
wCVdc 
2
2


2

L f I AC 2   (1 + 2I 2 )  I AC Rbalance  cos(2w t + 2 R )
1
−
+ 2I sin(w t +  X ) − cos(2w t + 2 X ) 
− 

CVdc  
VR
2
2




(3-24)

where the first term is the ripple energy exchanging between two converters and the second term
is the impact from filter inductors. The impact of the filter capacitor is ignored considering its low
capacitance.
If vdc  5%VDC , the desired capacitance for a given ripple can be expressed in two terms
with regards to the two above factors

C  max  C0 (t ) + CL (t ) 

(3-25)

Where
1


−2I cos(w t +  X ) − sin(2w t + 2 X ) 
 I AC 2 Rbalance 
2


C0 (t ) =
5%wVDCVDC _ min  (1 + 2I 2 )

sin(2w t + 2 R )
+


2

CL (t ) = −

L f I AC

2

5%VDCVDC _ min

2
  (1 + 2 2 )  I R
 cos(2w t + 2 R ) 
I
AC balance
− 


 

VR
2





1
+2I sin(w t +  X ) − cos(2w t + 2 X )


2


(3-26)

(3-27)

and VDC_min is the dc-link valley voltage to satisfy the ripple requirement in the worst case.
Now the phasor relationship between the two ends of the transmission line shown in Fig. 3-29
can be applied. Since the conditioner is controlled as a resistance, thus 𝜑𝑋 is equal to the load angle
𝜃 of the receiving end. For the zigzag transformer shown in Fig. 3-20, the fourth winding voltage
vR is in line with the primary side voltage, and ahead of the secondary phase voltage Vg1 by 30
degrees. Thus, the following angle relationship holds,
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 R = Vg1 +
where  is power angle.


6

= +



(3-28)

6

From above, the current ratio has a considerable impact on dc-link voltage ripple and selection
of dc capacitance. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 3-30 and Fig. 3-31, based on a sample case as
given in Table 3-2, if neglecting the Lf term. On the other hand, this impact provides another metric
from hardware design aspect for the final selection of hybrid ac/dc current ratio, a key system
parameter.
One can also notice that ac side filters do contribute some ripple energy, hence leading to a
determination factor for the capacitor selection.

Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.
Fig. 3-29. One-line diagram of phasor relationship in a two-area transmission system.
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Fig. 3-31. Impact of current ratio on the first term of

current ratio.

(3-25).

3.4.4 Implementation considerations
3.4.4.1 Installation
In a bipolar hybrid ac/dc system with double-circuit ac lines, only two sets of HLIC devices
are needed for each pole and each set of HLIC only requires two phase units. Although the current
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rating of the HLIC is the same as the hybrid line current, its dc voltage rating is much smaller than
that of the HVDC converter or the transmission line voltage, since the injected voltage generated
by HLIC is only used to compensate the voltage caused the by the differential term of the
unbalanced line resistance. And due to the low transmission line impedance, the voltage drop of
the whole line in a typical ac system is quite low, if compared with the transmission line voltage.
As shown in Table I for the sample system, HLIC converter voltage rating is only around 1.6% of
the HVDC voltage rating for the simulated system. And its current rating is 1.17 times of the
HVDC current. So, its power rating and size are less than 2% of the HVDC converter and power
loss would be less than 2%*(1-98%) of the HVDC power if assuming its power efficiency is 98%.
Therefore, the size of HLIC is much smaller than that of the zigzag transformer.
A possible installation is to integrate this device into the zigzag transformer. Each phase unit
can be mounted to the corresponding pole of the high power zigzag transformer, so no further
insulation infrastructures are needed. The only inter-phase information for the purpose of line
unbalance estimation in each HLIC is the phase dc current, which can be transmitted by local fiberoptic wires or local wireless communication. An alternative is a distributed modular design and
installation. In that case, HLIC modules can be clamped to towers or utility poles.
3.4.4.2 Protection under external line faults
External line faults are also considered in this paper. If line to ground fault occurs, different
from traditional ac grids, the fault current will have both ac and dc components. Since the zero
crossing may not exist depending on the operation point and fault impedances, an ac breaker may
not work in the hybrid system. A protection scheme is thus proposed: 1) HLIC operates into bypass
mode once the fault is quickly detected; 2) external bypass thyristors (if equipped in HLIC) are
turned on; 3) LCC-HVDC controls the dc current to zero and during this period, the ac breaker
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detects the zero-crossing instant and trips the line. For line-line fault, no dc fault occurs since three
lines stay at the same potential.
A simulation of single line-to-ground (SLG) fault on the hybrid lines has been conducted
including HLIC in the fault path, with nominal dc current 500 A, voltage 180 kV and ac peak
current 500 A, line voltage 280 kV in a 12-pulse LCC-HVDC based hybrid system. The line
unbalance is assumed to be 10 %. Fig. 3-32 shows the line voltage and current during the fault
transition occurring at t = 0.11s. The dc component measurements of the three-phase current are
also shown in Fig. 3-33, extracted through a notch filter designed at 60 Hz. Though a higher peak
current is observed in phase a, the main contributor is ac fault itself. This can be explained from
the waveforms of the LCC rectifier as shown in Fig. 3-34. After t=0.11s, the dc fault current starts
dropping, thanks to the voltage-dependent current order limit (VDCOL) function implemented in
LCC-HVDC control, which regulates the current reference to 0.3 pu once it detects dc link voltage
drops below 0.6 pu. In the end, the firing angle increases up to 100 degrees to pull off the energy
stored in the line. In addition, since the dc reactor is on the ac fault path, ac fault current can also
be reduced. As a result, the zero crossing can be ensured, hence the faulty line can be tripped safely
and timely within several line cycles.
As for HLIC, its balance regulation takes action at t=0.8 s as shown in Fig. 3-32. When the
fault current goes beyond the current protection threshold, HLIC bypass mode is activated as
shown in Fig. 3-33. One should notice that the ac line fault current is tightly dependent on the
system impedance and fault location. In this study, the fault location is at the sending end terminal,
leading to the highest current. According to the simulation results, IGBT with 1.5 pu nominal
current rating should be selected and it should be reasonable in real applications.
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Fig. 3-32. Voltage and current in hybrid ac/dc lines under

Fig. 3-33. Extracted dc current components of

SLG fault.

three lines.

Fig. 3-34. Waveforms of LCC rectifier under SLG fault in the hybrid ac/dc system.
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Another possible solution is to parallel thyristors and MOV as illustrated in Fig. 3-35, which
forms a bidirectional bypass path once a fault occurs.

Idc
Fig. 3-35. An alternative protection bypass switch for HLIC.

3.5

Feasibility of hybrid ac/dc system

3.5.1 Architecture evaluation
Featuring N-1 reliability, a bipolar configuration in Fig. 3-36 and Fig. 3-37, shows more
advantages over the monopole structure and it can also exploit the existing double ac circuits.
To implement it, three types of HVDC architectures can be adopted: LCC, VSC, and MMC.
Generally, LCC has the advantage of much higher power rating and lower cost which is more
suitable for bulk power application, while it needs almost 50% reactive power compensation and
strong grid support in case of commutation failure of thyristors as well as bulk volume. In contrast,
VSC has independent switching capability with both active and reactive power controllability and
less space occupation but more cost [6, 9]. To have a fair comparison here for high power long
line transmission applications, specific needs should be considered: a) hybrid ac/dc transmissions
use the overhead line, which is vulnerable to ground faults especially SLG fault; b) high power
transmission cares more about loss and cost, while station space may not be the priority.
For converter loss, LCC is around 0.7% switching loss, VSC is about 1.7%, and half bridge
MMC (HB-MMC) is close to 1% [7, 10]. For station cost, LCC is also much lower than IGBT
based VSC and MMC.
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Fig. 3-36. Bipolar configuration of LCC based hybrid ac/dc system (half).

AC Bus
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CBy

CBy
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CB2
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Idc

Vdc

CB4

Fig. 3-37. Bipolar configuration of VSC based hybrid ac/dc system (half).
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In terms of fault, since the hybrid system shares the same AC lines, both ac and dc fault will
occur. As well known, the state of art of VSC and HB-MMC has no dc fault blocking ability. This
is the main reason that most VSC-HVDC projects are only commissioned for submarine cable
scenarios instead of overhead lines. Although emerging double-clamped HB-MMC (DHB-MMC)
has fault blocking capability, its loss is still fairly high. Whereas, LCC in nature is a buck type
converter which can directly control dc current, and dc short only behaves as a dramatic load
variation. Although there is still certain dc current overshoot during fault with conventional PI
control, further efforts can be made to enhance control dynamics with the aid of feedforward
control to reduce this overshoot current. To compare the fault performance of two types of
topologies, simulations are carried respectively for 12-pulse LCC and VSC based hybrid ac/dc
both under phase A ground fault of the transmission line. The key parameters are shown in Table
3-1.
One should notice that for the hybrid system, both ac and dc fault current will flow through
the faulty line. Fig. 3-38 shows the simulation results of LCC based system under line-ground fault.
There is very small overshoot current at the fault transient t=0.7s. In addition, because of the extra
dc inductance in the fault loop, ac fault current component is also reduced. Fig. 3-39 shows the
fault performance of VSC based system. When a fault occurs at t=0.2 s, dc fault current cannot be
blocked, due to the rectifier process fed from ac grid. Thus, a dc breaker is needed for fast
protection. Based on the comparison above, LCC is a better choice currently.
3.5.2 Cost comparison with passive design method
To clearly demonstrate the improvement by using HLIC solution compared to the passive dc
tolerant design [67], a cost comparison methodology is provided.
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Table 3-1. System parameters.

Descriptions

Values

Ac voltage

115kV/280kV

Line impedance

0.035Ω+j0.93
mH/km

Length

450km

Dc voltage

180kV

Dc current

1kA

(kV)

Transmission
LineVoltage
Voltage
Transmission
Line

400
200
0
-200

(kV)

Transmission Line Voltage
15
10
5
0

400
200
0
-200
-400
800
600
400
200
0
-200
-400

(A)

(kA)

Transmission
Line
Currentt
Transmission
Line
Current

(kV)

DC Voltage
at Positive
DC Voltage
at Postive Pole
Pole

(kA)

DC Current DCatCurrent
Positive Pole

200
100
0

Transmission Line Current

10
5
1
0

0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.7 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75
time (s)

0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3
Time (s)

Fig. 3-38. Waveforms of LCC based hybrid line under

Fig. 3-39. Waveforms of VSC based hybrid line under

a SLG fault.

a SLG fault.
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First, the per kw cost is calculated. A typical average cost breakdown of a LCC HVDC system
and the unit cost of its component are found in the literature [298-300]. To simplify the comparison,
the per kW cost of the HLIC converter is assumed to be the same as that of the LCC HVDC station
including the installation and control expense.
Since the zigzag transformer is not widely used and especially when it is designed to inject dc
current in the hybrid system with the passive design method, its cost is not available and thus will
be derived from the traditional two-winding transformer. The idea is to normalize the zigzag
transformer cost to the ac transformer cost based on the ratio of its hybrid ac/dc current IRMS to its
ac current component IAC as shown in Fig. 3-40 and equation (3-29). Three cost-impact factors are
considered, i.e., voltage rating, current rating and winding turn number (in the dc tolerate design
case), and their relations to the ac power are derived in (3-29).

Two winding transformer
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1

n

I AC
T

Three winding transformer
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Zigzag transformer
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C1
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c(b2)
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1

n

a

●

a(c2)

n

b1
c1

a1
●

●

VCA

VAC

a2

VAC
3
VAC
3

I RMS = I AC 2 + ( I DC / 3) 2

b(a2)

Fig. 3-40. Derivation of zigzag transformer cost.

I
B + BDC
1
1
k I = RMS
KN =
= AC
(3-29)
0.5I AC
K Bac
BAC
3
The final per unit cost of zigzag transformer projected to that of an ac transformer is expressed
kV =

as
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CU _ zigzag = CU _ ac _ trans (0.5 + 0.5 KV K I ) K N

(3-30)

Then, the power capacity ratio of hybrid ac/dc to the original HVAC system can be derived
as,

PAC + PDC
2 
sin 1
= (1 + V I )
PHVAC
cos  (1 + V )2 sin  0

(3-31)

where λV and λI are the dc voltage and current ratio of a hybrid line, respectively.

I DC
VDC
3
V =
I =
(3-32)
2VAC
2 I AC
 is the power angle in the hybrid ac/dc system,  is the power angle is the original HVAC system,
 is the load angle at the receiving end, and PAC and PDC are the ac and injected dc power,
respectively in per pole per station of the hybrid system.
Considering the voltage insulation limitation VP of the original ac line, one can obtain
2VAC + VDC = VP

(3-33)

3V I
VP sin  2V I
=
PAC
(3-34)
2
(1 + V ) cos 
X
cos 
The total apparent power VA rating of HLIC needed in per pole per station can be
2

PDC = VDC I DC =

approximately derived as

2 (1 + I ) 2
PHLIC =
kline _ drop PAC
(3-35)
m cos 
where m is the modulation index of HLIC converters, assuming to be 0.7, and kline_drop denotes the
voltage ratio of the HLIC terminal voltage over the hybrid line ac voltage level, assuming to be 1%
in this study.
Finally, the cost of the zigzag transformer, designed with both passive method and the active
HLIC solution are compared. A case study with λV =1 is provided, where the remaining variables
for the cost and power capacity are the line unbalance degree β and current injection ratio λI.
However, in order to perform the cost - power capacity comparison, λI is adopted as the link
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variable so that a cost-power capacity Pareto curve can be developed with the required power
capacity ratio (28) as the x-axis. It has to be mentioned that since the power capacity has its
physical limits due to the thermal rating of the transmission line, a reasonable power capacity
enhancement might stay within 200% and varies for different λV, λI, and system parameters.
Fig. 3-41 shows the unit cost ratio - power capacity Pareto curve of zigzag transformer vs. LCC
HVDC converter station, and Fig. 3-42 shows the cost ratio - power capacity Pareto curve of the
zigzag transformer in the hybrid ac/dc system.

Fig. 3-41. Per kW cost of zigzag transformer vs. LCC

Fig. 3-42. Cost of zigzag transformer vs. hybrid ac/dc

HVDC station, with the passive design method.

system, with the passive design method.

In contrast, using HLIC, zigzag transformer design can be greatly simplified. As shown in Fig.
3-43 its cost is no longer a function of line unbalance and is much less than that in Fig. 3-42.
Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 3-44, the cost of three-phase HLIC devices in a hybrid ac/dc
system is less than 1% in general. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.4, two HLICs are already
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Fig. 3-43. Cost of zigzag transformer vs. hybrid ac/ds system, with the active HLIC solution.

(a) Cost of HLIC vs. LCC HVDC system, with the

(b) Cost of HLIC vs. hybrid ac/ds system, with the

HLIC solution

HLIC solution

Fig. 3-44. Cost of HLIC vs. LCC HVDC and vs. hybrid ac/dc.
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capable of achieving the balance regulation, contributing to a further 1/3 cost reduction.
Comparison of hybrid ac/dc and pure HVDC system using existing ac lines
Although there are several concerns on these two systems, e.g. voltage stress, insulation, line
thermal margin, environment effect and etc., this work will only compare from the investment
aspect, i.e., the converter station cost for a given power capacity target.
For both systems, the line construction cost is not accounted because of the existing line
utilization. And in the hybrid ac/dc system with partial power from ac, its HVDC converter rating
and cost would be lower, whereas, in the pure HVDC system, all power flows through the dc
station, leading to a higher cost. On the other hand, in the hybrid system, the extra cost will be
introduced by the zigzag transformer and HLIC devices. For simplicity, the cost of HLIC is
neglected in this study due to its small portion of the whole system as illustrated in Fig. 30.
Noticing the unit cost of the zigzag transformer has been normalized through the power scaling
from the total hybrid ac/dc power to its ac power component as in (27), the total cost of the two
systems are
CHybrid = CU _ LCC PDC + CU _ zigzag PAC

(3-36)

CHVDC = CU _ LCC ( PAC + PDC )

(3-37)

This leads to
CHybrid  CHVDC



CU _ zigzag  CU _ LCC

(3-38)

where CHybrid and CHVDC are the converter station cost, and CU_LCC and CU_zigzag denote the per unit
cost, respectively.
As indicated from (3-36) to (3-38), the cost ratio of the hybrid and pure HVDC systems is
actually determined by the unit cost of a zigzag transformer and a LCC station. Hence, the cost of
the zigzag transformer is very critical, which further highlights the importance of the HLIC
approach.
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With the above cost comparison methodology described above, a case study on cost
comparison is carried out, assuming a dc voltage injection ratio of 1.
As demonstrated in Fig. 3-45 (a), with the passive design method, this hybrid scheme has
limited beneficial range compared to pure HVDC scheme. In contrast, thanks to the HLIC, the
zigzag transformer cost can be greatly reduced as given in Fig. 3-43, contributing to a hybrid ac/dc
system that has much lower cost given in in Fig. 3-45 (b) for the same power transfer rating and
immunes to the line unbalance.

(a) Cost of hybrid ac/dc vs. pure HVDC system using

(b) Cost of hybrid ac/dc vs. pure HVDC system using

existing ac lines, with the passive design method

existing ac lines, with the HLIC solution

Fig. 3-45. Cost comparison with different anti-saturation methods.

3.5.3 Comprehensive and practical evaluation of hybrid approach
The above evaluation simplifies the analysis of power capacity with dc-ac voltage ratio fixed
at 1 as an example and only current ratio varied. In fact, the power ratio and cost are also dependent
on voltage ratio. In addition, it is not clear how much thermal margin is used and left when
increasing the power transferring capacity. To reveal the actual power capacity and cost benefits,
both thermally current limit and electrically voltage insulation limit are adopted I this section,
depicting a full picture of this hybrid system.
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Three factors named as ac current usage ratio and dc current usage ratio, as well as the hybrid
current usage ratio, are defined to show the real utilization of the existing ac lines. Firstly, VP is
used to derive the rated ac current of the pure ac line with power angle . Then, for a hybrid line,
the thermal limit is expressed as the RMS value of the hybrid ac and dc current.

I AC _ rated =

V p sin  0
2 X cos 

(3-39)

I DC 2
)  I thermal
(3-40)
3
Then, the ac current usage ratio is defined as the ratio of ac current in the hybrid system over
I AC 2 + (

the original ac line current. The dc current usage ratio is defined similarly. Finally, the hybrid
current usage ratio is RMS current ratio of the two systems. According to the loadability SIL curve
and empirical data, for a stability-constrained long line, the operating current is roughly less than
1/5 of its thermal rating. Therefore, the analysis for hybrid system should be limited to this range.

 AC =

I AC
I AC _ rated

VAC sin 
2VAC sin 
sin 
X cos 
=
=
=
V p sin  0
V p sin  0
(1 +  V ) sin  0
2 X cos 

 DC =

I DC

3 =

I AC _ rated

2 I sin 
(1 +  V ) sin  0

(3-41)

(3-42)

2

1
 I DC  + I 2
2I 1 +
sin 


AC
3
I


2 I 2
(3-43)
 Hybrid =
=
 thermal  5
I AC _ rated
I AC _ rated
(1 +  V ) sin  0
Now, with the thermal constraint on the total hybrid current usage ζHybrid, directly controlled

voltage and current ratio λV and λI become constrained. As a result, ac current usage ratio and dc
current usage ratio are also limited in the practical range. The three user-friendly usage ratios will
replace the λV and λI as the evaluation index and λV and λI only play the roles internally.
A system study is made, assuming power angle can be improved from 30 degrees to 60 degrees
owing to the enhanced angle stability of the hybrid system. Fig. 3-46 gives the power capacity
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enhancement compared to pure HVAC line, vs. different dc and ac current usage ratio. The cost is
shown in Fig. 3-47. The 3D multi-Pareto surface in terms of cost-capacity-total current thermal
usage is given in Fig. 3-48. And the distribution of ac and dc power is shown in Fig. 3-49.
Thanks to the HLIC, the line unbalance is no longer an affecting factor on the hybrid system.
And HLIC itself cost is very low, only several percentages of a LCC converter.
The coexistent relationship of these ratios is shown in Fig. 3-51 and Fig. 3-52.
The detailed quantified evaluation has shown that the hybrid ac/dc system have more benefits
as long as proper voltage, current and power distribution are chosen. With all the information
above, an optimal design is possible to be conducted.
3.6

Simulation verification

3.6.1 Line unbalance regulation
A hybrid system plus a HLIC converter are built with parameters given in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2. Hybrid ac/dc system parameters.
Parameters

Values

Line length

650 km

Line impedance

(0.035Ω+j0.9337mH)/km

Unbalance

5% (phase A)

Line voltage

ac: 280 kV (line); power angle 50°
dc: 180 kV

Line current

ac: 612 A, dc: 1000 A

Transmission power

729 MW (189 MW ac and 540 MW dc)

Zigzag transformer

115 kV/280 kV/2 kV
Turns: 170/138/138/3

Conditioner ac voltage

2.122 kV (peak)

dc link voltage

3 kV

dc link Capacitance

13 mF

Rectifier ac voltage

2 kV (RMS)
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Fig. 3-46. Power capacity of hybrid ac/dc vs. dc and ac

Fig. 3-47. Cost of hybrid ac/dc vs. dc and ac current

current usages.

usages.

Fig. 3-48. Multi-Pareto surface in terms of cost-

Fig. 3-49. Distribution of dc and ac power vs. dc and

capacity-total current thermal usage.

ac current usages.
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Fig. 3-50. Cost of HLIC vs. ac and dc current usages.

Fig. 3-51. Hybrid current usage vs. ac and dc current
usages.

(a) Current ratio

(b) Voltage ratio

Fig. 3-52. Current and voltage ratios vs. ac and dc current usage ratios.
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Fig. 3-53 depicts the dynamic performance of this conditioner. Initially, the dc components of
hybrid line currents extracted via notch filters are not balanced due to the unbalanced line
resistance in line a. With the designed control activated at t=0.5 s, the desired resistance is well
regulated, and line currents are automatically equalized. The steady-state hybrid voltage and
current after the desired impedance is achieved are shown in Fig. 3-54.
3.6.2 Dc-Link capacitance and dc voltage ripple
Capacitor selection based on (3-25) ~ (3-27) is shown in Fig. 3-55 under the specific system
parameters. To suppress the ripple within a certain range, the maximum capacitance over a line
cycle should be chosen. The difference between the red and blue curves indicates that the energy
stored in ac inductors also has visible impacts on the capacitor selection. With the theoretical 11.5
mF capacitance as the peak point in Fig. 35, the dc-link voltage ripple in percentage is found to be
±5.8%, and thus 13 mF capacitance is finally selected to ensure the maximum voltage ripple
approximately at 300V (±5%). Simulation result for the above system is given in Fig. 3-56,
showing the dc-link voltage ripple and the rectifier side current control.
3.7

Experimental verification

3.7.1 Hybrid ac/dc prototype
To verify the concept of HLIC and viability of the operation scheme, a scaled-down hybrid
ac/dc laboratory system is implemented. The circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 3-57. Instead of a
bipolar architecture, here only half-bipolar architecture is tested to simplify the system. The threephase transmission line is emulated by a 1.8 mH three-phase inductor in series with three 1 Ohm
resistors. The receiving end is terminated with a three-phase Y connected resistive load (neutral is
not grounded) instead of another ac grid, avoiding building another ac grid in the lab. Also, to
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Fig. 3-53. Balance control of dc current through

Fig. 3-54. Balanced voltage and current of three-phase
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Fig. 3-56. Ripple reduction of dc-link voltage and
rectifier control.
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0.96

further simplify the prototype, instead of a relatively complicated Z/delta type transformer, a
zigzag transformer with only zigzag windings is used at the secondary side to directly interface
with the passive load. One has to mention since the dc voltage is just a common potential for the
three lines, the line-to-line voltage across the passive load is still pure ac. Therefore, current
flowing through the load is just the ac component, and all of the dc current in three phases will go
through the neutral of the zigzag windings to HVDC converter. Furthermore, this conclusion can
also be extended to other types of passive load, such as the inductive load. However, for a real
hybrid ac/ds transmission system, the proposed structure in Fig. 3-21 should be adopted, and two
delta/Z or Z/delta type zigzag transformers at both sending and receiving ends are necessary to
interface with the two area grids.
As for the HVDC station, two back-to-back VSC converters instead of LCCs are built and
operated to emulate HVDC converters due to its simplicity and availability in the lab. The test setup is demonstrated in Fig. 3-58.
To test the unbalance condition, a 0.33 Ω resistor is placed in phase a to mimic the line
unbalance around 13% including winding resistances of two zigzag transformers. Then, a full
bridge inverter is connected to a dc power supply, to operate as the HLIC device. The physical
implementation of HLIC is presented in Fig. 3-59.
3.7.2 Pure dc mode test
First, the pure dc injection test without ac power flow under balanced line condition is
conducted. Fig. 3-60 shows that dc current is distributed evenly among three-phase lines. Then,
the operation of HLIC under the unbalanced line condition is verified as shown in Fig. 3-61. Due
to the higher resistance in line a, its dc current is less than the other two phases in the initial period.
Then unbalanced three-phase dc currents return to their balanced status again after inserting and
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Fig. 3-57. Schematic of experimental set up for hybrid ac/dc with HLIC.

Fig. 3-58. Scaled-down prototype of the hybrid system with HLIC.
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Fig. 3-59. Prototype of HLIC inverter.

enabling the HLIC control. Since phase a has larger resistance, HLIC in phase a is operated
actively as a negative resistance.

iB (1A/div)

iA (5A/div)

iB (5A/div)

iC (1A/div)

iC (5A/div)
iA (1A/div)

vX (1.25V/div)

Fig. 3-60. Dc current even distribution among the three

Fig. 3-61. HLIC regulation under line unbalance in

phases under balanced line condition in pure dc mode.

pure dc mode.

3.7.3 Hybrid ac/dc mode test
To demonstrate the operation of hybrid ac/dc system, the start-up of dc injection under
balanced conditions is shown first in Fig. 3-62. In sequence, first, the ac grid is operated. Then,
HVDC converters build up the dc-link voltage, and finally, a desirable dc current is injected to
hybrid ac/dc lines. The grid phase voltage is 30 Vrms, VSC dc voltage is controlled as 50 V, and dc
current is regulated at 12 A. Zigzag transformers are designed at 3 Arms ac and 4 Adc per phase.
After injecting the dc current, it is smoothly superposed into each phase line, shifting the original
ac current up in each phase.
The test for the hybrid ac/dc operation under unbalanced conditions is then conducted. Shown
in Fig. 3-63, once HLIC activated, phase a current is elevated to match the other two phases. From
Fig. 3-64, iA and voltage of HLIC are in phase, revealing that it indeed behaves as a resistor. The
magnitudes of the three-phase currents have slight differences. It is because the impedances of
other two lines in the test set-up are not exactly the same.
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vAB (100V/div)

iA_delta (5A/div)

van (50V/div)

iA (5A/div)

Fig. 3-62. Start-up of dc injection under hybrid ac/dc normal conditions (balanced lines).
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vX (2.5V/div)

Fig. 3-63. HLIC regulation under the hybrid ac/dc operation.

iA (2A/div)

vX (2.5V/div)

Fig. 3-64. A negative resistance emulated by HLIC in phase a.
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To further verify the control, their dc components are extracted as provided in Fig. 3-65
indicating a success of line balancing function and negative resistance emulating, regardless of the
aforementioned minor magnitude difference.

DC current components after filtering
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Fig. 3-65. Dc current components of hybrid line with HLIC regulation under line unbalance.
(the initial stage is in bypass mode)

3.8

Summary
Both passive and active approaches are proposed to solve the saturation problem in the hybrid

interconnection of ac and dc transmission system, among which HLIC seems more promising. The
merits of HLIC can be summarized as:
•

Greatly reduce the cost of zigzag transformer and hybrid ac/dc system, enhancing its feasibility.

•

Low voltage rating and power rating (1~2% of whole power rating) with low additional cost.

•

Floated on each transmission line or integrated zigzag transformer, thus no insulation issue.

•

Share the zigzag transformer to supply the ac power, no need for extra ac power sources.

•

Operate autonomously with local communication, enabling easy application to power systems.

•

Independent control of both ac and dc impedance, which can be served for other purposes.
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The two-level control strategy of HLIC is proposed. The selection criterion of its key
component, dc-link capacitance, is provided based on the power ripple analysis, which can be
helpful for future hybrid ac/dc applications. Some of the practical implementation issues such as
operation under abnormal conditions, installations, and fault protection scheme are addressed. The
costs of HLIC and HLIC assisted zigzag transformer compared to the pure passive zigzag
transformer are evaluated, and the cost of hybrid ac/dc system compared to pure dc upgrading of
the existing ac lines are also studied, indicating HLIC assisted hybrid ac/dc system is a promising
cost-effective transmission solution. The feasibility and effectiveness of the presented line
conditioner, the system protection scheme, as well as the proposed selection criterion of dc
capacitance, are verified by the simulation and/or experimental results.

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1
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Line Emulation Interfacing with VSC Based Grid Emulators
In power transmission systems, a transmission line is a backbone to interface with two power
grids. Emulation of this type of grid infrastructure need properly deal with all potential interface
issues when interconnecting the ac grids, which requires that the emulator should not only correctly
model the behavior of a configurable and extensible line, but also physically interface with the ac
grid in a stable manner. Additionally, when the grids themselves are also implemented by the VSC
based emulator inverters, sampling issues related to PWM switched multiple converters show up
and could affect the normal operation of line emulation.
4.1

Line model selection
In general, Bergeron’s model can be equivalent to infinite PI sections. However, with more

PI sections, the lumped model can more approximate to Bergeron model. The maximum frequency
range represented by PI models is approximately
f max =

Where v = 1

LC

N v
8l

(4-1)

.

For a 300 km line with light propagation speed, this number is 125 Hz for one PI section. This
simple model could be sufficient in studying the emulated power system concerning on system
operation and control stability and dynamics, instead of high speed surges.
Again, as shown in (2-8), all LRC parameters in the lumped model are constants or determined
by the operation line frequency for long lines. Thus, like Bergeron’s model, the lumped is more
suitable for low frequency dynamic simulation, with low frequency variation around fundamental
grid frequency. Theoretically, the impact of frequency on line parameters such as skin effect and
the long line correction can also be included in the lumped model to update its impedance in real
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time. But this feature is rarely utilized in practice or in commercial EMTP type software, probably
due to the facts that distributed line models are preferred when higher modeling accuracy is needed
and that to model the multiple PI branches is unwieldy for real-time simulation.
On the other hand, for short lines and medium lines (shorter than 250km), since frequency
impact on the line impedance is trivial, using constant frequency line parameter and fewer PI
branches is feasible. This renders the hardware emulation of the ac line easier.
Since the line emulation via converter-based HTB platform is targeting for transmission level
high power grid, the dynamic of the system is relatively slow and is also physically constrained by
the limited control bandwidth of power converters whose phase lag can only be negligible below
100 Hz. Therefore, the frequency dependent distributed line model is unnecessary, also costly in
terms of computation resources. Bergeron’s model and lumped models, on the other hand, have
more appeals to emulation applications.
4.2

Emulation schemes to interface two-area grid emulators
Based on the review in Section 2.2.3, the lumped parameter line model is simpler than

Bergeron’s model and more convenient in power system study since it uses the equivalent circuit
to analyze the transmission line. For short lines and medium lines, line frequency impact is also
trivial, resulting in frequency independent line models. This renders the hardware emulation of ac
line easier. Two generic approaches of emulating the ac transmission line are developed based on
back-to-back (BTB) voltage source converters (VSC) to represent the line from its terminal
behaviors, corresponding to the phasor domain model and discrete time domain model,
respectively.
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4.2.1 Phasor-domain based steady-state line emulation model
If considering the physics of ac line from the power flow perspective as shown in Fig. 4-1, ac
line provides a direct path for active power flow and acts as a storage tank to absorb in and transfer
out the reactive power. If the terminal active and reactive power of emulation converters can be
controlled the same as that in the actual ac line, then the emulation objective could be accomplished.
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Lf
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2C
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480V

Rectifier

Fig. 4-1. Concept of BTB AC line emulation in phasor domain based on power flow perspective.

Thus, a simplified emulation model from this power flow perspective is proposed. First, a
suitable PI model is selected and directly used to calculate the line impedance at 60Hz. Then,
adopting the measured voltage at the sending and receiving ends, the transmitted active and
reactive power is calculated to control the BTB converters. For a general PI model of the short line
as illustrated in Section 2.2.3, the active and reactive power at two ends can be derived as [112].


3 A V12 cos( B −  A ) 3VV
cos( B +  )
− 1 2
 P1 =
B
B


2
Q = 3 A V1 sin( B −  A ) − 3VV
1 2 sin( B +  )
1

B
B


(4-2)

2

3V1V2 cos( B −  ) 3 A V2 cos( B −  A )
P
=
−
 2
B
B


2
Q = 3V1V2 sin( B −  ) − 3 A V2 sin( B −  A )
 2
B
B


(4-3)
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Initially, a short lossless line model is selected for emulation at the time being. From above, the
power reference at two ends can be simplified as
3V1V2 sin 
(4-4)
P1 = P2
X
3V1 (V1 − V2 cos  )

Q1 =
X
(4-5)

Q = 3V2 (V1 cos  − V2 )
 2
X
The control structure of BTB emulation is presented in Fig. 4-2 with a master-follower
P1 =

configuration. The ac line model is implanted inside the inverter, while the rectifier receives the
reactive power reference Q2 from the inverter side. Ideally, if the power loss of BTB voltage source
converters is negligible, by controlling the dc link voltage at the rectifier side, the active power
balance could be automatically achieved, thus no communication of active power reference P2 is
required. Each VSC is controlled under d-q coordinates and synchronized with the grid voltage by
PLL. To calculate the power reference in (4-4) and (4-5), the rectifier side voltage and angle need
to be sent to the inverter side controller. Different from the time domain static coordinate approach,
the voltage and power signal are DC components, being relatively insensitive to the
communication delay. This mechanism eliminates the time delay effects in steady state, reduces
the error in power reference calculation.

P1
AC line model

Power
reference
calculation

Q1

Vd 2

P2

2
VDC *

Q2

Q2

VSC-Inverter

Q2

dq coordinates
control for VSC

P1
Q1

VSC-Rectifier

dq coordinates
control for VSC

Sending End

Receiving End

Fig. 4-2. Control scheme of BTB emulation in the phasor domain.
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Owing to the real-time measurement and phase-locked-loop (PLL), voltage magnitude and
power angle are tracked and updated cycle by cycle. Consequently, the power reference could be
updated every line cycle. However, since the power flow based method is in the phasor domain, it
only accurately reflects the steady-state power behavior of a line. In sum, this emulation is easy to
be implemented, but more suitable for steady state and slow dynamic applications, such as the
automatic runback application reported in [301] to push a new stable set point for HVDC. Detailed
design and control of this type line emulation can be found in the author’s previous work [28].
4.2.2 Time-domain based line emulation model
The time domain model based emulation, on the other hand, samples the instantaneous input
voltages at both terminals and calculates the instantaneous current to be regulated based on (4-6)
and (4-7), if it is a lossless line model. Therefore, it is capable of emulating fast transients and is
desirable for system emulation.
diSR (t ) vS (t ) − vR (t )
(4-6)
=
dt
L
For the above simple inductor model, the trapezoidal discrete method is used to guarantee

better accuracy and stability.



(4-7)
vS (k ) + vS (k − 1) − vR (k ) − vR (k − 1) + iSR (k − 1)
2L
where is the discrete step size, and “S” “R” denote sending end and receiving end, respectively.

iSR (k ) =

To precisely emulate the power transfer of ac transmission lines, it is crucial to have an
appropriate model and a dedicate control scheme with high dynamic performance and accuracy.
As illustrated in Fig. 4-3 of the proposed emulation scheme, the line model is implemented in the
master VSC at the receiving end and only the reference command is sent to the follower VSC at
the sending end “simultaneously”. To reduce the communication delay and avoid its side effect on
dynamics and stability, 1) first, the ac interface voltages of both ends are sampled only by the
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master, so that only ac current references are communicated; 2) although the line model is built in
abc-coordinate to have the flexibility of representing each line individually, its ac current
commands are transformed to the respective local dq-rotated-coordinate of each VSC before
sending out to the follower. By conducting this ac-to-dc transformation, the current reference
becomes immune to any communication delay in steady-state, which otherwise introduces around
400 us delay in the abc-coordinate and causes an undesired angle delay at two ends current,
considering that 46μs is corresponding to one degree in 60 Hz systems. This control scheme also
ensures the possibility to accurately model and reflect the propagation constant of the long line if
Bergeron’s model is implemented.
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Current
controller
(dq)
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Current
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Line Model
(abc frame)

vRabc

PLLS

PLLR

(k ) = TS iSR (k )

*
dq _ R

i

(k ) = TRiSR (k )

Fig. 4-3. Control scheme of time domain line emulation.

4.2.3 Extension to other line models
The above line model emulation shows how to mimic the simplest L model. It can easily
extend this scheme to the short lossy line, i.e. L-R model. And it could also be extended to more
complicated models, such as a general lumped PI model and distributed line model.
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4.2.3.1 Extension to PI section models
First, a general PI model as shown in Fig. 4-4 (a) can be described by its terminal expression,
i.e. (4-8) in the frequency domain using s transfer functions. To match the above scheme in which
the measured voltage is adopted to derive the current reference, the ABCD-parameter of the twoport line model can be converted to the admittance parameter matrix, i.e. (4-9). Then, by using the
trapezoidal discrete method, its resulting differential equation pair can be conveniently
implemented using the above emulation system as voltage-controlled-current sources.

vS (t) R
iS (t)

C

vR (t)

L
C

iR (t)

vS (t)
iS (t)

π1

(a)

πN

vR (t)
iR (t)

(b)

Fig. 4-4. One PI section line model. (a) one section, (b) cascaded sections.

vS ( s)   A( s) B( s)  vR ( s) 
 i ( s )  =  D( s ) E ( s )   i ( s ) 
 R 
S
 
iS ( s )  Y11 ( s ) Y12 ( s )   vS ( s ) 
i ( s )  = Y ( s ) Y ( s )  v ( s ) 
22
 R   21
 R 

(4-8)

(4-9)

The cascaded PI models can also be extended by cascading the ABCD-matrix and follow the
similar conversion procedure.
vS ( s) 
 i ( s)  = T1
S 

v ( s ) 
TN  R 
 iR ( s) 

iS ( s)  Y11 ( s) Y12 ( s)   vS ( s) 

i ( s )  = 

 R  Y21 ( s) Y22 ( s)  vR ( s) 
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(4-10)

(4-11)

4.2.3.2 Extension to distributed line model
The L-based emulation model and scheme can also be extended to distributed lines. Fig. 4-5
illustrates how the L based emulation model can be modal-equivalent to the classic distributed line
model, i.e. Bergeron’s model. In this case, the propagation time constant is one discrete time step,
yet it can be programmed with parameters of a distributed line to implement the Bergeron’s model.

Fig. 4-5. Modal-equivalence of proposed emulation model and Bergeron’s model.

4.2.4 Simulation verification
A simulation comparison using Simulink inductor model and BTB emulated L model is
conducted, to verify the accuracy of the time-domain emulation model under both steady and
dynamic condition. The disturbance is created by step changing the line impedance. An external
equivalent series resistance (ESR) with a typical ratio of X/R=10 is also inserted to mimic the real
transmission line.
As shown in Fig. 4-6, the sending end and receiving end currents of the emulator match very
well with that of the Simulink model under all step changes for all three phases.
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Fig. 4-6. Comparison of L model between line emulator and Simulink model.
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0.5

4.2.5 Experimental verification
A system study is carried in HTB emulation platform, as shown in Fig. 4-7, which is a scaleddown Kundur two-area system. The BTB emulator is compared with three 7.5 mH physical
inductors. Firstly, static emulation performance is verified. As presented in the Fig. 4-8, the
emulator behaves very similarly to the physical line inductors. The current magnitudes in both
cases are the same, and there is a minor difference in voltage and current angle, which may be
related to the measurement error.
The transient emulation performance is also tested. A 0.1 p.u. step change of load power is set
in the transient test, where generator G1, G3 and load 9 are activated. Results of active power and
frequency of G1 in two cases are given in Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 4-10. The shapes of transient oscillation
waveforms in both cases are quite close, while the minor mismatch may come from the
measurement error in inductance value and ESR value of the inductors.
4.3

Impact of HF sensing noise of interface on line emulator and its mitigation

4.3.1 Switching harmonics in ac voltage sampling
In a multi-converter emulation system with only L filter as currently implemented in HTB
system, switching harmonics cannot find a bypass path, thus are fully present at the ac terminals
as illustrated in Fig. 4-11. Meanwhile, voltage sampling is key for line emulation systems. Strong
filters that introduce several degrees phase delay at the fundamental frequency are thus
unacceptable. With limited filtering, if following the traditional ‘one sample per switching cycle’
scheme, noticeable 2nd order harmonic will show on the sampled voltage as seen in Fig. 4-12.
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Fig. 4-8. Comparison of static performance between line emulator and physical three-phase line inductors.
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4.3.2 Single frequency sampling
Through a close look into the sensing voltage as given in Fig. 4-13, the line voltage signal
after a limited filter contains switching frequency ripples stretched along every peak and zerocrossing point. If a single sampling per cycle scheme is applied for the asynchronized PWM
voltage, the sampled voltage can either be the high level or low level of the ripple voltage, as
illustrated in Fig. 4-14. As a result, instead of obtaining the mean value of the switching envelope,
the peak or bottom of the envelope will be sampled. Therefore, a continuous peak and bottom will
form the 2nd order voltage distortion.

Sampling instants

Vbc

reference

Vab
1st

Internal PWM
carrier

Internal PWM
voltage

2nd

External PWM
voltage source
asynchronized

Fig. 4-13. Zoomed-in sensing voltage at the line

Fig. 4-14. Analysis of the sampling error in one

emulator terminal.

sampling per switching cycle.

4.3.3 Doubling frequency sampling
Intuitively, increasing the sampling frequency should help mitigate this issue. The minimum
sampling frequency should be double switching frequency, followed by a 2-point moving average
filter to obtain the mean. However, a very low frequency deviation occurs, which is clearly seen
from the phase-locked-loop (PLL) test result under dq coordinate in Fig. 4-15 (b). From the
transformation relationship in (4-12), the 30 s around periodic low frequency ripple of Vd in dq
coordinate reflects a small amount of ω0 + ∆ω ripple in addition to the main frequency ω0
component.
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v = Vm sin(w0t ) + Vm sin((w0 + w )t )

abc 2 dq
⎯⎯⎯
→ vd = Vm + Vm sin(wt )

(4-12)

An explanation of this effect is given in Fig. 4-16, without considering the filter or sensing
delay to simplify the analysis. If the instantaneous duty cycle d of the external PWM voltage is
around 0.5, both the high and low switching ripples are sampled, leading to the correct mean value.
When d is far from 0.5, either higher or lower, both sampling instants in a PWM cycle may catch
up the high-level or low-level noise, leading to the unexpected error. Since d is an ac signal varying
in a line cycle, the resulted error should also repeat over line cycles, forming a ω0 ripple component.
However, since the external PWM VSI is not synchronized to the emulator VSI (converters are
individually controlled, and filters have significant phase shift at high frequency), a slow beat
frequency ∆ω will exist, thus eventually leads to ω0 + ∆ω ripple component. From testing
observations, the slow period is not constant and could vary when tested at different dates.
Other possible reasons are also listed as follows: First, PWM harmonic voltage has certain
sidebands and noticeable 2nd switching frequency component, thus aliasing effects may not be
fully avoided with only double sampling. From the moving filter point of view, these noises are
also not effectively filtered due to the limited attenuation resulting from the lowest depth N=2
where N is the filter order. Moreover, due to the non-uniform magnitude attenuation of front-end
analog filter over the whole frequency range, the asynchronized PWM voltage sampling, and the
variable duty cycles over each line cycle, voltage ripples in two adjacent switching cycles as
illustrated in Fig. 4-16, are not fully cancelled in the moving average process and instead have a
slight amplitude difference. Eventually, this leads to a low amplitude periodic noise along with the
line cycle and introduces a low frequency oscillation in grid frequency and line power flow.
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4.3.4 Four times frequency sampling
Therefore, a sampling scheme with four-point per switching cycle plus N=4 moving average
filter is proposed. As illustrated in Fig. 4-17, as long as d is within [0.25 0.75], in each fs cycle,
both high and low levels can be sampled twice. Then with N=4 moving average filter, all the 2nd fs
ripple and part of side harmonics are filtered, as shown in Fig. 4-18. From the time-domain view,
the average of four samplings per switching cycle is also more immune to the PWM voltage
asynchronization and non-uniform noise attenuation. Yet, if d is higher than 0.75 or lower than
0.25, there is still chance that incomplete cancellation of the high- or low-level ripples, leading to
a low beat frequency ripple as shown in the voltage Vd of Fig. 4-19, but the sampling voltage ripple
is much reduced in both the sending and receiving side of the emulator.
4.3.5 Impact on transmission behavior
Originally, with the sampled noise, the 2nd order ripple and the low-frequency beat ripple will
be involved in the current reference calculation and cause the incorrect line emulation and
oscillation behaviors in the line power flow. As shown in Fig. 4-20, the low beat frequency ripple
from the doubling frequency sampling scheme is reflected in the power flow and grid frequency,
which does not exist in the physical inductor line. Once the final scheme is applied, the line
emulator can match the physical inductor line during the steady-state and frequency dynamic.
4.4

Impact of dc sampling bias on line emulator and offset remover

4.4.1 Offset sensitivity of pure integrator based model
As analyzed in Section 2.2.4, for the simple lossless line model, i.e. an inductor L, current
reference is generated from the voltage based pure integrator, which, however, is prone to the dc
drift noise on sensing or sampling signals of the interfacing ac voltage. Given any dc bias, the
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current reference would be linearly integrated to very high value, especially in the low ESR or
lossless line case, as illustrated in Fig. 4-21 from an actual test.
L

di
+ iR = vac + vdc
dt
di
vdc = L dc
dt

(4-13)
(4-14)

4.4.2 Basic concept of dc offset controller
According to testing results, this dc drift may also vary with time, therefore it cannot be easily
compensated in an open loop manner. A closed-loop compensator is preferred. The proposed
controller is illustrated in Fig. 4-22, which can be also regarded as a dc offset estimator.
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Fig. 4-22. The block diagram of proposed dc offset
controller

The dc component of the output current is adopted as the feedback signal, obtained via an
adaptive notch filter with its notching point designed at the line frequency. The combination of LLR model is proposed because the lossless L model suffers the severest impact by dc bias noise,
while LR model is more practical in emulating real transmission lines and also less sensitive to dc
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bias. Therefore, by adopting L model as a dc bias removal loop, it provides a sensitive bias
indicator to LR model emulation, enabling the better dc elimination in general cases.
A PI regulator then generates the corresponding counterpart of dc offset noise, to force the
input of the integrator bias-free. The transfer function of the dc offset control loop is given as
1
1
 NF ( s )  PI ( s )
 PI ( s )
Gdc _ offset _ loop ( s ) = ^ = SL
 SL
1
1
vdc _ bais 1 +
 NF ( s )  PI ( s ) 1 +
 PI ( s )
SL
SL
k p s + ki
k p s + ki
= 2
= 2
s L + k p s + ki s + 2wn s + wn 2
^

vdc

(4-15)

where PI parameters following the normalized second-order system design are derived as

k p = 2wn L

2
ki = wn L

(4-16)

wn  w0 / d

(4-17)

It is preferred to select

 = 0.5 ~ 1

(4-18)

where d is the ratio of line frequency ω0 to corner frequency ωn. d should be selected to achieve
the desired bandwidth.
As discussed in Section 2.2.4, the prior works on dc bias control have discussed the evaluation
metrics of their schemes but lack a clear picture of the performance. To give a unified metric, the
function of decreasing the sensitivity of the pure integrator to its input bias is reconsidered as a
high pass filter (HPF) from the frequency domain perspective. This requires offset controller to
block and attenuate dc bias in the integration path but has the least impact on signals at high
frequencies, so that the emulation system can be operated with zero error during the fast transients.
Following this concept, the above closed-loop dc offset control is now re-evaluated in its HPF
structure. By reorganizing the whole control block diagram from the input voltage to the output
current, its equivalent HPF feature is obtained as
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^

i

1

1
1
vac 1 +
 NF ( s)  PI ( s) SL + R
SL
1
GHPF _ LLRNF ( s) =
1
1 +  NF ( s)  PI ( s)
SL
If only LR model is adopted in bias controller, the following transfer function will be
^

=

1

GHPF _ LLRNF ( s) =

(4-19)

(4-20)

(4-21)

1
1 +  NF ( s)  PI ( s)
SL
From HPF characteristic curves of two models in Fig. 4-24, both schemes can achieve unity
gain and zero phase lag above the target frequency, while L-LR companion model provides extra
20 dB/dec attenuation at dc and low frequencies. This verifies the previous discussion.
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Fig. 4-23. DC offset controller.

Fig. 4-24. Equivalent HPF characteristics.

4.4.3 Adaptive offset control for variable frequency operation
In the previous analysis, to extract dc bias noise, a notch filter with resonance frequency at the
nominal line frequency 60 Hz is used. However, this may introduce errors in a variable frequency
system or during system transients. To ensure the unity filter gain and zero phase lag at the high
frequency range from HPF prospective, an adaptive notch filter is therefore implemented in the
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offset controller. One simple approach is to adopt the PLL output frequency as the varying
resonance frequency of the notch filter.

s 2 + wr2
NF ( s) = 2
s + 2 rwr s + wr2

(4-22)

where, wr = wPLL .
As a result, it can adaptively cancel the dc offset with only input information. Another benefit
from the adaptive design would be consistent offset control dynamics as determined by (4-20)
under variable grid operation frequencies.
4.4.4 Controller design considering external line impedance
The above control only assumes the line emulator interfacing with the ideal ac system, where
no external line impedance is considered. Now, if it connects two typical ac grids with extra serial
impedances, the dc offset control loop has to be modified as depicted in Fig. 4-25. DC offset
control block diagram considering external line impedances.. Lg and Rg represent the equivalent
external line impedance, and Tcc(s) denotes the emulator current control, which has approximately
unity gain within the current loop bandwidth.
It is found that HPF transfer function still holds the same form as (4-21), except for an extra
term, i.e. an impedance ratio Lg/L. Consequently, PI parameters should be altered as in (4-24).
Gdc _ offset _ loop 

k p s + ki
(1 +

Lg
L

) s + 2wn s + wn
2

Lg

k p = 2wn L(1 + )


L

k = w 2 L(1 + Lg )
i
n

L
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Fig. 4-25. DC offset control block diagram considering external line impedances.

4.4.5 Experimental verification
The proposed dc offset control is first verified on its static performance. As shown in Fig.
4-26, the dc current bias is fully eliminated after enabling this control.
Another emulation study is carried out to evaluate the emulation accuracy and dynamics when
the line impedance suffers abrupt changes, which could happen when one set of two paralleled
transmission lines is tripped, i.e. the line impedance gets doubled. A comparison is made among
Simulink simulation with line inductor model and HTB tests with line emulator with and without
the dc offset control. The line is modeled with a fairly high ESR, thus the steady-state dc current
is low even without the dc offset control. However, as shown in Fig. 4-27, during the large signal
disturbance, a high mismatch is observed when this controller is enabled as marked in green. This
is due to frequency deviation from the fixed 60 Hz notch filter in the controller. Once the adaptive
filter is applied as presented in section 4.4.3, results shown in Fig. 4-28 and Fig. 4-29 demonstrate
a good match between simulation and HTB line emulation, as well as good dc shift suppression.
To be clarified, the small ripples observed in HTB test results are measurement noises due to power
converter switching operations.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4-26. Zero-dc current flow of line emulation. (Ch1&2: line-line voltages at both ends. Ch3&4: currents at both
ends. (a): without filter. (b): with filter in oscilloscope.

Fig. 4-27. Comparison of generator 1 frequency under the line tripping condition without and with zero bias control.

Fig. 4-28. Comparison of generator 1 frequency under the line tripping condition with and without adaptive notch
filter.
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A further system level performance is compared between the final emulator and the physical
inductor line. Both the steady-state and dynamic power flow for two cases match quite well.

Fig. 4-29. Comparison of generator 1 active power under the line tripping condition with and without adaptive notch
filter.

4.5

Interface stability of transmission line emulator
The analysis mainly focuses on the low frequency stability phenomena within controller

bandwidth 1 kHz, especially below 100 Hz, which is the main interest range of power system
transients. For these low frequency transmission line behaviors, control amplitude error, as well as
phase leg delay are negligible. Therefore, current/voltage control transfer characteristics from the
actual emulation converters are not included to simplify this analysis. Instead, this converter
control level stability is tackled separately, so that the investigation of emulation accuracy and
stability can concentrate on the emulation model and its interface grid, as well as the simulation
step size and integration methods.
4.5.1 General emulation schemes
Before addressing the stability issues, different line emulation schemes will be briefly
discussed. Typically, we can categorize ac systems configurations into three groups as listed on
the left side of Fig. 4-31. In the system (a), both sending and receiving ends contain a generator,
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i.e. a voltage source. In the system (b), the receiving end has only a power load, i.e. a current
source. Similarly, in the system (c), the sending end is a current source. Therefore, three types of
line emulation exist, i.e. (a) current/current source pair, (b) current/voltage source pair, and (c)
voltage/current source pair.
To link the two-area system via a line emulator, there will be 9 combinations. However,
intuitively and also for the sake of stability concern, it is better to couple the voltage source and
current source, i.e. using a voltage source to interface with a current source, vice versa. Following
this principle, three emulation schemes are provided in Fig. 4-32. Which scheme should be adopted
is of importance to the system design, implementation, and stability. In a typical two area system,
where both ends usually have generators and loads, the system (a) is more common. However, in
some special operation conditions, where one end has lost all generators and has only loads, the
scheme (b) or (c) should be better. Regardless of the system differences, one advantage of the
scheme (a) is that since the emulator always interfaces the two ends as voltage-controlled-currentsources, only current control mode is needed, while the other two schemes may have to be
combined and transitioned from one control mode to the other mode to ensure normal operation
as system conditions change. For simplicity, only the scheme (a) is considered in this work.
As for the scheme (a), there are also two types of emulation schemes, i.e. the phasor domain
and time domain based model. In the following sections, interface stability issues of both schemes
are addressed. Similar stability analysis can also be applied to other schemes.
4.5.2 Stability issue in phasor domain based emulation
Ideally, if the current-controlled line emulator only interfaces with the ideal grid with zero
impedance, then this system is robust, and no stability issue arises. However, as illustrated in the
simplified equivalent two-area transmission system in Fig. 4-33, a converter based emulator is not
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Fig. 4-30. Comparison of power flow between inductor interfaced and BTB emulator interfaced two-area systems.
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Fig. 4-31. General system configurations and emulation

Fig. 4-32. Preferred emulation configurations.
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Fig. 4-33. Equivalent transmission line impedance when line emulator interfaces with two HTB grids. (a) Interface
with two grids with serial impedance. (b) Simplified impedance circuit.
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an isolated autonomic system. Instead, its current flow is determined by the configurations of two
interface voltages. Hence, its stability has to consider the interaction with the external impedance
network, specifically if the grid has its own inductive impedances. In addition, for a digital
implementation, different discrete methods may also lead to significant differences in terms of the
stability region.
To better illustrate the stability issue, first, the phasor domain based model is analyzed in brief.
Here, power flow at the two ends is calculated based on the steady-state phasor vectors. Therefore,
only slow dynamics can be observed. Even so, if the external impedance is considered, the system
may still lose stability.
By controlling the power, line current can be regulated according to (4-25). From phasor
vector relationship shown in Fig. 4-34, we can characterize the emulation model as an nth-order
discrete equation (4-26), where n is the ratio of time delay resulting from the slow steady model
over the discrete step.

*

 S  P − jQ1
I = 1  = 1
VS
 VS 
Ik =

VS 
P1
Q1

X
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U 0 − jX g I k −n

= (1 +

jX emu
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(4-25)
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Fig. 4-34. Simplified phasor domain ac line emulation.

To ensure the convergence of (4-26), its eigenvalue should obey

=

n
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Lg
Lemu

1

(4-27)

which means if the external line impedance is larger than that of the emulated line, the emulation
system will lose its convergence, leading to current oscillations. Moreover, due to the slow control
law in the phasor domain, the stability issue is even more severe. As an example, if the impedance
ratio is 0.5, but n=20, then λ will become 0.966, indicating a much smaller stability boundary.
4.5.3 Stability issue in time domain based emulation
The time domain based model is more useful for dynamic study. This paper will address its
stability issue with three common digital implementations i.e. forward-Euler, backward-Euler, and
trapezoidal discrete. Different from EMTP based software simulation, which adopts implicit
discrete methods and solves full-element equations in large dimension matrices to attain better
convergence and accuracy, hardware-based emulation with modular configurations focusing on
real-time emulation does not know any external element information and has to rely on its realtime measurements from the interface to build up the real-time emulation models and consequently
react. Thus, it has to use the current and past samplings as inputs to generate the next-step outputs
due to the mechanism of PWM converter control, i.e. only explicit implementation is practical.
Therefore, backward-Euler discrete will recede to forward-Euler, and trapezoidal approach need
be modified as from (4-28) to (4-29) in order to correctly represent the real modeling processing.


[vemu (k ) + vemu (k − 1)]
2 Lemu

i(k ) − i(k − 1) =
[vemu (k − 1) + vemu (k − 2)]
2 Lemu
i(k ) − i(k − 1) =

vemu (k ) = vS (k ) − vg (k ) − vR (k )

(4-28)

(4-29)
(4-30)

And different from (4-29) for the emulated main inductor, the voltage drop of the external
physical line inductance varies instantaneously. As an analog signal, it should be modeled as
vg (k ) = Lg

i (k ) − i (k − 1)
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(4-31)

From above, the discrete differential equation is obtained as a second-order system,

i(k ) − i(k − 1) +

Lg
2 Lemu

i(k − 1) − i(k − 2) +

Lg
2 Lemu

i(k − 2) − i(k − 3) = 0

(4-32)

And its eigenvalues are,

1,2 =

−  j 4 −  2
2

(4-33)

where,

=

Lg

(4-34)

2 Lemu

To maintain stability, the criterion is provided,
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And the final solution is

=

Lg
2 Lemu

1

(4-36)

4.5.4 Stability issue in time domain based emulation with pure active load
In the above analysis, two ac grids are only considered as two voltage sources; however, in a
typical system, there are definitely certain active loads at the receiving end, since generators are
usually not assumed to take in power. To match with the experimental condition and also to
illustrate the generic stability trend when connecting a load, a simple two-generator, one-activeload emulation system is configured, as shown in Fig. 4-35.
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Fig. 4-35. A simple two-area system with an active load.
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The discrete-time approximation procedure is similar to the above, except that the current of
the rightward inductor Lg2 now becomes
i2 = i − vR / R

(4-37)

vR = v1 − ( Lg1 + Lemu )di / dt

(4-38)

And

vLg 2 = Lg 2

di
d 2i
− ( Lg1 + Lemu ) 2
dt
dt

(4-39)

To ensure the true stability status, it is recommended to use the symmetric secondary
derivative. The final homogeneous second-order differential equation can be derived as,

Lg
 Lg 2 ( Lg1 + Lemu ) 
i(k − 1) − i(k − 2)
1 +
 i (k ) − i(k − 1)  +
2 Lemu R
2 Lemu


Lg 2 ( Lg1 + Lemu ) 
 Lg
+
−
 i (k − 2) − i (k − 3)  = 0
2 Lemu R
 2 Lemu


(4-40)

Though the coefficient terms are a bit complicated in this case, the stability zone is actually
extended, due to the resistive damping which can be perceived from the circuit perspective.
4.5.5 Experimental verification
To verify the stability analysis, four tests with the emulation line impedance step change from
10.7 mH, 5 mH, 2.5 mH, and 1mH are compared in a system as shown in Fig. 4-36, based on the
scenario analyzed above. Also, with this information, the root locus of (4-40) can be obtained in
Fig. 4-37. Derived system stability zone with test parameters. It marks that below 1.1 mH, line
emulator will enter its instability zone. This matches the following test result. As we can see from
Fig. 4-38, when inductance reduces to 1 mH, current oscillation occurs, indicating the transmission
line emulation system loses its stability. Within the confined stable region, the line emulator is
now extended to a multi-line system, successfully interfacing three-area system, as demonstrated
in the HTB platform in Fig. 4-39.
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Fig. 4-36. System schematic and configuration for stability test.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4-38. Emulation stability test under different line inductances. (a) Emulation inductance = 2.5 mH. (b)
Emulation inductance = 1 mH. Ch1: ac line current. Ch4: ac line-line voltage.
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Fig. 4-39. One transmission line cluster including three back-to-back line emulators from bus 7-9, 7-12, and 9-13 in
a three-area emulated power grid. (a) single-line diagram. (b) photo of the line-emulator-interfaced hardware
testbed.

4.6

Summary
Interfacing VSI emulated transmission line to modular inverter based grid emulation network

has been successfully achieved, through a series of control and modeling efforts.
The three-phase transmission line is simplified as a single two-port network for both lumped
line and distributed line models. By using voltage-controlled current source or current-controlled
voltage source principles, BTB converters can emulate the terminal behavior of three-phase lines.
A steady-state focused phasor-domain line emulation approach and an instantaneous time-domain
approach are analyzed and experimentally verified showing good steady and dynamic performance.
The emulation approach is proved universal to general PI-section line model and distributed line
model and is furnished with a dedicated communication strategy to mitigate the delay impact.
Interfacing with a noisy HTB grid, it is found that both the switching frequency sensing harmonics
and dc bias show significant impact on the terminal behavior of the line emulator, either
introducing low frequency power ripple or shifted dc current distortion onto the terminal flow of
the line emulator. These impacts need be properly mitigated by using the proposed sampling
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scheme and offset controller. In addition, interfacing the external grid is not necessarily stable. The
ratio of the emulated line impedance over the external line impedance that the line emulator
connects with is an important stability indicator. The stability analysis for different emulation
schemes, different interfaced power networks, and their corresponding stability criteria are
presented, providing a good design guideline. Paralleling the active load branch in the system will
help damp the interconnected line emulation system and extend the stable region and allowed
impedance range of the line emulator.

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1
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GaN-Based Two-stage Aircraft Charger Interfacing with Aviation Grid
The charger design is complicated when its output has to provide two dc levels, both 28 V and
270 V, following the universal charger concept [302]. Both the front-end and dc-dc stage must be
carefully selected, designed, optimized, and collaboratively controlled under all input and output
voltage combinations, especially when high switching speed WBG devices are applied, and high
density, high efficiency, and high performance are pursued.
The relation between harsh operation environment caused by ‘high dv/dt, di/dt, high frequency’
and sensing/sampling/control will be investigated, identified, and established. And associated
interface challenges in WBG based high switching frequency converter will be thoroughly
addressed. Principles and mitigation methods from sensing, sampling, and modulation aspects are
proposed and verified.
In addition to the above control related issues, impacts of high speed high switching device
on loss, thermal design, and EMI filter design in a two-stage charger converter consisting of threephase Vienna-type PFC and three-level LLC will also be discussed.
5.1

Topology evaluation for GaN based universal charger
Based on the literature review and available GaN devices, six topologies have been reviewed

in this universal charger design. First, considering wide output range and high power efficiency
requirement, one stage power conversion is not favored. Two-stage architecture is more promising,
as shown in Fig. 2-15.
Six topologies listed in Table 5-1 are compared. They can also be categorized into three
architectures: 1) phase-modular architecture; 2) three-level boost-buck architecture; 3) two-level
buck-boost-buck architecture.
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As shown in Fig. 5-1, the first candidate utilizes the standard single-phase PFC, thus it has
inherent advantages such as modular design capability, mature control, redundancy to single phase
loss, and low voltage stress. However, the disadvantage is that it has more semiconductor devices,
more filters, and transformers.
The second topology shown in Fig. 5-2 shares the advantages of modular converters, and it
also reduces the passive and active devices on the secondary side. However, its disadvantages are
complicated transformer design with three primary windings and two secondary windings, and
interaction among three modules on the primary side. Due to the potential mutual magnetic
coupling induced by the three primary side windings on one transformer, the circulating current
may be unavoidable as well.
The third candidate in the phase-modular architecture is shown in Fig. 5-3. Different from the
above solution, it eliminates the multi-winding transformer, but no isolation will be provided.
Besides, to prevent abnormal current flow due to the interaction among three phase modules, an
extra diode has to be added in each dc-link, increasing the device numbers and conduction loss.
For this topology, since it shares the common intermediate dc-bus, the dc-link voltage should be
at least twice the peak input voltage, which is 665 V assuming 235 Vac. This means 600 V/650 V
GaN devices are not applicable.
Table 5-1. Topology candidates for a universal charger

No.

Topology

1

Phase-modular converters paralleling at isolated dc-dc converter output

2

Phase-modular converters paralleling at transformer primary side

3

Phase-modular converters paralleling at boost converter output

4

Single-switch three-phase rectifier and three-level dc-dc converter

5

Three-level boost-buck converter

6

Two-level buck-boost-buck converter
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Fig. 5-1. Topology of phase-modular converters paralleling at isolated dc-dc converter output.
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Fig. 5-2. Topology of phase-modular converters paralleling at the transformer primary side.
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Fig. 5-3. Topology of phase-modular converters paralleling at boost converter output.
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The three-phase ac-dc PFC as the front-end is also considered. Fig. 5-4 shows this singleswitch solution for the ac-dc stage. Although this topology has fewer switches than traditional
three-phase PFC, a large 5th harmonic in input currents is observed in Fig. 5-5, requiring large
input filter in order to achieve good current quality.
Three-level PFC is also a promising solution. Fig. 5-6 shows a well-known Vienna-type PFC
plus a proposed dc-dc stage with three-level dual mode Buck/LLC. The main feature for this
architecture is it has only half dc voltage stress for GaN devices, and boost inductor is small, lower
voltage harmonics due to the three-level structure. However, its control becomes more complicated
than the other single-phase solutions or conventional three-phase rectifiers.
The last architecture is the two-level buck-boost-buck converter. It consists of a three-phase
buck rectifier as input, a buck type LLC converter as output, and in between there is a boost
converter. There are three control modes for this topology, as shown in Table 5-2. This converter
has smaller EMI size, small voltage stress on the dc-dc side, and simpler dc-dc stage. However,
high voltage stress is imposed on buck rectifier, with 499 V on the switch and 576 V on the diode.
Besides, high conduction loss is consumed by the serial diodes.
Based on previous analysis, three topologies shown in Table 5-3 are selected as candidates for
further evaluation and comparison. The evaluation approach is shown in Fig. 5-8. By going
through the whole design procedure for each candidate topology, following the same standard, and
comparing the best design results, the optimal topology can be selected. The final evaluation
results are given in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5. Efficiency comparison among optimal design results
of three candidate topologies., respectively, for weight and efficiency under four different voltage
modes. As weight is the most important specification of this project, the three-level boost-buck
topology consisting of three-level three-phase Vienna-type rectifier and there-level buck/LLC
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Fig. 5-4. Topology of single-switch PFC boost rectifier and three-level dc-dc converter.

Fig. 5-5. Simulation waveforms of single-switch PFC boost rectifier.
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Fig. 5-6. Topology of three-level boost-buck converter.
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Fig. 5-7. Topology of two-level buck-boost converter.
Table 5-2. Operation mode for two-level buck-boost-buck converter.
Input

Output

Involved Circuits

235 Vac

Buck
270 Vdc

115 Vac

Buck + Boost

235 Vac

Buck + LLC
28 Vdc

115 Vac

Buck + LLC

Fig. 5-8. Topology evaluation approach.
Table 5-3. Comparison of six topologies from different aspects.
Topology

Ac input
filter

Transformer

Dc link
passives

Control
complexity

Voltage
stress

good

good

Phase-modular converters
paralleling at isolated dcdc converter output
Three-level boost-buk

good

converter
Two-level buck-boosstbuck converter

good

good
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good

good
good

Table 5-4. Weight comparison among optimal design results of three candidate topologies.
Topologies

Ac-dc stage

Dc-dc stage

Total

Phase-modular topology

495 g
900 kHz
Transphorm GaN

333 g
1 MHz
Transphorm GaN

Three-level boost-buck
topology

227 g
1.2 MHz
Transphorm GaN

267 g
500 kHz
Transphorm GaN

494 g

Two-level buck-boost-buck
topology

348 g
900 kHz
Transphorm GaN

209 g
1 MHz
Transphorm GaN

557 g

828 g

Table 5-5. Efficiency comparison among optimal design results of three candidate topologies.
Topologies

Voltage modes

28 Vdc

270 Vdc

115 Vac

90.4%

90.3%

235 Vac

94.7%

94.6%

Three-level boost-buck
topology

115 Vac

92.2%

93.9%

235 Vac

94.3%

96.1%

Two-level buck-boost-buck
topology

115 Vac

92.2%

95.3%

235 Vac

93.5%

96.6%

Phase-modular topology
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converter is finally adopted for the charger system, since it achieves the lowest weight, with power
efficiency only a bit lower than the two-level buck-boost-buck topology.
It should be emphasized that these design results should be mainly for comparison study, they
do not reflect the actual implementation, partially because the devices and components chosen at
the early stage might not be adopted in the final optimal design of the specific converter due to
component availability issue or other further improvements.
5.2

Impact, mechanism, and mitigation of sensing distortion in HF converter
As already discussed in section 2.3.3.1, high di/dt, dv/dt and high frequency in GaN based

converter worsen the operation environment of sensing and sensor circuit. In this work, an in-depth
exploration and analysis of the troublesome sensing distortions that often haunt power engineers
will be presented, disclosing the interior correlations among unexpected power behaviors, high
switching speed characteristics of WBG devices, and high-frequency hard-switching operation.
Instead of further stressing the high frequency noise itself, the focus will be on identifying
how these high frequency distortions impact on the low frequency or dc feedback voltage and
currents, either dc side or ac side, eventually leading to the deviated loop control track, and on
mitigating theses noises in different situations. Considering the well-known fact that feedback
control has no rejection capability for disturbances in the feedback path, this topic is crucially
important.
5.2.1 Introduction
Sensing and control signals may inevitably suffer from high frequency noises, due to
capacitive coupling from high dv/dt and inductive coupling from dv/dt. However, the impact from
these noises was not properly considered in the past, since it was typically thinking a moderate
low pass filter before the ADC would mitigate the influences of these high frequency noises on
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converter control, e.g. setting filter bandwidth below half switching frequency to avoid aliasing
effect. Through experimental study in this work, it reveals that in high speed GaN device
applications, these high frequency ac noises could surprisingly induce nonlinear dc or low
frequency shift through the sensing and conditioning circuitry and eventually lead to deviation
from the nominal control track and distorted ac current, if without a proper circuit design and
layout. A deeper understanding of these effects is the basis to guide the sensing design, layout and
control. To address the issues of sensing in the noisy operation environment, causes of the low
frequency bias and dc bias on sensing signals are firstly disclosed, of which two distortion
mechanisms are mainly investigated.
5.2.2 Dc bias from analog signal isolation amplifier due to high common mode dv/dt
5.2.2.1 Origin of dc bias from analog signal isolation amplifier
Fig. 5-9 shows a typical isolated voltage/current sensing scheme in the case where isolation is
mandatory. An analog isolation amplifier (iso-amp) is usually adopted to achieve the isolation
between control and power domains. At the high-power side of an iso-amp, the voltage will be
sampled by a resistor divider in a single-end form or by a divider pair in a differential form. And
current will be sampled through a shunt resistor. Then, the isolated sensing signal is processed by
downstream conditioning amplifiers and filters before transmitting to ADC. A high CM voltage
isolation barrier exists between the two sides of iso-amp due to the different grounding potential.
The magnitude of this CM voltage is determined by the dc link voltage and the CM impedance
distribution along the whole CM path, including related grounding parasitics, transformers if
existing, and the isolation capacitance of the iso-amp. The slopes of this CM voltage caused by
dv/dt of the turn-on and turn-off switching transients are determined by the specific gate driver,
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gate resistance, switching speed, and dc-link voltage. The turn-off dv/dt is also strongly impacted
by the switching current level during switching loop commutation.
The basic structure of an analog iso-amp is shown in Fig. 5-9, where the analog input is
modulated into digital format, e.g. via a sigma-delta ADC at the primary side and reconstructed to
analog output via a demodulator at the secondary side. An intermediate digital isolation barrier
forms the signal transmitting medium with three different types of implementation. Using optical
iso-amp as an example, when a rising vCM,r pulse is imposed on to an iso-amp, the internal coupling
capacitance of iso-amp induces CM current penetrating the barrier, and a positive differential
voltage spike is generated at the output through the pull-up resistor. In addition, the turn-off pulse
also induces a negative spike vCM,f at the output. These spikes may falsely toggle the logic level,
jeopardize the DM signal and demodulate corresponding analog spikes.

Isolation
barrier
modulator
or encoder

HV side
voltage divider

demodulator
or decoder

LV side

iso-amp

conditioning
and sampling
RP

Vin

Rm

Rin

VO

current shunt
VCM
VCM

0

VO

VCC

Fig. 5-9. Iso-amp function block and CM noise penetration.
Ts

vdc _ out =  (vCM _ r − vCM _ f )dt Ts

(5-1)

0

Therefore, the conclusion is a dc bias can be generated after the downstream filter as the
average of the positive and negative spikes. This relationship is disclosed in (5-1). It should be
noticed that the polarity of the spikes could be reversed depending on internal configurations of an
iso-amp IC.
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Based on a series of conducted experiments, further insights into the cause of this type of dc
bias are provided.
If the turn-off dv/dt is the same as the turn-on dv/dt, it seems reasonable that a minimum
induced dc bias might be expected, per (5-1). However, for a given device, the turn-on dv/dt is
mainly determined by the gate drive speed, while for the turn-off, dv/dt is eventually up to the
slower one between gate drive and junction capacitor charging during the turn-off commutation,
which might be slower if the load current level is low. Moreover, the turn on and off of the device
itself does not strictly follow the same speed. For GaN based application, this situation becomes
worse. The turn-on transient for 650 V e-mode GaN device is usually less than 10 ns, and dv/dt
can be above 100 kV/us, while its turn-off transient could last for hundreds of ns at ac current zero
crossings [157, 186]. Thus, turn-on dv/dt becomes the primary contributor to the CMTI issue
instead of the turn-off dv/dt at low current level or zero crossing. This is further confirmed from
experimental results of LLC voltage sensing at two different switching frequencies of front-end
PFC under the same operating conditions. As shown in Fig. 5-10, the negative spikes which are
below the desired voltage sensing level as marked in dashed magenta line, are almost the same for
both cases, but no positive peaks show up except for some noise.
2
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Fig. 5-10. LLC voltage sensing distortion: (a) 450 kHz PFC; (b) 450/4 kHz PFC. Black line outlines the profile of
the output signal. Dashed-line is the desired voltage.
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The above results highlight another important distortion factor which was not considered, i.e.
the output signal rise/fall time of an iso-amp IC. Ideally, the output spike due to dv/dt should only
occur at the switching transient, however, it is noticed that at both switching frequencies, output
spikes linearly increase from the same negative valley. This can be explained by the output rise
time of iso-amp ACPL-C87B, roughly 4 µs [303]. In 112.5 kHz case, dv/dt related spike returns
to the steady-state desired dc voltage. While in 450 kHz case, the dv/dt induced spike is reset by
the next switching event before it reaches the steady state level. Therefore, some other useful
conclusions can be obtained:
The speed of iso-amp, i.e. the rise/fall time impacts the sensing output distortion induced by
CM spikes. More instantaneous distortions and dc bias will be induced when adopting higher
switching frequency, lower speed sensing iso-amp, and higher speed devices.
Switching frequency will not impact the peak spike of an iso-amp output, yet it does impact
the dc bias level, because: 1) the same noise spike pattern will be averaged over different switching
periods; 2) noise spike of iso-amp may not reach the correct sensing level in one higher switching
cycle. Therefore, high frequency induces more dc sensing shift.
To further demonstrate the switching frequency impact, actual sampling voltage of LLC
output processed by DSP are compared at the above two frequencies. As shown in Fig. 5-11, at
450 kHz, the sampled dc voltage has much higher dc bias error than that at 112.5 kHz.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-11. Experimental results of LLC output voltage sampling: (a) 450/4 kHz PFC; (b) 450 kHz PFC.
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5.2.2.2 Impact on feedback control
It is well known that feedback control can suppress the disturbance in the forward path but
has no rejection capability in the feedback path. For a feedback closed-loop control, the controlled
voltage or current will be forced by the controller to track the reference, as given in
Vref = Vsense = Vactual + Vdc

(5-2)

Thus, the actually controlled voltage will be lower than the desired value as in (3), and this dc error
can be even larger when dc-link voltage increases, appearing as if a nonlinear voltage dependent
sampling gain exists. For a high step-down dc-dc application using WBG devices, this dc error
would be unacceptable.
Vactual = Vref − Vdc

(5-3)

5.2.2.3 Mitigation solution
Unfortunately, the CMTI of an analog iso-amp is relatively low than GaN device turn-on dv/dt
and is also defined at a rough level [303, 304]. No information can be obtained in terms of different
error levels vs CM voltage and dv/dt, further challenging sensing circuit design. The state-of-art
commercial voltage sensing iso-amp has typical 15 kV/us CMTI [303] using optocoupler isolation,
and current sensing iso-amp has up to 75 kV/us CMTI [304] using CMOS isolation. Thus, CMOS
based iso-amp seems to be the better option currently, since it shows higher CMTI.
To obtain accurate voltage sampling quality in high dv/dt operation, a high CMTI current
sensing iso-amp can be reconfigured for voltage sensing. However, the internal input resistance of
this shunt-input iso-amp is found much lower than the voltage sensing iso-amp, e.g. 20 kΩ, thus
resistance value of the voltage divider should be properly selected, considering trade-off between
sensing accuracy in terms of load dependence and extra loss introduced by sensing resistors.
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5.2.3 Bias from RF interference rectification in op-amp
5.2.3.1 Identification of observed sensing
In the era of silicon device with tens of kHz switching frequency, the sensing design can be
quite straightforward, a moderate filter implemented in the conditioning circuit is sufficient to
guarantee the integrity of feedback signals. However, when using the similar design principles in
GaN based converters, the experimental results in this paper reveal that the voltage and current
sensing signals along the conditioning circuitry could see a pronounced dc offset or low frequency
distortion, which grows as dc bus voltage and switching frequency increases. An example of ac
current sensing at 450 kHz and 112.5 kHz switching frequencies in an e-GaN Vienna-type rectifier
is provided in Fig. 5-12, where the sampling signal outputted by DAC has much difference from
the probe result. At higher switching frequency, this low frequency or dc shift becomes larger.

Ch1 (366 mV/div)

Ch1 (366 mV/div)

Ch3 (2 A/div)

t (400s/div)

Ch3 (2 A/div)

t (400s/div)

Fig. 5-12. Experimental waveforms of ac current sampling: (a) 450 kHz PFC; (b) 450/4 kHz PFC. Ch1 is the
sampled signal, Ch3 is the probe result.

To identify the cause of this distortion, the output signal of the hall sensor is checked. High
switching transient noises are observed in the sensor output as shown in Fig. 5-13. Since the
onboard sensor is placed close to the main power loop, the noise is found induced by high di/dt of
switching transients. And noise at turn-on seems more pronounced than that at turn-off, which can
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be explained from the fact that at turn-off, commutation from off-device to on-device is largely
determined by load current charging.
The sensor output, ADC sampling, and probe measurement are further monitored and
compared. Through the comparison results, respectively from Fig. 5-14 to Fig. 5-15, both the
sensor output itself and the final ADC sampling show low frequency or dc shift distortion. The
complexity for this analysis is that coupled noise, as well as dc shift patterns, may be different at
different operation points. However, some important observations are: 1) due to the HF noise
coupled onto sensor output and its asymmetric nature as mentioned in Section 5.2.2.1, its mean
value over a switching period can be shifted from the original level and falsely conveyed to the
following conditioning amplifier; 2) this dc shift is thus impacted by switching frequency; 3) under
certain conditions, since an offset also exists between the envelope of the sensor output and probe
result, it indicates sensor itself is also affected by the HF noise. It must be also mentioned the poor
quality of the ac current is due to several types of distortions to be discussed.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-13. Experimental waveforms of ac current sensor output with 450 kHz PFC. Due to 25 MHz low bandwidth
probe used in the test, only the noise envelop is captured where even higher frequency oscillations are not accurate.
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5.2.3.2 Origin of dc bias and low frequency distortion
Further experimental results verify that the severity of this dc distortion is determined by the
amount of high di/dt induced noise picked up by signal-ground traces between sensor output and
conditioning amplifier input. And the cause of this dc bias is radio frequency interference (RFI) or
EMI rectification effect on operational amplifiers (op-amp) [305-312], a phenomenon seldom
considered in the power converter field that the output of amplifier can induce a dc shift or low
frequency response depending on the amplitude, frequency and continuity of the input coupled
high frequency out-of-band noise, because of the nonlinearity of the input stage transistors.
Furthermore, noise coupled at the output of an op-amp can also contribute to the input noise via
its feedback path. This explains why dc shift at current sensor output was observed, as an internal
op-amp exists at the output stage of the current sensor to provide desired quiescent bias [313, 314].
To ease the understanding of this rectification effect, a brief review is introduced. RFI
rectification was firstly observed in naval research on the susceptivity of solid-state semiconductor
devices such as transistors to microwave energy [306, 312]. Since then, the effects and mechanisms
of RFI distortion on analog and digital ICs have been investigated both experimentally and
theoretically, in both time domain and frequency domain [305-312]. Analog electronics, in
particular, amplifiers are most susceptive to the EMI noise. Technical notes from industry have
elaborated the dc bias effect on op-amp from its input transistor. The nonlinearity of a transistor
has been attributed to its the transfer characteristics property, i.e. emitter-coupled BJT has stronger
nonlinearity than source-coupled JFET or CMOS in terms of the exponential relation vs. the square
relation [307, 311]. Although this can confirm observations that BJT based amplifiers typically
have higher RFI distortion than other types, it failed to explain why this phenomenon only occurs
at out-of-band frequencies and dc offset varies with RF frequencies. The frequency dependent
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-14. Comparison between the sensor output and probe result at different current levels with 450 kHz PFC in
the switching cycle scale.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-15. Comparison of sensed ac current in line cycle scale with 450 kHz PFC: (a) comparison between the sensor
output and the probe result; (b) comparison between the sensor output and the sampling result.
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nonlinearity and dc bias level were later analytically modeled in [309] for a CMOS op-amp,
indicating the parasitic capacitances Cgs of input differential pairs and their total source-to-ground
capacitance are the determinants. The mechanism of negative feedback impact on dc bias was also
revealed in [308, 309] for CMOS op-amp. It is also noticed that some of the models are only valid
at low level RF input, where two transistors of the input differential pair are both in saturation
region [308], while other models may be feasible for both the saturation region and the
subthreshold region where large signal noise switches the transistor on and off [309].
In recent years, EMI rejection ratio (EMIRR) is standardized to evaluate the susceptivity of
an amplifier to RFI [310], from which the corresponding dc bias can be estimated as (5-4).
However, it is only valid at low amplitude EMI/RF [305].

 VRF _ peak 2 
Vdc =  EMIRR ( dB )  

IN


  100mV 
10 20 
1

(5-4)

To further verify the RFI offset and evaluate EMIRR of the adopted op-amp OPA2227 with
the cascaded inverting configuration in this work, offline tests are carried out using a signal
generator and a 50 Ω cable to inject the ac EMI source. From Fig. 5-16, as RFI amplitude increases,
dc shift becomes larger and occurs earlier. This offset also has nonlinear frequency characteristics.
It grows larger as frequency increases from 500 kHz to 2 MHz. Then, it drops back to almost zero
around 10 MHz. Test at the even higher frequency is not performed, due to measurement
complexities involving reflection coefficients of input cable, PCB traces and op-amp pins.
5.2.3.3 Compound mitigation approaches
Due to the RFI susceptivity of op-amp inputs, a straightforward mitigation approach is to
attenuate the EMI noise before the op-amp inverting and non-inverting pins. The built-in RC based
CM and DM filter have been implemented in some commercial amplifiers [307]. However, its
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filter corner frequency is usually above tens of MHz to fit general purposes, higher than the
frequency range of the state-of-art GaN based power converter, thus a set of external EMI filter
should be provided for converter sensing design, as shown in Fig. 5-17.
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C

Input side
EMI filter

OP-AMP

R

R or Lbead

Output side EMI
filter (optional)

R1

R2

C

(a)

RY
RY

CY
CY

CY

Diff-AMP

Choke (optional) CX2Y (optional)
Input EMI filter

(b)

R

C

R or Lbead

Output EMI filter (optional)

Fig. 5-16. Measured RFI dc offset in OPA2227

Fig. 5-17. Recommended filter approaches to mitigate

with cascaded inverting configuration.

amplifier RFI issue.

Unlike signal processing, power conversion deals with high voltage and current. Particularly,
in GaN based converter, high di/dt, dv/dt and high frequency could likely induce strong noise
coupling. Relying purely on filter itself is not effective enough to eliminate RFI noise without
sacrificing sensing bandwidth. Direct control of the noise source and noise coupling path is more
straightforward and effective. Taking current sensing distortion as an example, the noise at the
signal interface side of the hall sensor is induced by high di/dt current circulated in the switching
loop through space magnetic coupling. Given fixed di/dt, smaller power loop area generates less
diffuse magnetic field, thus reduces magnetic coupling. However, less loop inductance can
adversely induce higher di/dt and dv/dt [315]. In addition, if the orientation of the switching loop
is arranged to be orthogonal to that of hall sensor interface loop and power supply loop, the
coupling could also be reduced. Since power loop layout has been well studied in the past
considering the trade-off between electrical and thermal performance, details will not be covered.
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On the other hand, the emphasis of this paper is on the importance of signal loop layout for
sensing design. In high density converter design, SMT hall sensor chip is preferred due to its low
profile and weight. When it is placed on the power board close to converter terminals, longer traces
of power supply nets and output nets are needed to interface with the control board and are prone
to taking in the high di/dt noise through the magnetic field coupling and being disturbed by the
induced voltage noise. Therefore, a vertical trace arrangement is proposed to minimize the area of
two types of loops, and to ensure the cross section paralleled to flux orientation.
Two layout designs are provided. Compared to the design in Fig. 5-18 (a) with large VCCGND loop and signal-GND loop on phase B and C, the improved current sensor layout for phase
B and C is proposed in Fig. 5-18 (b). The first improvement is that multi-radial power lines are
applied to all three sensor chips instead of the central power lines. This decouples possible noises
among three-phases and ensures good power quality for each sensor. VCC lines for three sensors
directly connect to the main VCC plane, and GND lines also start directly from the GND plane. In
addition, all signals are embedded in the mid-layer and overlaid with power lines, to form vertical
loops with minimized coupling area. And next to each sensor, reasonable size ground plane is also
designed to provide a stable ground potential to each chip.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-18. Sensor layout comparison: (a) Large VCC-GND (upper) and signal-GND (lower) loops in the first
version design. (b) Improved vertical layout from top view (upper) and bottom view (lower).
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Since the magnetic strength is reversely proportional to the distance, another conservative but
effective approach is to move hall sensors far away from the power loop, which is also
experimentally verified at the expense of more board space.
Apart from di/dt inductive coupling noise, other noises also exist for hall sensors. For example,
dv/dt capacitive coupling from high voltage side to the signal side of hall sensor IC via its isolation
capacitance could also superpose significant noise onto the low-level sensor output [313, 314].
Recommendations are: 1) place hall sensors at non-dv/dt nodes, such as after filter inductors which
absorb dv/dt in the first place; 2) choosing hall sensor chips with internal capacitive shielding can
also avoid this type of distortion [313]; 3) adding proper filter for this HF noise is also suggested
[314]. However, this alone may be ineffective, since a dc offset can still be produced if dv/dt
patterns at turn-on and off are not symmetric, similarly to the mechanism disclosed in Section
5.2.2.
5.2.4 Dc bias due to RFI rectification in In-amp
Instrumentation amplifier (in-amp) is typically used for high voltage sensing where strong
CM signals can be eliminated by the differential structure. However, the typical common mode
rejection ratio (CMRR) of in-amps rolls off at 200 Hz, only remaining 20~30 dB at 100 kHz, and
the best in-amp has only up to 20 kHz bandwidth [311]. If a strong radio frequency noise is coupled
at the input and is not effectively suppressed, it can be rectified to a dc bias at the amplifier’s input
stage as well [312]. Similarly, effective RFI mitigation schemes are: 1) choose in-amp with higher
EMI robustness; 2) add external EMI filter pair inserted at the input of in-amp using RC filter,
choke, or X2Y-based capacitor, as shown in Fig. 5-17; 3) minimize both the differential-mode
signal pair loop and the common-mode signal-GND loop between the sensing circuit and the inamp.
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5.2.5 Experimental verification
5.2.5.1 Dc voltage sensing due to dv/dt impact
A current iso-amp si8920 is configured to sample LLC output voltage, instead of using the
prior voltage iso-amp ACPL-C87. Due to its high CMTI up to 75 kV/µs and high speed (rise/fall
time is 0.42 µs), dc bias on the sensing signal is effectively suppressed over the whole operation
range with two-stage 450 kHz hard-switching PFC and 850 kHz resonant LLC.
In addition, RFI rectification dc bias is also eliminated after minimizing all sensing circuit
ground loops and the output differential pair loop. This is necessary as the inductive loop coupling
can introduce high input voltage noise before the processing op-amp circuits as aforementioned in
Section 5.2.3.
The final voltage sampling result is accurately controlled at reference value 27 V with 650 V
dc-link bus voltage, as shown in Fig. 5-19, indicating significant improvement on the dc bias
compared to the prior result in Fig. 5-11.

Fig. 5-19. Eliminated dc sensing shift and accurate dc regulation with the proposed sensing solution.
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5.2.5.2 Ac current sensing due to RFI
To illustrate this di/dt effect and the improvement through the new layout approach, waveform
comparison tested under 300 Vdc, 450 kHz without any compensation is provided. Fig. 5-20 (a)
gives the output of sensing conditioning in the green curve and sampling result from DSP in the
blue curve, with the first version layout. Disruptive distortion on the output of the current sensor
was observed, compared to the result of the current probe in the pink curve. After adopting the
new layout, all sensor outputs become clean, matching the actual shape of current waveforms
obtained from current probes, as given in Fig. 5-20 (b). This lays a solid basis for current quality
control.
The impact of current sensor distortion on current harmonic distribution is also provided in
Fig. 5-21. Compared to the result with distorted current sensors, tested at 115 Vrms input, 600 Vdc
output, 450 kHz, and 280 Ω load, the proposed layout improves sensor signal quality and thus
reduces THD from 14% to 9% percentage points, without involving any proposed compensation
[157] or sampling scheme yet.

Ch1 (500 mV/div)

Ch1 (1 V/div)

Ch3 (5 A/div)

t (400s/div)

Ch4 (500 mV/div)

Ch2 (1 V/div)

Ch3 (5 A/div) Ch4 (5 A/div) t (400s/div)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-20. Current sensing quality comparison from different layout schemes. (a) current sensing distortion based on
the first layout. Ch1: sampled signal via DAC output; Ch3: current probe output; Ch4: conditioning output signal.
(b) no sensing distortion based on the improved layout. Ch1 and Ch2 are outputs of hall sensors, Ch3 and Ch4 are
outputs of current probes.
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THD=14.3%
THD=9.3%

Fig. 5-21. Improved current THD with the proposed sensor layout avoiding high di/dt noise coupled from the power
switching loop.

5.3

Improved sampling scheme for distortion mitigation in high frequency converter
Another challenge in applying GaN into high frequency high density ac/dc converters is

sampling. It is well-known the integrity of sampled current and voltage signals is the basis for
converter feedback control. However, because of high switching speed of GaN devices, high dv/dt
and di/dt related transient noises and ripples are augmented in hard switching three-phase ac/dc.
In addition, at high frequencies as ADC conversion time becomes relatively long, sampling timing
shows sensitive impacts on current quality control.
In this section, taking three-phase Vienna-type rectifier as an example, the conflict of
synchronizing sampling instants with triangle carrier-based modulation among three phases is
addressed and a sector-based scheme which can be applied generally to general three-phase
converters, is proposed and analyzed to avoid the switching transient noises and ripples induced
by dv/dt, di/dt of high switching speed devices during hard switching operation.
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5.3.1 Issues in existing sampling methods
5.3.1.1 PWM modulation implementation in DSP
Since the triangle-carrier-based modulation is widely adopted in DSP coding and acts as the
synchronization source of sampling instants, the implementation of the well-known 2-stack
carrier-based modulation in DSP for three-level Vienna-type converter is first presented. To avoid
the negative region of the carrier, an equivalent modification can be made as shown in Fig. 5-22.
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Fig. 5-22. Modulation implementation in Vienna-type rectifier.

Different from two-level converters, the comparator logic in Vienna-type converter should be
toggled per half line cycle to match the phase current direction. Here, the instantaneous duty cycle
d is expressed as

d = M sin( )

(5-5)

where M is the modulation index defined as the ratio of phase peak voltage over half dc-link
voltage 𝑀 = 𝑉

𝑉𝑁

𝐷𝐶 /2

.

5.3.2 Single-phase sampling strategy and synchronization issues in three-phase
Although sampling at the middle point of either turn-on or turn-off interval can both represent
the averaged current as shown in Fig. 5-23, it is expected to sample at the long interval considering
the relatively time-consuming ADC process in high switching converters.
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From this concept, a sampling scheme for a single phase of Vienna-type rectifier is proposed,
as illustrated in Fig. 5-24. If M<0.5, in positive half line cycle, sampling conversion should be
triggered when the carrier counter reaches its period value (CTR=PRD), while in the negative half
cycle, sampling point should be placed at CTR=0. When M > 0.5, this scheme can still be applied
except for some modifications. As shown in Fig. 5-24 (b), in the positive half line cycle, if the
instantaneous duty cycle d is higher than 0.5, sampling conversion should be reversed, i.e.
triggered at CTR=0; in the negative line cycle, if d is below -0.5, sampling conversion should be
at CTR=PRD. Thus, the sampling instant is always placed at the long interval in one switching
cycle.
Mean current
i
Long interval
Ts

short interval

PWM duty cycle

Fig. 5-23. Desired current sensing instant.
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Fig. 5-24. Illustration of a basic hybrid sampling scheme for one phase of Vienna-type rectifiers: (a). M<0.5;
(b).M>0.5.

However, when applying this scheme to three phases, three sampling instants will conflict.
Taking region 1 with its phase angle < 30°as an example, as illustrated in the shadow region of
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Fig. 5-25, phase A and B should be sampled at CTR=PRD, while phase C should be at CTR=0.
Thus, three conversion instants are not the same, requiring different sampling instant monitoring,
extra triggering sources and independent ADC interrupt control logic, which complicates the
controller design in terms of both hardware and software.
5.3.3 Proposed sector-based method
To sample in the long interval and still accommodate to three phases, a simple sector based
scheme is proposed. As shown in Fig. 5-26, a whole line cycle is now divided into six sectors. For
each sector, there is only one common instant to align ADC samplings of three-phase currents,
either at CTR=ZERO or CTR=PRD, depending on its sector number. For example, when the angle
is within sector 1, sampling for three phases should be placed at CTR=0, while for section 2, it
rotates to CTR=PRD. Although this common sampling instant alternates between two nearby
sectors, the sector partition can be easily realized using PLL angle. And there is no need to flip the
sampling instants based on the instantaneous duty cycle d or modulation index M anymore. In
addition, the three-phase current samplings share the same ADC trigging signal and thus can be
sampled by DSP’s internal ADC and processed by only one interrupt.
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Fig. 5-25. Illustration of the sampling instant conflicts

Fig. 5-26. Proposed sampling scheme for three-phase

in three-phase converters with M<0.5.

converters with carrier counter value CTR = zero or
PRD.
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It should be mentioned there is still a limitation of this proposed approach. This method cannot
guarantee that all three phases are sampled at their long interval simultaneously, though it has tried
to maximize this possibility. The probability analysis is clarified as below, considering different
modulation indexes and line angles for three-phases. As shown in Fig. 5-27, a carrier/modulation
ratio N=13 is asserted, and only half line cycle is plotted due to the symmetric of ac waveforms.
For brevity, the analysis mainly focuses on phase A. Please also notice that in Fig. 5-27, when any
of the three-phase duty cycle dabc falls in the negative region, it will be shifted to 1+ dabc.
From Fig. 5-27 (a), when M is below 0.5 and line angle θ is in sector 1 and 3, the long interval
for phase A in a switching cycle occurs around CTR=PRD. And per the sector based scheme, the
sampling instant is also placed at CTR=PRD. However, when θ is in sector 2, the long interval for
phase A in a switching cycle should be at CTR=PRD which differs from the schemed triggering
logic CTR=0. Therefore, phase A will be sampled at its short interval in this sector, whereas the
other two phases will be sampled at their long intervals.
If a probability factor λ is adopted to depict the chance of sampling instant occurring in the
short interval instead of the desired long interval of a switching cycle, it can be defined as the angle
range with short interval sampling over the whole line cycle,

=

short_interval_sampling
360

(5-6)
60

1

For phase A, in the case of M<0.5, its short interval sampling probability is 𝜆𝐴 = 180 = 3
From Fig. 5-27 (a-b), since the peak of da locates in sector 2, da will cross d=0.5 boundary
(above this level, the long interval for phase A occurs at CTR=0) first in this sector, as M is
increasing. Thus,
d a = M sin( ) = 0.5
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(5-7)

Gradually as M further increases, da will start going beyond d=0.5 boundary in sector 1 and
sector 3, as shown in Fig. 5-27 (c-d). The crossing boundary angle is θ = 60°, where da crosses 0.5.
Thus, the corresponding modulation index Mth at this condition can be derived from

M th sin(60) = 0.5

(5-8)

i.e. 𝑀𝑡ℎ = 1⁄√3 = 0.577.
Therefore, when M is above 0.5 but below 0.577 as the case in Fig. 5-27 (b), there will be two
angle-segments with sampling instant at short intervals in phase A as marked. Due to the central
symmetry, the short interval sampling probability factor is

A =

2( − 60)
180

(5-9)

where, 𝜃 = sin−1(0.5⁄𝑀).
Similarly, the case with M above 0.577 can also be analyzed. The only difference is that da
crosses d=0.5 in sector 1 and 3. Thus, there will be two short-interval sampling segments in sector
1 and 3, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 5-27 (d).
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Fig. 5-27. Short intervals of the proposed sampling scheme in phase A of a Vienna-type rectifier, with
carrier/modulation ratio 13.
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The ratio of undesired sampling interval over the whole line cycle is finally provided in Table
5-6 and illustrated in Fig. 5-28. It is clear when the modulation index is larger than 0.5, this method
can achieve even better performance.
Table 5-6. Ratio of sampling instant occurring in short switching interval in a line cycle.
M range

𝑀 ≤ 0.5

Probability

1/3

0.5 < 𝑀 ≤ 1⁄√3
(sin−1 (

0.5
) − 60)
𝑀
90

𝑀 > 1⁄√3
(sin−1 (0.866𝑀) − 30)
90

Other important conclusions are: only two phases are sampled at the long interval each time;
for each phase, there is always a portion of line cycle with shorter sampling interval; three phases
alternate similarly. For Vienna circuit with SPWM, the worst cases occur at M <=0.5 and 1, with
the maximum chance of 1/3 line cycle per phase to be sampled at the short interval; and the best
case occurs at M=0.577 where all three phases are sampled at the long interval along a line cycle.
5.3.4 Experimental verification
A comparison with and without the proposed current sampling method is carried out, at 115
Vrms 800 Hz input, 600 Vdc output, and 450 kHz switching frequency. Fig. 5-29 shows the voltage
and current waveforms with the new sampling method, and Fig. 5-30 presents the comparison
results of harmonic spectra. The proposed sampling method helps reduce current THD by 3.7
percentage points in a Vienna-type rectifier. The main improvement is shown at 2nd, 3rd, and 5th.

Fig. 5-28. The possibility of sampling instant occurring in short switching interval in a line cycle.
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vab (250 V/div)

vc1 (100 V/div)
vc2 (100 V/div)
THD=8.2%
THD=4.5%

ia (5 A/div)

t (1 ms/div)

Fig. 5-29. Waveforms with proposed sampling scheme.

Fig. 5-30. current harmonic spectrum with and without
proposed scheme.

5.4

Modeling and compensation of device parasitics’ impact on ac power quality
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, device parasitic capacitance can introduce PWM voltage loss

during the deadtime and turn-off, the existing approach to calculate the voltage distortion is
complicated requiring instantaneous current measurement. And a sophisticated feedback control
might be unacceptable in a high switching frequency converter due to limited computation time,
either. A simple and effective way to analyze and compensate the distortion is thus in demand.
Therefore, in this work, a feedforward type modulation compensator is then proposed to
compensate this distortion, without requiring instantaneous measurements.
And for three-level converters, no analytical model on this switching frequency dependent
turn-off distortion has been developed yet. Therefore, a closed-form analytical model will be
proposed to predict the voltage distortion and switching frequency impact, using the subject
Vienna-type rectifier as the study case.
5.4.1 Turn-off transient of a GaN device
For a GaN device, its gate driver should be as fast as possible to fully utilize the GaN device’s
fast switching capability and reduce switching loss. As such, the turn-on transient time is mainly
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determined by the applied gate voltage, gate resistance, and the gate driver’s rising speed and
maximum source current.
However, even with a fast gate driver, the turn-off transient is also strongly affected by the load
current. The turn-off transient of a GaN device can be divided into three stages. The first stage is
turn-off delay, where the gate voltage is falling to the Miller voltage, the channel is still operating
in the ohmic region, and the channel resistance is approximately Rds_on. During this time, the drainsource voltage vds is near zero. The duration td,off is typically very small, and no switching loss
occurs during this time. The second stage is the channel turn-off time, where the gate voltage vgs
falls from VMiller to the threshold voltage Vth. The duration is determined mainly by the gate driver
speed. During this time, some of the load currents flow through the device’s channel, operating in
the lossy saturation region, and the remainder of the load current acts to displace charge in the
output capacitances of both complementary devices. The third stage is the Coss charge displacement
time, where the device’s channel is fully off, and the entire load current is used to displace charge
in the Coss of both complementary devices in the circuit. No overlap losses occur during this time,
and all apparent energy loss is actually stored in the device’s output capacitance until its next turnon transient occurs. Because this interval is not controlled by the gate driver, it is determined solely
by the relationship dvds/dt=i/Coss. Furthermore, since Coss drops nonlinearly as drain-source voltage
increases, analysis of the voltage slew rate during this interval can be quite complex.
To evaluate the turn-off time distribution for the adopted 30 A//650 V GaN device GS66508P,
a sweep of double pulse tests was performed across a range of operating conditions. Fig. 5-31
shows a typical turn-off transition with 10 A, and 400 V. The first interval td,off is only about 7 ns,
whereas the second interval is not easily distinguished from the third, thus tvr is used to denote this
entire voltage rising interval. The duration of these simplified two stages under different load
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currents and voltages are provided in Fig. 5-32. Fig. 5-32 (a) shows that the turn-off delay interval
is less than 10 ns and slightly reduced when current increases. Fig. 5-32 (b) indicates a strong
inverse relationship between load current and voltage rise time at any blocking voltages.
5.4.2 Voltage distortion during turn-off
Fig. 5-33 shows a phase-leg of a Vienna-type rectifier, consisting of 650 V e-mode GaN devices
Q1, Q2, and 1200 V SiC diodes D1 and D2, with a positive half line cycle illustrated. During the
turn-off transient, the Q1 channel is fully shut off after a short time interval. Then, the input phase
current charges the Coss of Q1 from 0 V to VDC/2, meanwhile the top diode capacitor CD1 is
discharged from VDC/2 to 0 V. It is worth mentioning that although the bottom diode D2 does not
participate in the current commutation during each half line cycle, its output capacitance is indeed
charged up from VDC/2 to VDC. And since all of this charge is supplied by the input current, the
voltage rise time can be very long when the current is less than 6 A, especially in the zero crossing
regions. Consequently, the terminal voltage of the phase-leg is affected, which causes the input
current distortion.
5.4.3 Basic compensation principle
The terminal voltage distortion due to the relatively long turn-off transient cycle can be treated
as a voltage loss compared to the ideal PWM voltage. Since the average of the ideal PWM voltage
over one switching cycle represents the desired output voltage, a basic compensation scheme
would be reshaping the actual PWM voltage so that it has the same average value as the ideal case,
(i.e. the same volt-seconds over one switching cycle). This voltage error can be compensated as a
pure time delay (td_off + 0.5tvr obtained from a series of experimental data), as in [155], or as the
approach to be described in section 5.4.4. But they become less effective near the zero crossing
when the device does not reach its full blocking voltage during the compensated duty cycle. An
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Fig. 5-31. Turn-off waveforms of a DPT of GaN GS66508P @ 400 V dc.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-32. Turn-off transient duration from DPT results of GaN Systems GS55608P, at different current and voltage
conditions. (a) Turn-off delay time, (b) Turn-off current voltage rise time.
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Fig. 5-33. Charging paths of output capacitances during turn-off for one phase-leg of Vienna-type PWM rectifiers.
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analytical approach is, therefore, proposed in this section to accurately and conveniently model
and compensate this distortion.
As shown in Fig. 5-34, the actual PWM voltage patterns during turn-off are divided into two
groups based on the relationship between the peak terminal voltage Vx_pk and 0.5Vdc, where the
dashed line denotes the desired ideal PWM voltage shape and the solid line represents the actual
PWM voltage shape. Clearly, this deviation between ideal and actual will result in voltage error if
the PWM is not compensated. From the PFC test result and also the DPT result, the slew rate of
the voltage rise can be approximately considered as a constant. So, the scheme here is to extend
the turn-off interval by a certain time, so that the total voltage-second area is still equal to that of
the ideal case. Thereby, a compensation scheme is proposed in Fig. 5-35, considering two cases at
different current levels and charging conditions. Here, the black line is the uncompensated voltage
pulse, and the red line represents the voltage rising edge of the extended turn-off interval after
compensation. In the first case, the capacitance is charged quickly enough to reach 0.5Vdc before
the end of the pulse. In Case 2, the current is too low to allow for the voltage to reach 0.5Vdc before
the end of the pulse. However, the extended voltage pulse after compensation may in fact be long
enough for vx to reach 0.5Vdc, as shown in Fig. 5-35 Case 2 (a). Therefore, it is important for the
compensation algorithm to consider in which case the pulse will fit into after it is extended, and
not just prior to compensation.
The approach of this scheme is to equalize the two shaded volt-second areas as shown in Fig.
5-35, and thereby compensate for the voltage error. Because the turn-off delay interval td,off is far
shorter than the charging interval in the current range of interest, this interval is neglected for
simplicity without affecting the compensation accuracy. As previously mentioned, the slow
voltage transition is mainly attributed to the low charging current during the turn-off transient.
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Though it is reasonable to approximate the charging voltage as a linear rise, the nonlinear
capacitances of switching devices do greatly impact the charging time and must be considered.
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Vx_pk =0.5VDC

Actual
Vx_pk

0.5VDC
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current
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Case 2

(a)

t
Case 2

(b)
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Vx_pk
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t1
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t

Fig. 5-34. Ideal and actual PWM voltage shape during turn-off

Fig. 5-35. Two voltage distortion cases

transient.

associated with different current level and the
proposed turn-off compensation scheme
considering the voltage shape before and after
compensation.

The three device capacitances can be considered in parallel during the turn-off transient and are
later derived in Section 5.4.7 based on the current direction and dv/dt polarities shown in Fig. 5-33.
The relationship between phase current and the voltage across these parallel nonlinear capacitances
can be described by

dvx
(5-10)
dt
where Ctotal(vx) is the sum of the three nonlinear capacitances as a function of the switch-node
i ph = Ctotal (vx )

voltage vx.
During the short turn-off transient, the phase current iph can be regarded as a constant, thus

tch arg e = 

Vx _ pk

0


dt =

Vx _ pk

0
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Ctotal (vx )dvx
i ph

=

Vx _ pk Ceq
i ph

(5-11)

where Ceq is the charge-based equivalent output capacitance over the voltage range [0, Vx_pk] for
the three T-shape connected devices per phase-leg.
Based on (2), it is effective to use this charge-based equivalent capacitance to represent the
nonlinear voltage-dependent Ctotal(vx). Although Ceq is also a nonlinear function of Vx_pk, it can be
approximated as a constant when Vx_pk = 0.5VDC. The detailed analysis will be presented in section
5.4.7.
With the above assumptions, Cases 1, 2a, and 2b from Fig. 5-34 will be analyzed in detail.
Case 1: Since the volt-second area of the two shaded areas should be equal, one can obtain

V
1
1
k (t2 − t1 ) 2 = k[t1 − (t 2 − DC )]2
2
2
2k
where k is defined as the slew rate of vds in the turn-off transition, given by

k=

i ph

Ceq
Thus, the desired turn-off interval extension can be calculated as

(t2 − t1 ) VDC Ceq 1
=
Ts
4Ts i ph
The boundary condition between Case 1 and Case 2 is given in (5-15) and (5-16).
d =

(5-12)

(5-13)

(5-14)

VDC
(5-15)
2
VDC Ceq 1
d
(5-16)
2Ts i ph
Case 2: Here, the peak vx is below Vdc/2. So, the boundary conditions given above are not met.
kt1 

In Case 2a, which means that the peak voltage after compensation reaches Vdc/2. The shape
of the charge balance for the extended pulse is the same as Case 1, leading to the same equivalence
given in (5-16).
The boundary condition for this case is
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VDC Ceq 1
VDC Ceq 1
d 
4Ts i ph
2Ts i ph
In Case 2b, kt2 

(5-17)

VDC
, which means that the peak voltage after compensation is still below
2

Vdc/2. The area equivalence becomes

1
1 V
2
 V

k ( t2 − t1 ) = t1   DC − k (t2 − t1 )  +  DC − kt2  
2
2  2
  2

Solving this equation yields

VDC
k
CeqVDC d
(t − t )
d = 2 1 =
−d
Ts
Ts i
The boundary condition is then given as
t2 = t1

t1 
d

CeqVDC
4i ph

VDC Ceq 1
4Ts i ph

(5-18)

(5-19)

(5-20)

(5-21)

(5-22)

It is evident that Case 2a can be grouped with Case 1, as the compensation equations give the
same result. Therefore, the final compensation model can be described by

VDC Ceq 1

VDC Ceq 1 
,

 d 

4Ts i ph 
(t2 − t1 )  4Ts i ph

(5-23)
d =
=
Ts


C
V
V
C
d
1
 eq DC
DC eq
− d,
 d 


Ts i ph
4Ts i ph 


It is also worth noting that at the boundary condition between these two cases, both equations
converge to the same result, with ∆𝑑 = 𝑑, meaning that the duty cycle of turn-off should be
doubled at this instant to compensate for the voltage error.
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5.4.4 Issues with voltage error compensation
The proposed scheme compensates the duty cycle based on the pulse-based adjustments, but it
is also possible to directly calculate the duty cycle compensation term based on the average voltage
error (16), as in one of the conventional dead-time compensation approaches [185, 189].

V
(5-24)
VDC / 2
However, this assumes the compensated voltage has the ideal shape, which is not realistic still
d =

due to the non-negligible Coss charging time. Especially when Vx_pk is below the dc link voltage (or
half of that in three-level converters), this compensation scheme introduces errors. The mechanism
is illustrated in Fig. 5-36, where Sbcde is the volt-second area of the uncompensated PWM voltage,
time interval a-b is the extended turn-off interval via the proposed method, and interval j-b is the
result from the voltage error compensation scheme.
In Case 1, when the peak voltage Vx reaches 0.5Vdc, extending the turn-off duty cycle using
(5-24) effectively compensated for voltage error. The voltage loss area Sbeg is equal to the rectangle
area Sjbgh if the pulses are considered as ideal, or the parallelogram area Sabef if the actual voltage
rise time is considered, and therefore the same performance is achieved as with the proposed
method.
However, for either Case 2a or Case 2b, the compensation given in (5-24) always gives an
insufficient extension of turn-off interval. This is because the height of Sjbgh with that scheme is
higher than that of the proposed Sabdf. As Vx_pk gets smaller, this compensator error grows, as
demonstrated below.
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Fig. 5-36. Insufficient turn-off extension in voltage loss based compensation (blue line: voltage loss based
compensation; red line: proposed compensation; black line: uncompensated case; dashed line: ideal PWM voltage).

5.4.5 Modulation compensation for SPWM and intuitive physical model
As shown in (5-23), the desired turn-off compensation term is a function of both the
instantaneous phase current and the instantaneous duty cycle. Additionally, the duty cycle
threshold for the boundary condition dth is also a variable, requiring update each control cycle.
Relying on the instantaneous d and iph to judge and update the compensation term is not robust,
considering the likely current sampling noise and measurement error. Most importantly, the
instantaneous compensation scheme shown in (5-23) does not reveal a clear overall picture of the
duty cycle compensation over a whole line cycle, nor does it provide an effective way to evaluate
the impact of different distortion factors such as switching frequency and dc voltage, or a guideline
for control and modulation improvement.
In the following text, the relationship between d and iph will be exploited, to present an improved
compensation scheme only related to d itself, forming the eventual modulation compensation
scheme. For the sake of brevity, the case with carrier-based SPWM modulation is first analyzed.
As well known, for Vienna-type rectifiers,
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VN sin( )
, (0     )
VDC / 2
And considering the unity power factor control as the PFC target,
d on = 1 −

i ph = iN sin( )

(5-25)

(5-26)

From above, one obtains
VN I N
i ph
VDC / 2
Then, an equivalent active resistance is defined.
don = 1 −

Rtarget =

(5-27)

v

= VN I N
(5-28)
i ph
where Rtarget represents the unity power factor control for a specific power rating and is sometimes
called the loss-free resistance [316, 317].
Substituting (5-28) into (5-27), yields

d = 1 − don =

Rtarget

i ph
VDC / 2
Substituting (5-28) into (5-22), the new boundary dth is derived as

dth =

Rtarget Ceq

(5-29)

(5-30)

2Ts
Similarly, substituting (5-28) into (5-23), the final compensation equations in the SPWM case
becomes

 Rtarget Ceq 1
,
( d  dth )

 2Ts d
d = 
(5-31)
 2 Rtarget Ceq − d ,
( d  dth )

Ts

which reveals that the distortion is physically determined by the ratio of the time constant RtargetCeq
to the turn-off interval.
Since Rtarget represents the equivalent input impedance of the PFC in the line frequency domain,
and Ceq reflects the device non-ideal switching behavior in the high frequency domain, this
distortion and its compensation can, therefore, be interpreted with a circuit model crossing the
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whole frequency span as illustrated in Fig. 5-37. As anticipated, since the turn-off charging process
is tightly related to RtargetCeq, an ideal modulated PWM voltage generated by the PFC on the right
side of the circuit will be inevitably distorted, thus the compensation in (5-31) is needed to achieve
the target ac voltage. This intuitive model together with (5-31) provides a straightforward way to
evaluate the input current distortion based on the given power, voltage rating and operation
frequency.
Finally, as (5-31) is only a function of d, the overall compensation for a whole line cycle can be
conveniently obtained. The compensation results at 650 V dc, 1.5 kW, and 450 kHz switching
frequency are shown in Fig. 5-38 and Fig. 5-39, indicating the most severe distortion around zero
crossing regions.
5.4.6 Modulation compensation for SPWM plus 3rd harmonic injection
To achieve higher dc voltage utilization, space vector modulation (SVM) is preferred. A simple
implementation is a carrier-based modulation with 3rd harmonic injection. In that case,

VN sin( )
VN 
1

− V3h = 1 −
sin( ) + sin(3 ) 
(5-32)

VDC / 2
VDC / 2 
4

Similar to the SPWM case, with the adoption of the equivalent resistance concept, the duty
don = 1 −

cycle becomes

d=

Rtarget  1 sin( ) 
2 Rtarget ( )
1+
i ph =
i ph


VDC / 2  4 sin(3 ) 
VDC

(5-33)

where α is the only additional term to the SPWM case and can be simplified as

7
4




 ( ) =  − sin( ) 2 
where θ is a known variable from the PLL.

With these revisions, the compensation equations in the SVM case become
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(5-34)
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Fig. 5-37. An equivalent model of PWM voltage distortion in a unity PFC converter.

Fig. 5-38. Duty cycle compensation over a line cycle

Fig. 5-39. Corresponding turn-on duty cycle before and

with SPWM modulation. Top: ideal (uncompensated)

after compensation with SPWM modulation. Ideal turn-

turn-off duty cycle; medium: compensation term;

on duty cycle in dashed blue and compensated result in

bottom: ideal turn-off duty cycle in dashed blue and

red.

compensated duty cycle in red.
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 Rtarget Ceq  ( )
,
( d  dth )

d
 2Ts
d = 
 2 Rtarget Ceq  ( ) − d ,
( d  dth )

Ts

where the boundary duty cycle and angle are constants for a given power target given by

Rtarget Ceq

dth =

2Ts

th = sin −1 (

 (th )

− ( 74 )2 −

7
4

(5-35)

(5-36)

Ceq Rtarget
Ts M 2

(5-37)
)
2
Finally, the control diagram of the three-level converter can be presented as shown in Fig. 5-40.
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Fig. 5-40. Control diagram of three-phase PFC with the proposed modulation compensation scheme.

The duty cycle before and after compensation at 650 V dc, 1.5 kW, and 450 kHz switching
frequency is provided in Fig. 5-41and Fig. 5-42, indicating that more compensation is needed
around the zero crossing regions.
5.4.7 Charge-equivalent capacitance calculation
As mentioned previously, the output capacitance of the GaN FET is not the only one involved
in the turn-off charging process, because the capacitances of the two SiC diodes should also be
included. However, since the junction capacitance CD1 is discharged from 0.5 VDC to 0 V, and CD2
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is charged from 0.5 VDC to VDC, the instantaneous capacitances are different for each device during
the transient, because they are nonlinear and voltage-dependent.
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Fig. 5-41. Duty cycle compensation over a line cycle with 3rd

Fig. 5-42. Corresponding turn-on duty cycle

harmonic injection. Top: ideal (uncompensated) turn-off duty

before and after compensation with 3rd

cycle; medium: compensation term; bottom: ideal turn-off duty

harmonic injection. Ideal turn-on duty cycle

cycle in dashed blue and compensated duty cycle in red.

in dashed blue and compensated result in red.

The charge-based equivalent capacitances for the three nonlinear capacitances are thus derived
based on their respective Coss (V) curves either from datasheet or measurement.
0.5VDC

Ceq _ GaN


=

0

Ceq _ D1


=

0

0.5VDC

0.5VDC

Ceq _ D 2 =



Coss dvDS

CD1dvD1

0.5VDC

VDC

0.5VDC

(5-38)

(5-39)

CD 2 dvD 2
(5-40)

0.5VDC
The total charge-equivalent capacitance during the turn-off interval can then be calculated as
Ceq = Ceq _ GaN + Ceq _ D1 + Ceq _ D 2

(5-41)

Fig. 5-43 shows the nonlinear characteristics of the three output capacitances. A total 434 pF
equivalent capacitance is obtained for 600 V dc bus. Measurements from the slew-rate of vDS and
current waveforms in Fig. 5-44 result in an average of 480 pF, close to the calculation result.
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Fig. 5-43. Nonlinear capacitances of two SiC diodes and one GaN switch.

Vds (250 V/div)

Vgs (5 V/div)
ia (2 A/div)

Fig. 5-44. Ac terminal voltage distortion around zero crossing and the voltage slope measurement.

The preceding discussion assumes the switch-node voltage vds eventually reaches 0.5VDC.
However, when the phase current is close to zero, as shown in Fig. 5-47, the peak voltage Vx might
be below 0.5VDC. Thus, each capacitance shown above now becomes a function of Vx_pk.
Therefore, the validity of the constant Ceq assumption using the above formulas must be
examined. First, since the voltage changing directions of these three capacitances are different,
their charge-based equivalent capacitances do not increase or decrease in the same way with
respect to Vx_pk. For instance, as shown in Fig. 5-45, although Ceq, GaN shows a higher value when
Vx_pk is lower than 0.5VDC, Ceq,D1 shows the opposite trend. Secondly, the Vx_pk < 0.5VDC case only
occurs for 10 degrees around the zero crossing as denoted in Fig. 5-46, which includes only around
10 switching cycles as shown in Fig. 5-47 (excluding the fully on cycles). Therefore, in this case,
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Fig. 5-46. Duty cycle compensation over a line cycle
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Fig. 5-47. Experimental waveforms of PWM voltage distortion in Vienna-type rectifier.
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the nonlinear behavior of Ceq can be neglected. Consequently, the charge-based equivalent
capacitance can be approximately regarded as a constant with Vx_pk = 0.5VDC. As shown by the
black line in Fig. 5-45, this approximation results in 434 pF equivalent capacitance for this case.
It has also to be mentioned that the device output capacitance is a pretty stable parameter, based
on which engineers estimate the switching loss for the hard-switching circuit, dead-time selection
for the resonant circuit, resonant tank design for the quasi-PWM resonant converter, and etc. It has
only negligible dependence on the junction temperature, which is true not only for GaN devices
[318, 319] but also for Si MOSFETs [155, 320]. Therefore, the proposed compensation scheme is
immune to the operating temperature.
In addition, through the simulation study, it is found that this compensation scheme is not very
sensitive to Coss deviation, even considering a certain inconsistency of device output capacitances.
This is probably because the majority of the volt-second loss has been compensated by this scheme
from the base Coss, as long as the deviation of Coss is within a reasonable range. The relationship
between THD improvement vs Coss deviation is provided in Fig. 5-48 through a series of
simulations. With 20% Coss deviation, it shows that THD improvement compared to the case
without compensation, only varies from 12.8 percentage points to 11.3 percentage points.

Fig. 5-48. The absolute THD reduction with the proposed compensation scheme vs the deviation of Coss at 450 kHz
switching frequency, 600 VDC, 115 VAC, and 1.3 kW Load.
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If Coss is far away from the datasheet value, the real value can also be obtained through actual
testing as already illustrated in Fig. 5-47.
5.4.8 Implementation of dynamic compensation
In the above compensation scheme, Rtarget varies as loading condition changes. Thus, the
compensation terms (5-31) and (5-35) for SPWM and SPWM+3rd injection cases, and their
boundary conditions, respectively, have to be updated online. Seemingly, this adds the
computation effort. Especially for the latter case, since there are one trigonometric function and
one square root function in (5-37), one square root function in (5-36), and an extra variable α,
implementation considerations have to be made to simplify the mathematical calculation and
reduce the computation burden, if applying this scheme to a relatively lower speed DSP.
Since sin(θ) is already a known variable from PLL park transformation, α calculation is not a
concern. The concern is the boundary duty cycle dth calculation. To simplify it, a quadratic
polynomial curving fitting equation is adopted to update dth as a function of Rtarget variation for
different loading conditions as shown in Fig. 5-49. Fig. 5-50 shows a good match between the
fitted equation and the analytical equation in the SPWM+3rd injection case.

where x is the ratio of Rtarget

dt h ( x) = p1 * x 2 + p2 * x + p3
(5-42)
change with the rated load as the base, indicating different load

percentages.
In further, Rtarget can be updated in each control cycle or in a relatively slow rate to save the
computation effort, from two known variables voltage Vd and current Id in the d-q rotated frame.

Rt arg et =
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Vd
Id

(5-43)

With that, only the condition when d < dth in (5-35) needs one square root calculation. For
typical DSP controllers such as TI 28x+FPU family, the computation burden of one square root is
relatively low.
As one may also notice, the control target (5-28) is a steady-state instantaneous current, during
the transient, there may be certain compensation inaccuracy since the target resistance will suffer
transient change. If the load change is fast, then iN will also go to the new steady-state load rapidly.
The model inaccuracy in the very short control transient thus can be neglected. If the load change
is relatively slow, during this transient, under d-q rotating frame, iN or id will be a linearly changing
“dc” variable. Under this condition, the defined Rtarget will be dynamically updated based on
measured vd/id under d-q frame as shown in (5-43). In fact, the link from (5-25) to (5-29) is to
represent ac input voltage v as Rtarget*iph. As long as Rtarget is updated faster enough, the transient
will be taken care of. In further, actually, the main drive for the turn-off compensation is to improve
the power quality, i.e. to reduce the THD. THD, similar to power factor, is more like a steady-state
disturbance index. Now that the compensation can ensure the good steady-state compensation, it
helps to reduce current THD.

Fig. 5-49. dth as a function of Rtarget change in two

Fig. 5-50. Fitted dth in SPWM+3rd injection case.

modulation cases.
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5.4.9 Impact factors on current and voltage distortion
Since the derived general modulation compensation term reveals the intrinsic relationship
between the distortion and circuit parameters, the duty cycle ratio below can be a more effective
index to predict the distortion impact from circuit parameters, instead of using the final THD
obtained through simulations or tests as the indicator.
V d
(5-44)
=
V1
d
From (5-35) and (5-44), it is clear that for a given equivalent input resistance, the duty cycle

loss is impacted by switching frequency, voltage-dependent junction capacitances of diodes and
switches, and the instantaneous duty cycle reversely proportional to dc voltage. Therefore,
influences from both fs and dc voltage for the selected devices are studied.
From

Fig. 5-51, it can be inferred that the distortion ratio will rise as fs increases. With

the assumption that the equivalent capacitance is a fixed value. Fig. 5-52 shows that the absolute
distortion stays nearly the same as dc voltage increases, yet the distortion percentage becomes high,
due to the reduction of the ideal duty cycle d. Fig. 5-53 shows that even if the charge-equivalent
capacitance is considered for different dc bus voltages, as shown in Fig. 5-54, the change of the
absolute duty cycle loss is still fairly trivial. As a result, the voltage distortion percentage still
increases at higher dc voltage. Impacts of dc voltage and fs in SVM case are shown in Fig. 5-55
and Fig. 5-56. The phase current’s fundamental component is determined by the voltage difference
between the ac source and the converter terminal, which is fixed for a given power. However, its
harmonics are only determined by voltage distortion at the converter ac terminal assuming a
harmonic-free ac source. Therefore, the current distortion is controlled purely by the dc voltage
and the duty cycle loss as given below. Based on the above discussion, dc voltage and its associated
capacitance dominate the current distortion.
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0.5Vdc d
(5-45)
ZL
Similar conclusions can also be obtained for the case with SPWM + 3rd harmonic injection.
ih =

5.4.10 Analytic modeling of turn-off voltage and current distortion
One should note that the proposed approach is valid in the absolute duty cycle form. If
expressed in ac duty cycle form, the final duty cycle should be arranged as

d final = d + sign(0     )  d

(5-46)

This presented approach not only compensates the current distortion, in fact, it provides an
accurate analytic model for output PWM voltage distortion as a function of dc-link voltage, ac
operation point, device junctions capacitance, and converter switching frequency. The impacts of
these variables can all be predicted through this model without running simulation or experimental
tests.
The voltage distortion can be evaluated from the ratio of total distorted voltage (TDV) to
fundamental main voltage. Without tedious FFT calculation, it can be easily derived as (5-47),
based on the simple fact that duty cycle compensation term equalizes to the distorted duty cycle.
Its relationship with THDV is given in (5-48). The only difference is that the fundamental
component ∆V1 of the compensation term ∆VRMS is not regarded as harmonic.

TDV =

V

VRMS d RMS d RMS
=
=
V1_ RMS
d RMS
M 2

2

(5-47)
2

 V1 
THDV =
=
= TDV − 
(5-48)
 V1_ RMS 
V1_ RMS
V1_ RMS


Current distortion on the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 5-57, is not only determined by
h=2

h

VRMS 2 − V12

2

voltage distortion, but also impacted by filter’s frequency dependent impedance. Moreover, for
three-phase three-wire converters, the current of one phase is also determined by the voltage of
other two phases. Meanwhile, it is noticed that the current feedback controller also partially
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suppresses the harmonics, depending on controller bandwidth and control gains at specific
harmonic frequencies. Nonetheless, the harmonic current induced by phase b and c on phase a, i.e.
∆ib,a and ∆ic,a can be derived via the superposition law, as illustrated in Fig. 5-57.
vx
1
( x = b, c)
2 Z L + 0.5Z L
v − 0.5(vb + vc ) 0.5Vdc ( d a − 0.5(db + dc ) )
= a
=
1.5Z L
1.5Z L
ix ,a =

ia = ia ,a − ib,a − ic ,a

(5-49)

(5-50)

Let

d a ,eq = d a − 0.5(d b + d c )
ia =

Vdc d a ,eq

3Z L
Thus, for any phase, its current THD can be derived as a function of ∆deq.

THDI =
=

 i
h=2

 (V

2

h

I1
Vdc
6 f 0 LI1

h=2

=

dc

h=2

eq , h

(5-52)

deq ,h ) 2 (3  2 f 0 hL) 2
I1

 (d

(5-51)

(5-53)

/ h) 2

`
Fig. 5-57. Illustration of the harmonic current derivation based on superposition law in a three-phase converter. (a)
Equivalent circuit of three-phase distortion. (b) Equivalent circuit of single phase distortion.

It should be mentioned that the distortion term (5-51) itself constrains all odd harmonics, as
shown in Fig. 5-58. However, 3k orders are all removed due to the three-wire setup. And the
fundamental distortion component should also be removed because feedback control has almost
zero error tracking in the fundamental current. In addition, it is up to the users to determine if 5th
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or 7th should consider the partial rejection from feedback control, depending on the specific control
bandwidth and line frequency. In fact, from (5-53), although it seems high f0 reduces the current
THD, the dropped control bandwidth/f0 ratio, on the other hand, loses the harmonic rejection
capability of feedback control, leaving THDi more dependent on the voltage distortion. It is also
clear that the lower-order current harmonics contribute more than the higher-order harmonics due
to higher ∆deq,h/h.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-58. Distorted duty cycle. (a) its waveform. (b) its harmonic spectra.

Theoretical impact of the impact vs. switching frequency on voltage and current distortion in
a Vienna-type rectifier is illustrated in Fig. 5-59. For the given device and operation condition,
only when the frequency is above 100 kHz, this distortion gets pronounced. Please notice that in
the subject design case, the theoretical current THD without compensation is relatively high, since
the fundamental current is very low, only 4.3 Arms, and the result here also excludes the partial
harmonic rejection from the current controller in an actual converter.
5.4.11 Simulation results
A simulation was constructed to verify this distortion phenomenon and the compensation
performance, with ac input phase voltage 115 V rms, dc voltage 600 V, and 1.3 kW load. Constant
output capacitances were used to simplify this simulation model. The result is shown in Fig. 5-60.
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(a) Modeled terminal voltage distortion.

(b) Modeled ac current distortion.

Fig. 5-59. Modeling of the turn-off distortion vs. switching frequency for three-phase Vienna-type converters.
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Fig. 5-60. Simulated phase voltage, current, and harmonic spectra. (a) ac side voltage and current without
compensation (b) ac side voltage and current with compensation (c) phase A THD without compensation (d) phase A
THD with compensation.
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The dynamic performance of this compensation scheme is also verified under the load change
condition. A simulation with a step-down load change from full load to half load is provided. As
shown in Fig. 5-61 and Fig. 5-62, the proposed control can improve the current quality at both full
load and light load, and the transient of load step change is smooth.
5.4.12 Experimental verification
The derived modulation compensation scheme was also verified through a three-phase
Vienna-type rectifier prototype operating at 450 kHz with forced cooling, as demonstrated in Fig.
5-63.
5.4.12.1 Steady-state Compensation Results
Without an accurate voltage error compensation scheme, an obvious distortion was observed
in the input currents, mainly consisting of 6k±1 order harmonics due to the six zero crossings of
the three phases as shown in Fig. 5-64. After applying the proposed scheme, those harmonics were
significantly suppressed, and the current THD was reduced from 10.3% to 3.0%.
This result also highlights the importance of the feedforward type compensation, especially
for cases with moderate speed DSP controllers. The online implementation of such a modulation
compensator for three phases in C code requires less than 800 ns computation time.
To further verify the accuracy of the compensation model, a comparison was made between
the effective ac-terminal duty cycle deffective and the controller output dvgs without the compensation.
Here, the actual ac-terminal duty cycle is acquired from the averaged vds divided by the dc voltage,
and dvgs is based on the averaged gate voltage vgs divided by its magnitude. From Fig. 5-65, it is
clearly seen that the distortion from device capacitance causes about 0.1 maximum turn-off duty
cycle loss in the zero-crossing region excluding the measurement error, which matches the desired
compensation term calculated in (5-35) and Fig. 5-41.
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Fig. 5-62. Simulated ac current waveforms with the

without compensation under a load step-down change.

proposed compensation under a load step-down change.

71 mm

Fig. 5-61. Simulated ac input current waveforms

97 mm
Fig. 5-63. Prototype of the three-phase three-level Vienna-type rectifier and its controller board.
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The compensation scheme was also tested at light load. Fig. 5-66 shows the input current
waveform without and with the compensation. Severe distortion is observed when the
compensation is not activated. Once it is enabled, the input current quality is effectively improved.
A certain 2nd order harmonic is still visible due to the imperfect of dc voltage balance control. This
is because the proportional gain of dc voltage balance controller should be enhanced at low load
[321].
5.4.12.2 Dynamic Compensation Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed turn-off compensation scheme, both load stepdown and step-up tests were conducted. Fig. 5-67 shows the load step-down result from 1.5 kW to
1.15 kW under 450 kHz, 115 Vrms, and 625 VDC. Fig. 5-68 provides the load step-up result from
650 W to 1.3 kW. The transitions are smooth with good current quality for the three loading
conditions. A certain 2nd order harmonic is observed in the 650 W condition, which is because of
the insufficient gain of dc voltage balance controller at light load, as discussed before.
Finally, to demonstrate the impact of switching frequency on current distortion, the switching
frequency was intentionally reduced to 112.5 kHz (¼ of 450 kHz). As shown in Fig. 5-69, even
without compensation, the phase A current in the green curve still looks quite sinusoidal with fewer
harmonics in the 6k±1 order, and its THD is only 6.2%, much less than the 450 kHz result with no
compensation applied. In this case, the higher current ripple on the phase current is because of the
intentionally reduced switching frequency.
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Fig. 5-66. The input current waveform without and with the proposed compensation under 650 W load condition.
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Fig. 5-67. Experimental ac input current waveforms with proposed compensation under a load step-down change.
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Fig. 5-68. Experimental ac input current waveforms with proposed compensation under a load step-up change.
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Fig. 5-69. Experiment waveforms and input current spectra when fs is reduced from 450 kHz to 112.5 kHz, at 115
VAC rms, 650 VDC, and 1.5 kW load.

5.5

Impact of overlooked device parasitics on three-level converters and re-evaluation

5.5.1 Mechanism of extra device parasitics’ impact on three-level converters
Three-level converters are widely used owing to half device rating, low EMI emission and
low harmonics and ripples as a result of low dv/dt, and low filter size. Classic three-phase threelevel converters consist of unidirectional rectifiers such as several Vienna-type variants, and
bidirectional converters such as NPC converters (I-type), T-type converters, and flying capacitor
based variants. Deep understanding of the switching commutation loop in these converters’
operation is critical for high-efficiency, high-density, and high-reliability converter design.
Benefited from it, correct switching loss estimation is also critical for power devices selection,
evaluation of different topology candidates, and thermal design. Although these aspects have been
studied in the past decades for three-level converters in Si converters, e.g. the analytical loss
calculation for Vienna-type rectifiers in [43, 143, 155, 322] and commutation and loss analysis for
T-type converters [323, 324] and for NPC converters [325-328], some important effects of other
switching commutation paths and related capacitances inherent in three-level ac/dc converters
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were overlooked. The cause and impacts which may be less important at the low switching
frequency and speed become significant at high switching speed and switching frequency.
In this section, extra device junction capacitances and switching commutation paths in three
types of classic three-level converters, including Vienna-type rectifier variants, T-type converter,
and different NPC types, are presented. The effect of the extra switching commutation path and
related capacitance will be disclosed. Their impact on switching loss is analyzed with a new loss
calculation method proposed. The impact on voltage stress of power devices is studied.
5.5.1.1 Vienna-type rectifiers
Three famous Vienna-type rectifier variants are considered, as shown in Fig. 5-70. Variant (a)
has only a single switch but two diodes conducting current per phase. Variant (b) has doubled
switches but shared switching loss and shorter switching loop. Although all the semiconductors of
both topologies are claimed to have half dc voltage, voltage stress of the two series diodes in either
upper or lower phase leg are not directly defined in the circuit structures [141, 322, 329]. Variant
(c) has fewer diodes thus lower conduction loss but full bus voltage stress on these diodes. This
alternative becomes more popular thanks to the recent development of SiC Schottky diodes with
high blocking voltage capability and zero reverse reversal loss.
Owing to the simplicity in topology structure, variant (c) will be studied first. And only a
positive half line cycle is illustrated for brevity as shown in Fig. 5-71. In the conventional analysis,
the switching commutation occurs between S1 and D1. During the turn-on transient, when Vgs
passes the gate threshold, S1 channel begins turning on and channel current increases. Within this
current rising interval, the phase current is commutated from D1 to S1. When phase current is fully
commutated, D1 is blocked. Then, the junction capacitance CD1 of D1 is charged by dc bus through
S1 channel, and the output capacitance Coss of S1 is also discharged from its channel.
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The missing part, however, is when Coss is discharged from Vdc/2 to zero, the terminal voltage
also changes from Vdc to Vdc/2. Therefore, the joint junction capacitance CD2 of the bottom diode
D2 will be statically discharged via channel resistance of S1, resulting in extra turn-on switching
loss. Since this path will not conduct current for the half line cycle, it can be easily missed.
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Fig. 5-70. Three common Vienna-type variants. (a) [330]. (b) [331, 332]. (c) [141, 333, 334].
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Fig. 5-71. Commutation loops with extra capacitance involved in Vienna-type three-level rectifier variant (c).

In fact, the root cause of this effect for three-level converters can be explained as follows. In
three-level converters, three switching branches (positive branch, neutral branch, and negative
branch) form a T connection instead of an I connection in two-level converters (positive and
negative branches). In each half line cycle, although the complementary branch does not conduct
current flow, the junction capacitance of this branch can be statically charged or discharged if the
complementary branch sees a switching potential difference. From this sense, this capacitance CD2
can be regarded as a paralleled output capacitance across the main switch from the ac signal
perspective, where the dc-link capacitor C2 is shorted.
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For the other two variants (a) and (b), similar analysis can be carried out. The extra
capacitances involved in commutation from the positive level to the neutral level are shown in Fig.
5-72 (a) and (b). For variant (a), if with the proper balance design, the structurally undefined
voltage stress for DLF1- and DHF- can be balanced at half Vdc [141, 322, 329]. Then, the voltage of
DHF- will maintain at Vdc/2, while the voltage of DLF2- maintains at zero volt during the turn-on
transition. As a result, CLF- is discharged from Vdc/2 to zero volt via the main switch S1, and CLF2+
is also discharged from Vdc/2 to zero volt via the main switch S1. Therefore, these are the extra
capacitances in addition to junction capacitances of the main switching components S1 and DHF+.
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Fig. 5-72. Commutation loops with extra capacitance in Vienna-type three-level rectifier variant (a) and (b).

Similarly, for variant (b), if voltage stress for DLF- and DHF- can be balanced at half Vdc, then
the voltage of DHF- will maintain at Vdc/2, while the voltage of DLF2- maintains at zero volt during
the turn-on transition. Only junction capacitance CLF- of DLF- forms an extra Coss capacitance to the
switch S1. Otherwise, if blocking voltages of DLF- and DHF- in off-state of S1 are not balanced, extra
capacitances from CHF- and C2 will also be involved in the commutation loop, leading to more
switching loss as well as voltage stress.
Since the above capacitances are all voltage-dependent, their specific Coss characteristics
should be included in the analytical loss calculation. Otherwise, double pulse tester (DPT)
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representing the three-level structure of a phase-leg should be used, instead of the conventional
DPT with only the switch/switch (S-S) or switch/diode (S-D) pair.
5.5.1.2 T-type converter
One phase leg of the T-type converter is shown in Fig. 5-73.
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Fig. 5-73. Commutation loops with extra capacitance involved in T-type three-level converter.

Because of the replacement of two diodes with active switches from the Vienna-type rectifier,
commutation of T-type converter can be current independent and in four quadrants. However, the
similar capacitance effect can still be observed. Transitions from the positive level to the neutral
level in both rectifier mode and inverter mode are analyzed as an example. In both cases, in
addition to the conventional switching loop marked in blue, there is another discharging path from
the junction capacitance C2 of S2 in the complementary branch to the channel of the neutral switch
SN1. This branch is missed in the prior literature. To compensate the missed loss in prior calculation,
the voltage-dependent characteristics of C2 should be considered.
5.5.1.3 Diode NPC (DNPC) rectifiers/inverters
The modulation schemes and switching commutation loops of DNPC have been extensively
studied [325, 335]. As shown in Fig. 5-74, in inverter case with power factor (PF=1), the outer
switch S1 and clamping diode Dp are operated at high frequency (HF) to form the positive level
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and neutral level for the positive half line cycle (i.e. outer mode), while S4 and Dn form the negative
level and neutral level for the negative half line cycle (i.e. outer mode). In rectifier case with PF=1, the inner switch S3 and S1/D1 are switched at HF to synthesize the positive level and neutral
level for the positive half line cycle (i.e. the inner mode), while S2 and S4/D4 are responding for
the negative line cycle.
Still, there are missing device junction capacitances in the prior analysis. The inverter PF=1
operation which has only the outer mode is firstly analyzed, illustrated in the first quadrant. When
S1 is turned on, in addition to the classic commutation loop as marked in blue, the switching node
voltage on the drain of S3 increases from Vdc/2 to Vdc. As a result, a static charging current charges
C3 and C4 of the blocked switches as well as the paralleled path Cn of the clamping diode Dn till
the end of the turn-on commutation. Therefore, an extra capacitance as an equivalence of the C 3
in series with parallel C4 and Cn should be included in the turning on loss calculation.
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Fig. 5-74. Commutation loops with extra capacitance involved in DNPC, in the four-quadrant operation. (3rd and 4th
quadrants are not shown)

Differently, rectifier PF=-1 operation has only inner mode modulation. Since it utilizes the
inner switch S3 as the main switch in the positive line cycle, the switching action has entered the
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bottom branch. Consequently, S3 becomes the only active switch involved in the upper branch
switching loop. Meanwhile, the voltage of C4 keeps at Vdc/2 before and after the turn-on transient
thanks to Dn clamping. Therefore, C4 and Cn do not contribute to the extra loss. However, the
voltage across Dp decreases from Vdc/2 to zero during the transition. Therefore, an extra junction
capacitance of Dp is introduced in this case, as marked in red. The other issues with this mode are
higher voltage/current stress and switching loss because of the larger switching loop [325].
To summarize, based on the observation and analysis, the outer mode modulation in NPC
during switching commutation will introduce extra static charged/discharged junction capacitance
from the complementary branch, but this mode has short power loop. On the other hand, the inner
mode has no such extra junction capacitance effect from the complementary branch but has one
extra capacitance inside the commutation loop. In addition, this inner mode has long power loop,
also owing to the extension of the communication loop into the complementary branch. Since
PF=1 condition has only the outer mode, PF=-1 condition has only the inner mode, and other PF
operations have the mixed modes [325], these general effects will be exerted on DNPC to different
degrees as PF varies.
5.5.1.4 Active NPC (ANPC)
Because of the flexibility in controlling the clamping switches, ANPC has more freedom in
modulations. Two conventional modulations are summarized in [325], i.e. the pure outer mode
modulation applicable for all four-quadrants and all PFs, and pure inner mode modulation
applicable for all four-quadrants and all PFs. An improved modulation was also proposed in [325],
which is equivalently a combination of the inner mode and the outer mode. Since they are all
rooted from the two basic modes occurring in DNPC, the aforementioned effects and conclusions
are also applicable for these different modulations of ANPC. Details will not be presented.
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5.5.2 Impact on power loss due to extra Coss and loss re-evaluation approach from
traditional DPT
5.5.2.1 Impact on loss
The extra Coss has significant impacts on the switching loss. Its energy stored in the turn-off
transient is dissipated in the turn-on interval, leading to extra turn-on switching loss. And the
overlap time between the drain voltage and channel current is increased due to the extra
displacement charging or discharging current, which concurs with the load current in the saturation
interval of device switching transient. Thus, the overlap loss contributed by load current
component in this saturation interval also grows higher. The extra loss is

Ploss _ extra = ( Eon _ Coss _ extra + Eon _ overlap _ extra + Eoff _ overlap _ extra ) f s

(5-54)

5.5.2.2 Loss re-evaluation approach
To achieve correct loss calculation in a three-level converter, a straightforward solution is to
build a DPT phase-leg with a three-level structure, instead of the half-bridge. However, this
requires two dc power supplies, two bulky energy storage capacitors with balanced voltage, and a
full revision of the widely adopted two-level DPT set up. Moreover, Eon/Eoff data of commercial
devices are all based on two-level DPTs. To facilitate the loss calculation taking into account of
the extra loss, a method combining device Coss information and conventional DPT data is proposed.
The Coss related turn-on loss can be analytically calculated from the voltage-dependent extra
junction capacitance in the aforementioned topologies, using measured or datasheet Coss plus the
stray capacitance. For simplicity, only the turn-on transition from the positive level to the neutral
level in a three-level converter is analyzed.
The junction capacitance of the bottom switch Coss_static is discharged from Vdc to half Vdc
through the conducted channel of the natural switch. This part of energy can be derived as in
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Eon _ Coss _ extra = 

Ts +Ton

Ts

(vC os s _ static −

Vdc

2

)  i  dt

Vdc

= Vdc vC os s _ static  C (vC os s _ static )dvC os s _ static −

Vdc

2

2



(5-55)

Vdc

Vdc

C (vC os s _ static )dvC os s _ static
2

If defining the energy equivalent capacitance for this three-level case as

Ceq , E =



2 Vblocking

vds  C (vds )dvds

Vblocking

(5-56)

1
Vblocking 2
2

(5-55) can be reformed as
2

1
V  V
Eon _ Coss _ extra = Ceq , E ,Coss _ static  dc  − dc Qos s _ static
2
2
 2 
where Qoss_static is the total charge from Coss_static during this turn-on transition.

(5-57)

The analytical calculation of the overlap loss can be simplified as

1
Eon _ overlap = Eon _ cr + Eon _ vf  (tcr + tvf _ sat )VDS I L
(5-58)
2
If the voltage drop of the active device is approximately linear. Here, Eon_cr is the overlap energy
during the current rising time tcr and Eon_vf is the overlap energy during the voltage falling interval
tvf_sat in the saturation region.
Although people tend to calculate this time from gate circuitry, using (5-58) is impractical
because of the uncertainties of the overlap time, as it is a function of many factors, such as gate
drive voltage, total charge, and temperature-dependent device transconductances. Instead, it is
favorable to revisit the derivation from the output junction capacitances as the gate charging and
Coss discharging conduct simultaneously during the device saturation region. As will be analyzed,
tvf_sat can be strongly impacted by the extra Coss. Therefore, additional Coss not only increases the
Coss type loss, but also indirectly enlarges the overlap loss. The following work will show how this
part of loss can be scaled from the Coss information with data of conventional DPT.
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The theoretical turn-on transient of the active neutral device is illustrated in Fig. 5-75. The
gate voltage vgs has non-flat Miller plateau for GaN or SiC WBG device, whereas, for Si device,
the flat Miller plateau should be considered. The shaded area of the channel current denotes the
total displacement charge in the T-shape phase leg. Different from a traditional half bridge leg
consisting of Qoss_active of the active device and Qoss_syn of the synchronous device, an additional
charge is contributed by the extra Coss_static of the bottom static device. Since current commutation
and displacement charge occur after the current rising subinterval, the extra overlap loss affected
by Qoss_static is only generated in the following voltage falling subinterval tvf_sat, and the switching
loss in the short ohmic region is ignored because of the almost zero voltage and falling current.
Compared to the DPT set up of a two-level half bridge under the same device blocking voltage,
the ratio of the turn-on overlap loss in this interval is
Eon _ vf _ T

=

tvf _ sat _ T

Eon _ vf _ H tvf _ sat _ H
where the subscript T and H denote T-shape and half bridge, respectively.

(5-59)

From Fig. 5-75, the channel current in the current rising region and saturation region is

ichan = g fs (vgs − vth )

(5-60)

where gfs is the large-signal transconductance of the device.
For devices with non-flat vgs in the Miller plateau region such as GaN or SiC WBG devices,
the total displacement charge Qoss_T is derived as (5-61), whereas for Si devices, the flat Miller
plateau effect should be considered and the reverse recovery charge should be excluded.
Qoss _ T = Qoss _ syn + Qoss _ active + Qoss _ static
=

dvgs
1
g fs
tvf _ sat _ T 2
2
dt

leading to the saturation interval as
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(5-61)
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Fig. 5-75. Theoretical turn-on transient of the active neutral device.
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2Qoss _ T
(5-62)
dvgs
g fs
dt
Together with (5-59) and (5-62), the overlap loss during turn-on saturation region in T-shape
tvf _ sat _ T =

leg can be now scaled from the loss in a half bridge leg as

Eon _ vf _ T =

Qoss _ T
Qoss _ H

 Eon _ vf _ H

(5-63)

To obtain the Eon_vf_H, a further analysis is done to disclose the intrinsic relationship between
the analytical energy calculation and DPT results.
From Fig. 5-75, one obtains

tcr =
g fs

IL
dvgs

(5-64)

dt
Thus, the total turn-on switching loss in a general bridge set up can be expressed as

2Qoss
I + ECoss _ total
(5-65)
dvgs L
g fs
g fs
dt
dt
considers both the active device and energy stored in the synchronous device

Eon = Eon _ cr + Eon _ vf + ECoss _ total =
where ECoss_total

VDS
2

V
1
I L 2 + DS
dvgs
2

during the turn-off of the active device.
On the other hand, the measured Eon and Eoff data from DPT are often curve-fitted well by a
quadratic function

 Eon _ DPT = k1 I L 2 + k2 I L + k3
(5-66)

2
 Eoff _ DPT = k4 I L + k5 I L + k6
By matching the two types of expressions, an interesting yet important hidden relationship
between the physical and measured data is shown in

 Eon _ cr = k1 I L 2 = Eon _ cr _ DPT

 Eon _ vf = k2 I L = Eon _ vf _ DPT

 ECoss _ total = k3 + k6 =  ECoss _ DPT
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(5-67)

where the measured constant k6 in the turn-off transient represents Coss energy of the active device
dissipated during the next turn-on transient, thus is added to ECoss_total.
Therefore, Eon_vf_T can be finally scaled from the linear term of the DPT result in a half bridge
configuration

Eon _ vf _ T =

Qoss _ T
Qoss _ H

 Eon _ vf _ H _ DPT

(5-68)

where the subscript T and H denote three-level and two-level, respectively.
It has to be mentioned that at higher junction temperature such as 150 °C, the lower gfs and
prolonged tvf_sat may incur a special situation that vgs reaches the driving level before the end of the
saturation subinterval, and the channel current becomes saturated and flat [318]. In that case, some
formulae in the above method need to be correspondingly modified, as presented in [318].
Nevertheless, for low temperature or low load current, the saturation current at the recommended
driving voltage is much higher than the maximum load current, so that this special case will not
generally occur.
For the turn-off transient, as already analyzed in Section 5.4.1, the channel for GaN device or
Si MOSFET is usually shut off in a very short time depending on the gate driving speed and the
saturation interval ends much earlier than the displacement charging interval. As a result, actual
overlap loss excluding the Coss energy is often much smaller compared to actual turn-on loss, and
the loss impact from the static displacement charge of the extra device in this case is even smaller.
In addition, the theoretical analysis of the turn-off overlap loss becomes complicated in
determining the saturation time and its relationship with displacement charging. Therefore, the
extra turn-off overlap loss is ignored to simplify the proposed method.
Some important conclusion can be drawn from the above analysis:
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First, for GaN or SiC devices, the impact of the extra overlap loss is relatively low compared
to that of the extra Coss loss, owing to the high switching speed and short overlap time in these
WBG devices. Another reason for this is that the overlap loss is proportional to Qoss or Coss ,
while the Coss loss is directly proportional to Coss. Since WBG devices are expected in high
switching frequency design, this type of loss will become significant for three-level converters.
Second, in certain high-current applications where the Coss loss is not the dominant factor of
the total switching loss, the presented loss impact could be highly determined by the extra overlap
loss, especially for Si IGBT based three-level converters.
5.5.2.3 Temperature-dependent loss evaluation
To estimate the actual loss of a power converter, DPT test has been designed and tested with
the specific device, gate driver, and layout under the actual junction temperature. The thermal test
also requires dedicated test setup and is time-consuming. Therefore, it would be more convenient
to predict and scale the temperature-dependent loss using the room temperate rest result without
elevating the device temperature. This also helps the converter thermal design in choosing the
optimal temperature. Since the temperature correlation for GaN device is not strong in turn-off
loss , a detailed analytical model is used to predict the temperature-dependent turn-on loss of GaN
devices [318] and follows with a linear approximation method as shown in (5-69), using the ratio
of the average temperature-dependent transconductance as the scaling factor. In this method, the
assumption is made that the overlap loss mainly occurs during the voltage falling interval.
Therefore, a minor error still exists due to the omission of the overlap loss during the current rising
time.

Eon,Tj =

g fs ,25C
g fs ,Tj

( Eon,25C − ECoss _ total ) + ECoss _ total
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(5-69)

Based on the relationship between the analytical loss and curve-fitted loss formula in Section
5.5.2.3, an improved prediction method is proposed to fulfill the loss approximation, in which the
overlap loss over the current rising interval is further scaled by the reciprocal of the average
transconductance ratio at two temperatures.

Eon,Tj =

g fs ,25C
g fs ,Tj

Eon _ cr ,25C +

g fs ,25C
g fs ,Tj

Eon _ vf ,25C + ECoss _ total

(5-70)

5.5.2.4 Experimental verification
A GaN based Vienna rectifier variant (c) has been built up to verify this loss impact, with the
photo shown in Fig. 5-63. Key operation parameters are 1.5 kW power, 450 kHz, 115 Vrms, and
650 VDC. The calculated switching losses without and with considering the disclosed effect are
47.7 W and 55.6 W, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5-76, based on Eon and Eoff data from a
conventional half bridge DPT as reported in [186], with k1 = 0.0214, k2 = 0.9813, k3 = 12.6478, k4
= 0.0135, k5 = - 0.0060, and k6 = 9.0159 under 325 Vdc and 7 V gate drive voltage.
The energy equivalent junction capacitance of 30 A, 650 V GaN device GS66508P, as well
as that of two 1200 V Cree SiC diodes, are also derived as Coss_GaN = 98.0 pF, CSIC, D1 = 128.4 pF,
CSIC,

D2

=222.3pF based on their operating voltage during the turn-on transient. All these

capacitances are applied to estimate the loss impact for the subject issue. Additionally, heatsink
coupling capacitance related loss and some other minor losses are included for both cases as the
base.
As is also clearly shown, the pure turn-off loss is very small, confirming the validity of
ignoring its extra loss from the statically charged device capacitance.
The actual power loss of the converter is measured using Yokogawa power analyzer PZ4000.
To extract the switching loss of the converter, two efficiency measurements at different switching
frequencies (450 kHz and 112.5 kHz) with other conditions the same are conducted. The actual
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switching loss is extracted as 55.2 W, as given in Fig. 5-77Fig. 5-78, based on the differential of
two efficiency measurements at different switching frequencies (450 kHz and 112.5 kHz) and the
fact that switching loss is proportional to switching frequency, assuming device conduction loss is
fixed and boost inductor losses of two cases are almost the same. Although the actual inductors’
loss can be varied at two different switching frequencies, their estimated total loss at the high fs
case is only 6.0 W due to the low ac rms current and peak current. Thus, the error from the
assumption is slight.
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Fig. 5-76. Comparison of the device losses with and

Fig. 5-77. Measured converter losses under the

without the correction of the disclosed effect in a

experimental condition 1.5 kW, 450 kHz, 115 ac input

Vienna-type rectifier. (actual turn-off loss is negligible)

Vrms, and 650 V dc output.

It is therefore clear that the predicted switching loss after adding the extra Coss is very close to
the actual switching loss, and the impact from the extra Coss is 8.1 W. Further breakdown shows
that the extra overlap loss contribution is only 1.0 W while the Coss part is 7.1 W. This is partially
because of the root square of Qoss ratio for overlap loss instead of the Qoss ratio for the Coss loss,
and partially because the base overlap loss is small for high speed GaN device, especially at low
load current application in the subject case.
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5.5.3 Impact on device overstress due to extra power loop
In an actual converter, stray inductance from device package and PCB trace and power
switching loop can resonate with the junction capacitance of the on-state device in a bridge
configuration, leading to higher current stress of the active device and higher voltage stress of the
synchronous device during the turn-on, and higher voltage stress of the active device during the
turn-off.
Because of the extra Coss of the statically charged or discharged device and the extra power
loop in parallel to the main commutation loop, larger equivalent L and C will be formed, and extra
commutation loop is also formed as well. Therefore, higher current/voltage stress can possibly
occur for all the three devices in the T-shape phase leg of the three-level converter. This is
particularly severe when using high-speed power devices, where significant di/dt and dv/dt are the
main excitation source for the resonance tanks.
To alleviate this effect, more efforts should be paid to the PCB layout to minimize the multibranch power loop, and to some better damping solutions that can damp the resonance without
impacting the overlap loss too much.
5.5.4 Summary of the impact of extra Coss
The disclosed Coss not only impacts the switching loss, the device stress in the extra power
loop, but also introduces extra distortion on ac PWM voltage and ac current, as analyzed in Section
5.4.2. It is interesting to notice that for loss evaluation, the energy-based equivalent Coss should be
adopted when the voltage dependence is considered, whereas for distortion evaluation and
compensation, the charger equivalent Coss should be used. And for the device overstress analysis,
the instantaneous Coss at the blocking voltage level should be the choice.
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5.6

High performance controller for dual-input and dual-output GaN-based charger

5.6.1 Microcontroller selection
To match the control frequency with the high switching frequency, the control computation
speed should be fast enough. And since both ac-dc PFC stage and dc-dc stage have to be regulated,
the control requirement cannot be easily met by a typical DSP such as TMS320F28335. Two
separated controllers might be competent, however, increasing the board weight. Thus, one central
controller with high computation performance is desired. FPGA based controller is one option,
however, it usually takes more development efforts compared to C language based microcontroller.
Besides, it needs external analog to digital converter (ADC) chips to process the sampling signals
of the charger system, including three phase voltages and currents, dc-link voltage, dc capacitor
voltage, buck voltage and current, and LLC voltage and current.
After reviewing microcontroller units (MCU) from both Texas Instruments (TI) and Analog
Device, the TMS320F28377D controller released in 2014 by TI is finally selected. It has two CPU
cores and two programmable control law accelerators (CLA), all rated at 200 MHz system clock,
as shown in Fig. 5-78. These four engines are capable of providing the equivalent of 800 MIPS.

Fig. 5-78. The computation units inside TMS320F28377D [336].
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Besides, since each CPU has a dedicated trigonometric math unit (TMU) and a floating-point
unit, the computation speed is further enhanced, especially when adopting the Park transformation
in the rectifier control. With an average execution time of five cycles per instruction, the
trigonometric calculation speed can be 5X faster. As a result, a torque loop control for the typical
motor drive can be completed within 3 µs. Furthermore, this MCU also has four internal parallel
ADCs, capable of sampling 4 analog signals simultaneously and up to 20 signals in total.
5.6.2 Control strategy of two-stage charger system
To simplify the control and seek for higher efficiency for the dc-dc stage, two different control
strategies, as shown in Fig. 5-79, are proposed with respect to the dual output modes.
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Fig. 5-79. The proposed control architecture for two-stage charger.

In 28 V output mode, LLC converter is activated. Considering the complexities of frequency
modulation and synchronization control, and low power efficiency at light load due to higher
switching frequency operation in the conventional LLC control, the control strategy is to operate
LLC as a dc transformer and vary the dc-link voltage of front-end PFC to regulate LLC output
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voltage. Since LLC only operates at its resonant frequency, both ZVS for primary side and ZCS
for the secondary side can be always ensured. The control burden of this system is moved from
LLC to PFC stage. PFC stage will be responsible for both voltage and current control of the battery
load. The proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 5-80.
There are three control loops in the PFC stage. The outer loop regulates the charge voltage or
current, the middle loop regulates the intermediate dc-bus voltage, and the inner loop is for phase
current control. The control architectures are given in Fig. 5-81 and Fig. 5-82.
To simplify this controller design, the two internal loops can be modeled as a unity gain, as
long as the time constant of the outer loop is shorter than that of dc-link voltage control. Thus, the
control diagram becomes a proportional system as given in Fig. 5-83, and a simple integral control
is sufficient.
WVdc ( s) 

1
 1 (TVdc  TCV )
1 + TVdc S

(5-71)

K
(5-72)
S
Similar to the voltage control, the current control can be designed in a similar way. A
GCV ( s ) =

simulation result for constant current control of battery is demonstrated in Fig. 5-84, showing good
dynamics with a current step change.
When the charge operates in 270 V mode, buck converter is activated. Considering the limited
variation range of dc-link voltage with 235 Vrms ac input, it is not wise to regulate the dc-link
voltage for battery current and voltage control. Instead, buck converter itself is more capable of
regulating its output voltage and current in a wide range. Therefore, in this mode, a strategy with
fixed dc-link voltage control for front-end PFC and independent control of buck voltage and
current is adopted, as illustrated in Fig. 5-85.
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Fig. 5-80. The proposed control architecture for two-stage charger in 28 V mode.

Fig. 5-81. The diagram of constant voltage control for two-stage charger in 28 V mode.

Fig. 5-82. The diagram of constant current control for two-stage charger in 28 V mode.

Fig. 5-83. Simplified control diagram of outer loop voltage controller for two-stage charger in 28 V mode.
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Fig. 5-84. Simulation results of constant current control for two-stage charger in 28 V mode.

Fig. 5-85. The proposed control architecture for two-stage charger in 270 V mode.
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Since Vienna-type rectifier is a non-regenerative converter, a certain of load is necessary for
its normal operation. Therefore, during the pre-charge stage, not only the PFC stage will be charged
via diodes of the rectifier, the dc-dc stage will be operated in the open loop first. Then, PFC actively
ramps the dc-link voltage to the nominal level and buck output voltage is charged to the minimum
charging level. Once the charger control is enabled afterward, buck current control will take care
of the charging and transitions to voltage control if charger voltage reaches to a level closer to the
threshold. During voltage mode, if the charger current is higher than the threshold, it returns to
current limiting control. The state machine of the buck mode control is shown in Fig. 5-86.
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Fig. 5-86. The implementation of control state machine in 270 V mode.

5.6.3 Controller board development
Since the commercial TMS320F28377D controller kit has unnecessary functions on the board,
as well as bulky connectors, its board area and weight are not optimized. A custom central
controller board is designed, merging the minimum MCU system, interface and condition board
together for both ac-dc and dc-dc stages.
Fig. 5-87 shows the function diagram of this central controller board, with power supply,
voltage and current sampling circuits, protection circuits, and communication interfaces all in one.
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Fig. 5-87. Function blocks of the proposed central controller board.

5.7

Charger implementation and test
In Vienna-type rectifier, the two GaN switches are connected in D-S-S-G manner to form a

bidirectional switch. This adds the complexity for switching loop layout. On the other hand, since
this first-generation e-GaN device has to be bottom cooled, enough thermal copper area has to be
retained to ensure good heat spreading. To reduce the switching loop and balance with thermal
design, a vertical design is proposed. In each phase, two switches and two diodes are placed as
illustrated in Fig. 5-88, where two dc-coupling capacitors are placed closer to this switching
commutation loop. One has to mention that this TO-220 package diode has to be installed vertically,
so it does not take the space on the PCB board to reduce the switching loop. Even so, a certain gap
between components has to be carefully remained to ensure enough insulation clearance. Then,
the gate drive board is vertically placed on the top of the main power board, and directly connected
to G-S terminal through a short two-pole connector.
Two cutoff holes are made for rectifier diodes to go through it. Layout efforts have also been
made to reduce the board area for this three-phase driver. The gate driver board is shown in Fig.
5-89, and its measured weight with components on board is 21.8 g.
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Fig. 5-88. The layout scheme of PFC power switching loop.

Fig. 5-89. Photo of the three-phase gate driver board of the GaN based PFC stage.

Since GaN device has a bit higher voltage drop when it conducts in the reversed direction, the
switching transient mismatch for two serial switches should be reduced to avoid excessive
switching type loss. When driving the device, the turn-on deviation for the two switches in one
phase leg is found within 10 ns, as given in Fig. 5-90, and turn-off deviation for the two switches
in one phase leg is within 6 ns. With such small deviation, their losses are negligible.
5.7.1 Thermal design for two-stage chargers
The selected GaN device has low profile surface mount package, which helps reduce the
parasitic inductance but challenge cooling design. Especially, for the bottom cooled package, a
dedicated cooling solution has to be applied. For the standard FR4 PCB material, heat from the
device junction needs spread out from junction to case and then spread from FR4 PCB layers to
thermal interface material (TIM) and heatsink, as shown in Fig. 5-91. Along the series path, many
factors will impact the thermal resistance. The dominant one is PCB thermal resistance, which is
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significantly determined by PCB manufacture and circuit layout. Its key contributors are listed in
Fig. 5-92. To predict this resistance, FEM simulation has been used for of different types of PCB
layouts [163].

Fig. 5-90. Mismatch of turn-on and turn-off propagation delay between two unified gate drivers.

GS66508P package area 79.5 mm2

Fig. 5-91. Thermal flow of surface mount GaN Systems devices through PCB [163].

The estimated thermal resistance of TIM is about 0.83 °C/W, and the device junction-case
thermal resistance is 0.5 °C/W. The required minimum heatsink thermal resistance is tightly
constrained by PCB thermal resistance, as given in (5-74). Depending on the maximum
temperature rise requirement, the impacts of the PCB thermal resistance on heatsink resistance can
be different. Their relationship is given in Fig. 5-93 with the assumption of 60 W total loss. It
shows that with a tight requirement on temperature rise, PCB cooling design has to be optimized
so that the stress on heatsink can be alleviated. Thinner PCB with multi-layer design, thicker
copper trace, large copper plane, and filled thermal vias are all key measures to achieve this target.
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Rth _ HS =

125C / W − Rth _ jh  Pmax − 70C / W
Ptotal

Rth _ jh = Rth _ jc + Rth _ PCB + Rth _ TIM
•
•
•
•

PCB layer number, thickness
Copper thickness and area
Thermal vias: number and diameter
Filling material selection

•

Material selection:
➢ Thermal coefficient
➢ Thickness
➢ Insulation strength

•

Mechanic design for low contact R θ

(5-73)
(5-74)

Fig. 5-92. Cooling design concept and main optimization factors for surface mount GaN devices.
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Fig. 5-93. Relationship between minimum heatsink thermal resistance and PCB thermal resistance.

The thermal resistance from the case of the device to heatsink has to be reduced for this type
of bottom cooled GaN devices, since the FR4 material is not a good heatsink spreader. Hundreds
of thermal vias have been designed around each GaN device, and copper planes across four PCB
layers have been provided. In order to further reduce this resistance, this thickness of PCB is
reduced from standard 60 mils to 40 mils. And all thermal vias are plated with copper and filled.
Four mounting holes have been placed to tightly mount the heatsink beneath the board, where the
thermal copper on the bottom layer is open to air and directly contact the heatsink. The commercial
heatsinks have been thoroughly searched, and it turns out that an aluminum pin-fin heatsink with
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2.05 inches width and length from Coolinnovations shows the lowest thermal resistance with the
forced cooling and the lowest weight among several candidates.
Mechanic mounting is also crucial. The vertical placement of rectification diodes is good for
switching loop minimization, however, the soldered leads of diodes are difficult to flush with the
bottom surface of PCB, especially in the middle of the two diodes, i.e. phase B device area. From
the earlier test result under 600 V, this causes uneven thermal stress among three-phases. Phase B
device has much higher temperature rise than other phases, e.g. the source pin of phase B bottom
device exceeds 100 °C in 30 s, and 20 °C higher than its drain pin, as given in Fig. 5-94. Thermal
grease should be added to phase B area to improve the contact between the thermal interface
material and heatsink. The improved contact greatly reduces the thermal resistance. From Fig. 5-95,
the bottom phase B device temperature drops to 67.3 °C after 14 mins testing.
Forced cooling is applied for both stages. As shown in Fig. 5-96, two dc fans are installed
beneath the main power board and heatsinks for two-stage GaN Systems devices, respectively.
And a customized extruded heatsink with high precision thickness is also designed for the
four top-cooled EPC device on the secondary side of the LLC resonant converter, as shown in Fig.
5-97, where the unique design is that this heatsink performs cooling for both the device and the
high power density planar transformer, and it also functions as a jumper for 28 V mode to conduct
1 MHz full rectified current with 50 A dc mean value between the EPC devices and the LLC output
side.

Fig. 5-94. Temperature reading of GaN devices of the PFC stage without good thermal contact. Ch1: top A top
source; Ch2: bottom B source; Ch3: top B source; Ch4: bottom B drain.
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Fig. 5-95. Temperature reading of GaN devices of the PFC stage with good thermal contact. Ch1: top A top source;
Ch2: bottom B source; Ch3: top B source; Ch4: bottom B drain.

Fig. 5-96. Heatsink and fan installation for the two-stage charger.

Fig. 5-97. Heatsink and fan installation for the EPC devices on the dc-dc stage.
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5.7.2 Two-stage three-phase EMI filter design
5.7.2.1 Power quality and EMI requirement
DO-160 E standard is used for the aviation grid interfaced converter [174]. It requires that the
leading power factor (PF) shall be greater than 0.980, and the lagging PF shall be greater than 0.70
for frequencies above 500 Hz, and follow (5.1-1) for frequencies between 360 Hz and 500 Hz,
PF=2.8571e-3  f - 0.72857 .

(5-75)

It also specifies current distortion up to 40th order in Table 5-7 specifying the percentage limit
for each harmonic component. As for conducted electromagnetic emission, two limits of noise
levels are given aiming at different groups of equipment. The stringent level is used for guiding
this charger design.
5.7.2.2 EMI filter design
The total noise is decomposed into CM and DM noise. Since DM filter participates in CM
path and may also impact the current ripple of the ac-dc converter, while CM flux is canceled in
DM path, thus DM filter will be designed in the first place and then inserted into CM filter process.
A simulation-based filter design approach is adopted for paper design, as shown in Fig. 5-99. The
procedures are also applied to the physical implementation of EMI filters, in which all simulation
data are replaced by testing data.
In the early design stage, the actual parasitic impedance of the noise propagation path is
unknown since the test set up is not built yet. Therefore, a practical assumption is made for the
distribution of parasitic capacitance of the ac-dc converter. It is worth mentioning that the
dominant parasitics likely come from the load grounding capacitances if it has a larger size than
the converter. Thus, a slight mismatch in device parasitics may not affect the final noise
distribution too much.
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Table 5-7. Current harmonic limits for balanced three-phase electrical equipment in DO-160 E [174].
Harmonic Order

Limits

3rd, 5th, 7th

I3 = I5 = I7 = 0.02 I1

Odd Triplen Harmonics (h=9, 15, 21, …, 39)

Ih = 0.1 I1/h

11th

I11 = 0.1 I1

13

th

I13 = 0.08 I1

Odd Non Triplen Harmonics 17, 19

I17 = I19 = 0.04 I1

Odd Non Triplen Harmonics 23, 25

I23 = I25 = 0.03 I1

Odd Non Triplen Harmonics 29, 31, 35, 37

Ih = 0.3 I1/h

Even Harmonics 2 and 4

Ih = 0.01 I1/h

Even Harmoncis > 4 (h=6, 8, 10, …, 40)

Ih =0 .0025 I1

80
73

Level: dBA

60
53

Category B

40
Category L, M, &H

20
0
0.1

0.150

1
2
Frequency in MHz

10

Fig. 5-98. Conducted EMI standard in DO-160E [174].
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30

Fig. 5-99. Proposed EMI filter design procedure.
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5.7.2.3 Passive filter structure
The typical passive filters are LC filter and CL filter, and they can be further combined to
form a CLC filter, a LCL filter, and multi-stage filters.
To determine the suitable filter structure for a given topology, the impedance of the converter
as a noise source and LISN as the load should be examined. With maximized impedance
mismatching, one can achieve the best EMI filter performance with low implementation efforts.
For Vienna-type PFC, its ac terminal presents a low source impedance in the DM path, and
50 Ω RF load of LISN presents a high impedance, thus LC filter is preferred. Now that the boost
inductor is in series with this DM inductor, it can be further integrated into DM filter, as illustrated
in Fig. 5-100.

Fig. 5-100. DM filter integration with the input boost inductor.

To achieve extra 40 dB/dec attenuation and low filter size, two-stage LC filter is finally
adopted, as shown in Fig. 5-101.
In the literature, LC based CM filter is often used for Vienna-type rectifier. However, since
the serial 5 µH inductor of LISN presents lower impedance in hundreds of kHz along CM path
than that of the CM capacitor, a L-L divider is formed instead of a LC filter. This frequency
dependent impedance of LISN deteriorates CM impedance mismatching. To maximize the
impedance mismatching, a small masking choke has to be added after LC filter to mask the LISN
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inductor. In [158], an extra CM capacitor is further added to form another LC filter, achieving 40
dB/dec attenuation at even higher frequency.

vf vDM

LDM1

LDM2

A
B

C

CDM2

CDM1

Fig. 5-101. Selected DM filter structure.

Moreover, LC filter might not be a good option when the source impedance of the converter
is high. This can be explained by the simplified equivalent CM model based on Thevenin’s
theorem, as illustrated in Fig. 5-102, where the source impedance of PFC can be simplified as a
grounding capacitance. In the case when PFC has low grounding capacitance, a high capacitive
impedance will be presented in its noise source. This violates the LC filter assumption that noise
source shows low impedance. Therefore, a much larger CM choke has to be added to compensate
the capacitive impedance in the medium frequency range, in order to form a LC filter, as shown in
Fig. 5-102 and (5-76).

Fig. 5-102. Equivalent CM path with LC type CM filter.

Z serial = sLCM +
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sLDM

3

+ 1

sCP

(5-76)

If transforming the above circuit to Norton equivalent circuit, CM noise source becomes a
current type source, as shown in Fig. 5-103. It becomes much clear that LC filter only performs as
a C type filter. Instead, a CL filter becomes the right choice for current noise filtering. Not only
because it can better utilize the CM filtering capacitor, thus the CM inductance can be reduced,
but also because it naturally has a CM choke connected with LISN, thus immune to the low
inductive impedance of LISN at low frequency.

Fig. 5-103. Impact of converter source impedance on CM filter selection.

5.7.2.4 Passive filter paper design
With the selected filter structure, LC parameters can be determined. First, by measuring the
bare EMI noise, the required noise attenuations for both DM and CM are obtained. It has to be
mentioned, the simulated bare noise and testing results have a little mismatch, where simulated
noise is a little lower. This can be explained from the facts that simulated parasitics may be
different from the physical parasitics and that the simulation has not modeled the peak detector
function inside the spectrum analyzer. Based on the measured bare noise, DM cutoff frequency of
the two-stage LC filter is 26 kHz, and CM cutoff frequency of the two-stage CL filter is 65 kHz.
Based on DO-160 E standard, the leading PF shall be greater than 0.980, i.e.11.4 degrees. The
reactive power is limited to around 20% active power. Therefore, the maximum DM capacitance
should meet the input power factor requirement. In addition, this project also specifies the total
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line-to-neutral capacitance shall be less than 2.5 µF per phase. And the total CM capacitance
between any of the input phases and the ground should be no more than 20 nF, restrained by the
maximum allowable earth leakage current due to safety concerns.
After capacitances are selected, inductances can be designed following

LDM =

1
CDM (2 f cutoff _ DM ) 2

(5-77)

1
.
(5-78)
3CCM (2 f cutoff _ DM ) 2
Fig. 5-104 shows the overall filter schematic, which consists of six 0.47 µF DM capacitors,
LCM =

six 3.3 nF CM capacitors, six 75.3 µH DM inductors for both stages, and two 0.576 mH CM
chokes. To be noticed, due to coupling and resonance issues, the final filter structure and
implementation has introduced a damping choke and a third stage as will be given in Section 6.7.

Fig. 5-104. Schematic of the proposed two-stage CM and DM filters.

5.7.2.5 Passive filter physical design
The first-stage DM filter also functions as a boost filter. It conducts all switching harmonics
and requires high energy storage. In the paper design EE core with ferrite R material from
Magnetics is selected. However, because of the availability issue, RM8 core with ferrite N49
material from TDK is adopted. N49 has low core loss at high frequency above 500 kHz, similar to
the performance of R material and Ferroxcube 3F35. A photo of a three-phase filter is provided in
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Fig. 5-105. The measured inductance is 79 µH close to the target value and its self-resonance
frequency is above 6 MHz based on Fig. 5-106.
As available commercial nanocrystalline cores are only heavy cut cores, the second-stage DM
inductor LDM2 is also redesigned. Since LDM2 sees much lower noise current, thus suffers mainly
copper loss, a High-Flux power core from Micrometal is chosen. With a distributed air gap, high
flux density, and slower permeability roll-off at high frequency, powder toroidal core is suitable
for DM filters. Since the effective per turn inductance AL decreases as dc bias increases, as shown
in Fig. 5-107, one has to consider the dc operation point. As a feature of ac DM inductor, its
fundamental ac current swings in a line cycle, acting as a moving quasi-dc operation point for the
high frequency noise. This complicates the selection of dc bias. In this baseline filer design, the
peak of the fundamental current is used for simplicity. The relationship between AL and the target
inductance is then determined as (5-79) and plotted in the red curve. The intersection of two curves
determines the target AL and number of turns.

1
( NI )2

AL = LDM 2 I 2

(5-79)

The small-signal measurement of the three DM inductors shows 140 µH inductance at 450
kHz. Compared to 75 µH inductance at line peak current, a big swing exists due to the moving dc
bias. A better winding scheme is proposed to reduce the parallel capacitance in Section 6.6.1.
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Fig. 5-105. Three first-stage DM inductors.
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Fig. 5-106. Measured impedance of the first-stage DM inductor.
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Two CM chokes are designed using Nanocrystalline core VITROPERM 500F, with type
number W838. Three phase windings are designed and are placed evenly along the toroidal core.
The physical implementation is shown in Fig. 5-108. On this 1st version, 6 film capacitors
were used for DM filter. Because of magnetic and capacitive coupling issues in the three-phase
filter as to be analyzed in Chapter 6, the 2nd version replaces all film capacitors to ceramic types,
and all the neutral lines are re-arranged to form minimum loops. In addition, capacitive shielding
and damping are also added in the final version. Details are presented in Chapter 6.

Fig. 5-107. Determination of turns number and per-turn inductance for the second-stage DM inductor.

5.7.2.6 Grounding scheme
To reduce the coupling, the whole grounding scheme is carefully devised from the original
single point grounding to multi-point grounding. Since Ccm1 bypasses most of the EMI noise
current, to connect the first stage Y capacitor with enclosure provides a shorter return path for
noise back to the converter instead of going through the ground plane. And directly connecting the
second stage filter ground to the LISN earth plane, can also avoid any noise voltage coupled from
the sharing path with the much noisy first-stage grounding path.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5-108. Prototype of the EMI filter. (a) first version, (b) 2nd version, (c) final version.

Original design

Two-point grounding on
EMI board + one-point
grounding on the system

Two-point grounding on EMI
board + one-point grounding
on the system + secondary
stage direct grounding
(two wires using shorter
copper foil )

Fig. 5-109. Grounding scheme evolution.
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5.7.3 Dual-mode test of GaN-based universal battery charger
5.7.3.1 Enclosure and prototype
An aluminum enclosure is designed to hold the charger and provide the inlets and outlets for
air flow. As shown in Fig. 5-110 and Fig. 5-111, two fans under the bottom are used to cool the
650V ac-dc GaN devices and dc-dc GaN devices, and a fan installed on the right side is for cooling
the EPC device. Six outlets are designed for piping the hot air out of the case. The air flow is
constrained on the left and top side of the box to prevent the local air loop around inlets. Cord
grips are adopted to fasten the power wires. A plastic screen is for displaying LED fault indicators.
The photos of the final design are shown in Fig. 5-112 and Fig. 5-113. Inside the box,
converters are mounted onto the bottom case with plastic stand-offs. On top of the lid, four control
buttons are mounted.
5.7.3.2 270 V mode test
Both the 115 Vac and 235 Vac input conditions have been tested to full power in this 270 V
mode. Fig. 5-114 shows the ac-dc PFC stage waveforms at 115 Vac, 625 Vdc, and full Load. Fig.
5-115 gives the results under 235 Vac conditions. It is found that at low line voltage case, current
THD is lower, around 3~4%, while at the high line case, current THD is higher, due to residual
sampling distortion, load-dependent voltage distortion of the programmable ac power source, and
lower current rating. Further improvement could be possible.
To maintain a high-quality interface with the aviation grid, power factor should be high. The
measured PF at different operation conditions is listed as follows. It is 99.74% at 115 Vac, 800 Hz
and even higher at 115 Vac, 360 Hz. Due to higher reactive power from DM capacitors at higher
line frequency, power factor has the lowest value of 95.02% at 235Vac, 800 Hz and medium value
98.47% at 235Vac, 360 Hz.
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Fig. 5-110. 3D design showing the locations of fans.

Fig. 5-111. Interface design for the enclosure.

Fig. 5-112. Enclosure photo from outside view.

Fig. 5-113. Enclosure photo from inside view.

Vab (250V/div) Vc1 & Vc2 (100V/div)

vab (500 V/div)

ia (5A/div)

vc1 (100 V/div)

vc2 (100 V/div)

ia (2 A/div)

Fig. 5-114. Active front end waveforms at 115 Vac,

Fig. 5-115. Active front end waveforms at 235 Vac, 625

625 Vdc, 270 V buck mode, and full load.

Vdc, 270 V buck mode, and full load.
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The constant current control and constant voltage control have been implemented in this
charger system. Fig. 5-116 demonstrates the basic operation after ac diode rectification is
completed. First, the dc-link voltage is regulated by PFC to ramp to a certain dc-link voltage, so
that the charger output voltage reaches the minimum level. Then, buck converter switches from
the open loop control to the closed current loop control, and then transitions to the final voltage
control. Fig. 5-117 shows the ac-dc waveforms at the 235 Vac input buck mode. The start-up
procedure for Vienna front end and three-buck flying capacitor-based buck is verified.
5.7.3.3 28 V mode test
Similar to 270 V mode, CC and CV control are implemented in 28 V mode operation. The
difference is that instead of regulating current and voltage by LLC, now PFC controls the charger
output by varying the intermediate dc-link voltage. This scheme simplifies the LLC control.
In this voltage mode, the charge has been tested under 360 Hz/800Hz, 115/235 Vac,
625/650/670 Vdc, and different load conditions. Selected testing results are provided in Fig. 5-119,
Fig. 5-120, Fig. 5-121, and Fig. 5-122, showing the waveforms of LLC stage under 115 Vac,
650Vdc, and 0.667 Ω load condition.
Fig. 5-123 shows the LLC resonant current and dc output current under 670Vdc, 235Vac, 0.55
OHM external load, 27 V condition, around 47 A output charging current.
5.7.3.4 Power efficiency and thermal test
The thermal stress of the GaN devices is evaluated. The highest surface temperature of 650 V
GaN devices in the active front end is up to 60 °C as given in Fig. 5-124 and is up to 45 °C in dcdc buck stage and is 55 °C in dc-dc LLC mode, all at full voltage and full load. Because of the
measurement error of the meters and the junction resistance of device junction-to-case, a rough
10 °C increment can be assumed to estimate the device junction temperature.
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dc-dc buck stage

ac-dc PFC stage
CV

CC

io(1A/div)
Vc1 Vc2 (100V/div)

iL (10A/div)
Vab (250V/div)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-116. Waveforms at 115 Vac input, buck mode. (a) ac-dc stage. (b) transition of buck constant current and
constant voltage charging control.

Vab (500V/div)

Vc1 Vc2 (100V/div)

vab (500 V/div)

R 1C
charge

S2
close

S1
close

vc1 (100 V/div)

vc2 (100 V/div)

AFE
CC CV

ia (5A/div)

ia (2 A/div)
t (2 ms/div)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-117. Ac-dc stage waveforms at 235 Vac input, buck mode. (a) start up and transition of buck current and
voltage control. (b) dynamic compensation of PWM voltage distortion.
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io (1 A/div)

t (10 s/div)

ir (5 A/div)

Fig. 5-118. Load current and inductor current waveforms of TCM controlled buck stage.

Fig. 5-119. Start-up and transition of LLC current and

Fig. 5-120. Zoomed-in transition of LLC control.

voltage control.

Fig. 5-121. Steady-state waveforms of LLC

Fig. 5-122. Zoomed-in waveforms of LLC stage.

stage.
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io (10 A/div)

t (1 s/div)

Fig. 5-123. Current waveforms of 670Vdc, 235Vac, 0.55 OHM external dc load, 27 Vo.

The secondary side EPC GaN devices in LLC mode see higher temperature, mainly due to
thermal coupling from nearby 50 A mean current, 1 MHz planar transformers via PCB traces. With
several thermal design iterations as discussed in Section 5.7.1, PCB surface temperature near the
device is finally around 44 °C at the nominal 625 Vdc in Fig. 5-125 (a) and 54 °C at the maximum
670 Vdc in Fig. 5-125 (b), where LLC operates a dc transformer (DCX) with a fixed gain of around
24. However, due to the contact resistance, winding resistance, PCB resistance, and the device
Rdson, the output impedance of the converter increases, leading to a slightly higher voltage drop
under heavy load conditions, thus requiring even higher bus voltage to achieve 28 V regulation.
Further improvement could be done through transformer turn-ratio redesign considering these
effects or through variable frequency modulation of LLC instead of DCX mode. However, the
latter increases the control complexity and switching loss at MHz operation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5-124. Device temperature readings from a fiber-optic thermal meter for PFC stage at full load. (a) 115 Vac, 800
Hz, 625Vdc, 270 Vo. (b) 235 Vac, 800 Hz, 625Vdc, 300 Vo. (c) 235 Vac, 360 Hz, 625Vdc, 300 Vo. (Ch1: top A top
source; Ch2: bottom B source; Ch3: bottom B drain; Ch4: bottom C source.)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-125. EPC thermal image. (a) @625 Vdc, 235 Vac, 0.55 Ω. (b) @670 Vdc, 235 Vac, 0.55 Ω.

The power efficiency of the ac-dc stage is also tested at two different switching frequencies,
under 800 Hz, 115 Vac input, 650 V output, and full loading condition. Its efficiency is 95.3%
@450 kHz full load, and 97.9% @112.5 kHz full load. The loss difference shows that switching
loss occupies the dominant portion of the total loss. Further tests at 625 V nominal voltage is
shown in Fig. 5-126 (a). Dc-dc efficiency at different loads and two operation voltage modes are
also shown in Fig. 5-126, where the efficiencies under light loads are measured under lower input
voltage. Finally, an average-model based variable switching frequency TCM control is also
proposed for the buck converter, which further improves the power efficiency.
The two-stage efficiency is measured in buck mode, as given in Fig. 5-127. The highest
efficiency is 95.68 % at full load, 235Vac 360 Hz input, and 300 V output, where buck has about
99% efficiency and PFC has about 96%. It shows that light load efficiency in high output voltage
case is higher than that in low output voltage case, partially because of higher duty cycle at the
high output voltage and partially due to the lower switching frequency with the higher duty cycle
based on the proposed variable frequency TCM control.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-126. Efficiency tests of the two-stage charger. (a) ac-dc stage. (b) dc-dc stage.

(a) 300 V output

(b) 270 V output

Fig. 5-127. Efficiency of the whole charger at different combination of input voltage and line frequency.
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5.8

Summary
In high frequency high power density PFC design, current quality control is found to be

challenging, due to the impacts from sampling and control delay, high dv/dt and di/dt noise, and
converter parasitics. Different distortions when adopting GaN devices in this application are
observed and their mechanisms are investigated and experimentally verified through sensing and
sampling. Three types of sensing distortions are found strongly impacted by di/dt, dv/dt and
switching frequency.
Current sensor distortion and differential voltage sensing distortion due to RFI rectification
effect is identified, and the cause of that is found to be related to high di/dt inductive coupling from
power loop and is mitigated by optimizing and reducing the loop area of critical signals. Isolated
voltage sensing offset is found induced by limited CMTI of isolation amplifier, whose mechanism
is presented. The offset is eliminated by using a current sensing isolated amplifier with much
higher CMTI as a preliminary solution. However, the disclosed issue pinpoints the urgent need of
industrial high CMTI voltage sensing isolation amplifiers, in order to properly using GaN devices
in high frequency high speed power converters.
At high frequencies, sampling timing together with the high frequency noises shows sensitive
impacts on current quality control. Traditional sampling method and moderate ADC may capture
switching noises due to the comparable switching duration. An improved current sampling method
aiming for three-phase converters is proposed to ensure sample in the long duty cycle interval for
three-phases with the least possible switching noise, so that average currents can be sampled with
least possible switching noise. This helps improve interface current quality, resulting in overall
THD reduction by 4 percentage points.
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Turn-off delay at low current regions is more obvious in high frequency high dc voltage
converter due to the charging of device junction capacitors during device turn-off, which causes
significant voltage loss and current distortion with 6k±1 order harmonics. A distortion model is
proposed and used as the compensation scheme, which shows effectiveness in suppressing these
harmonics, reducing current THD from 10% to 3 %.
An overlooked switching commutation loop and Coss is found in three-level converters from
the inactive device whose voltage potential difference is statically switching per half line cycle.
Additional switching loss is induced and is dominant by Coss loss in GaN converters instead of the
overlap loss, owing to GaN’s high switching speed. A loss prediction method is proposed so that
the traditional DPT can still be used to evaluate the loss in three-level converters. The found
switching loop also introduces more overcurrent and overvoltage stress for the switching devices.
And it in further leads to more turn-off PWM distortion as discussed above.
Thermal improvements on PCB layout and heatsink mounting are crucial for reducing the
thermal stress of bottom cooled GaN devices and weight reduction of the heatsink.
HF and high speed enhance EMI source noise at HF range. At the same time, self-parasitics
and coupling can take effects at medium and HF range where switching frequency enters,
degrading filter performance. These issues challenge the EMI filter design in high frequency high
density converter, distortion the interface quality with grid or any power source.
A GaN-based two-stage dual-input and dual-output battery charger with an all-in-one highperformance controller is finally built and tested based on the accumulated knowledge and
approaches from the research work above, accomplishing multi-functions, high density, and decent
performance.

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1
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Parasitic Coupling Effects in EMI Filter and Passive Mitigation
In this chapter, the parasitic coupling effects including both inductive coupling and capacitive
coupling are systematically studied. The significant impact of capacitive coupling in T-shape
structure and its mechanism are firstly investigated and disclosed for both CM and DM filters.
Combination of both effects, a general coupling theory is presented. The classic impedance
mismatching theory that focuses on the main low frequency impedance characteristics of passive
filter components is further extended to high frequency range considering the coupling effects,
which provides an effective guideline for filter topology selection. In addition, a measurementbased frequency domain modeling approach is proposed which not only can characterize the filter
transfer gain performance in 50 OHM system but also can predict the insertion loss in an actual
power converter system. Then, several coupling mitigation methods are also proposed to alleviate
the effect and improve the filter attenuation.
The self-parasitics of inductors also play an important role in filter performance, the parasitic
capacitance of windings and cores are analytically modeled and calculated in this work, forming a
generic approach. A better winding method is also proposed and experimentally verified,
effectively reducing parasitics and improving filter density.
6.1

Mutual capacitive coupling

6.1.1 Capacitive coupling in LCL T-shape structure
LCL T-shape filters are often used as grid-tied power filters and used as EMI filters if
interfaced with a low impedance voltage source and low impedance load based on impedance
mismatching theory. Moreover, T-shape is also one of the basic unit structures in CLCL and LCLC
type filters, similarly as CLC filter. Therefore, the study of this filter structure can reveal the
inherent characteristics of other filter structures that share the basic unit.
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In the conventional equivalent circuit analysis, only the self-parasitics of two inductor L1 and
L2 and bypass capacitor C are considered. Other parasitic couplings from signal traces and loops
are often ignored in this structure due to the high impedance at both input and output ends.
However, from the small-signal transfer gain test results as will be described later, the filter
performance is much degraded compared to its ideal performance with only self-parasitics
included. In this chapter, through the analysis and testing, the cause is found to be mutual
capacitance coupling from the input of L1 to the output of L2 possibly formed by the signal traces,
PCB material, and space distance. And it will illustrate how a small mutual capacitance can have
a significant impact on the T-shape filter.
Fig. 6-1 (a) shows the equivalent circuit considering this mutual capacitance Cp. Two inductor
impedances are defined as Z1 and Z2. The transfer gain of the T-shape filter can be derived from
the ratio of the output voltage over the input excitation. As clearly seen, this circuit has a delta
connection from Z1, Z2 to Cp. Using the ∆-Y transformation, a new equivalent circuit can be
derived in Fig. 6-1 (b).

ZY2

ZY1
Z1

CP

Z2
ZY3

Ls

Ls

C

C

Rs

Rs

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6-1. Mechanism of capacitance coupling in T-shape filter.

The three Y-connected impedances are
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Z1Z CP
Z1Z CP

=
 ZY 1 =
Z1 + Z 2 + Z CP
Z


Z 2 Z CP

(6-1)
 ZY 2 =
Z



Z1Z 2
 ZY 3 =
Z


Since Cp is assumed no more than several pF, 𝑍𝐶𝑃 ≫ 𝑍1 , 𝑍𝐶𝑃 ≫ 𝑍2 at low and medium

frequency, e.g., below 10 MHz. Equation (6-1) can be approximated as

Z1Z CP

 Z1
 ZY 1 =
Z



Z 2 Z CP
 Z2
 ZY 2 =
Z



Z1Z 2 Z1Z 2

= sC p Z1Z 2
 ZY 3 =
Z
Z

C

P

(6-2)

Therefore, through this transformation, the major change is an inserted impedance ZY3 in
series with capacitor branch. As it indicates intuitively, ZY3 acts as if an inductance, thus
contributes to the equivalent series inductance (ESL) of the capacitor branch, potentially degrading
this bypass branch performance. Furthermore, as it will be analyzed for both CM and DM filters,
this series impedance as a product of Z1, Z2, and Cp is not a linear ESL, it is strongly frequency
dependent and has remarkable differences between CM and DM cases, depending on the
impedance characteristics and magnitude of the two inductors L1 and L2. And especially in the CM
filter case, this impact becomes more significant, due to the high impedance of CM choke at low
frequency.
In addition, this effect and the following analysis hold for DC EMI filter, single-phase, and
three-phase EMI filter. For a balanced three-phase filter, the analysis can be projected to a singlephase structure, i.e. paralleled three-phase equivalence in CM mode, and phase-neutral
equivalence or paralleled three-phase equivalence or line-line equivalence in DM mode.
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Note that although this effect is illustrated in a one-line diagram with an unbalanced structure,
it is easy to demonstrate the similar effect in a balanced structure. For three-phase, symmetric
filters, both CM and DM filter structure by default are balanced. Whereas, for single-phase DM
filter, there could be balanced or unbalanced options. However, to avoid the mix-mode noise
transformation between CM and DM, it is better to use balanced structure.
6.1.1.1 Impact evaluation of capacitive coupling through three basic approaches
To evaluate the impact of this capacitive coupling, i.e. the impact on the output noise of the
EMI filter, three basic approaches are presented in this work.
The first approach is from the topology perspective. As already shown in the above analysis,
the equivalent circuit can be deduced from ∆-Y transformation, which has a similar impedance as
the original circuit in the forward path, assuming a very small coupling capacitance. The difference
is an additional ZY3 in the shunt path. The impact on the filter output voltage can thus be derived
from the topology change, based on Fig. 6-2.

ZY1

U1' ZY2

I2'

ZY3
Vin

ZLISN

VO

ZC
Fig. 6-2. Equivalent circuit of capacitance coupling in T-shape filter.

The original current noise at filter output is

Io =
The new noise becomes
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U1
Z 2 + Z LISN

(6-3)

I o =

U1
U1

ZY 2 + Z LISN Z 2 + Z LISN

(6-4)

The noise ratio can be defined as filter degradation factor λ

=

I o U1
=
I o U1

(6-5)

Since 𝑍𝐶𝑃 ≫ 𝑍1 , 𝑍𝐶𝑃 ≫ 𝑍2 , therefore the shunt path impedance is smaller than the output
branch, as shown in (6-5). Therefore, the joint-node voltage U1 and U1' are mainly determined by
the shunt path impedance above 100s of kHz.
 ZY 3  Z1Z 2 Z CP  Z 2

 Z c  Z LISN
 Z + Z  Z + Z
C
2
LISN
 Y3

(6-6)

In further, λ can be deduced as

=

I o U1 ZY 3 + ZC ZY 3
=


= Z1Z 2YCpYC
I o U1
ZC
ZC

(6-7)

It is evident a larger coupling Cp and larger filter capacitor C will aggravate the noise
attenuation. From (6-7), it also justifies that reducing coupling Cp and adopting low capacitance
for the T-connected capacitor will help reduce the degradation, leading to mitigation schemes
presented in Section 6.5.1.
In a simplified case, if Z1 and Z2 are ideal inductors and ZC is an ideal capacitor, λ can be
expressed as

 = S 4 L1L2CC p = S 4

L2C p

w

2
1

(in L1C − L2 ) or  = S 4

L1C p

w22

(in C1L1 − CL2 )

(6-8)

where ω1, ω2 are the corner frequency of the first stage LC and second stage LC filter, respectively.
This discloses another mitigation direction in reducing the main filter components without
impacting the corner frequency of the original filter. For LC-L or LC-LC filter, it is better to reduce
Cp and L2, whereas, in CL-CL filter structure, it is wise to reduce Cp and L1. However, it has to be
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noted that reducing inductance, in general, is not recommended if unnecessary, since it reduces the
actual filter’s series impedance, leading to higher noise current in the original filter without
considering the coupling effect, thus limited effectiveness in reducing the degradation factor.
Besides, the assumption for (6-6) may not be held under the low inductance condition.
The second approach is from the node-voltage analysis. This method is more accurate and can
be extended for general filter structures, although it is not as straightforward as the topology view.
As shown in Fig. 6-3,three node voltages can be defined. Two node-voltage equations associated
with output node are derived as

(

)

−YU
1 0 +  YT1 U1 − Y2U 2 = 0


−YCpU 0 − Y2U1 + (Y2 + YCp + YLISN )U 2 = 0

 YT1 = Y1 + Y2 + YC

(6-9)

CP

U0

Z1

U1

Z2

Vin

ZLISN

U2

VO

ZC
Fig. 6-3. General transfer gain analysis using node-voltage for capacitively coupled T-shape filter.

If U1 is eliminated, the filter transfer gain ratio is

YY
U2
1 2 + YCp  YT1
=
U 0 YY
1 2 + Y2YCp + YCYCp + YLISN  YT1

(6-10)

Since YLISN >> YCp,

 YCp  YT1
YY
U2
YY
1 2 + YCp  YT1
1 2

=
1 +
U 0 YY
YY
YY
1 2 + YLISN Y1 + YLISN Y2
1 2 + YLISN Y1 + YLISN Y2 
1 2
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(6-11)

Notice that the left part has nothing to do with Cp, thus the filter degrading factor, similar to
the result of approach 1, can be approximated as below in the frequency range higher than the LC
filter corner frequency, where YC >> Y1, and YC >> Y2.

 = 1+

YCp  YT1

(6-12)
 Z1Z 2YCpYC
Y1Y2
The above two approaches present the analytical impact factors, providing guidelines to

suppress the coupling effects. However, the simulation-based approach is also very helpful and in
certain situation necessary, due to the nonlinear frequency-dependent impedance characteristics of
inductors as well as the topology complexity of multi-stage filters. Details will be presented in the
following sections and the general simulation approach will be abstracted in Section 6.7.
6.1.1.2 Capacitive coupling effect on T-shape CM filter
This following analysis will explore the impact of this coupling in T-shape CM filter. Since
the CM choke impedance is the key factor, its characteristics will be analyzed first.
As well known, CM choke is never an ideal inductor and has very nonlinear frequency
dependent impedance characteristics, due to magnetic core’s complex permeability at frequency
domain. At low frequency or static magnetic field, magnetic flux density B and magnetic field
strength H are proportional to each other, resulting in a scalar ratio permeability. At high
frequencies, due to the phase lagging of B over H, the complex permeability occurs as derived
from (6-3),

B
B B0e j (wt − ) B0
= =
=
cos  − j 0 sin  =  '− j  ''
(6-13)
jwt
H
H 0e
H0
H0
For a general N turn inductor without airgap, its impedance can be derived in phasor domain
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U
Z= =
I

N

d ( BAc )
d
N
2
j (wt − )
)
dt =
dt = N Ac d ( B0e
jwt
I
Hl N
l
H 0e dt

2

(6-14)

2

N Ac
N Ac
jw (   − j  ) = w
(   + j   ) = R + jX
l
l
where l is the core magnetic length, Ac is the core cross-section area, and
=


N 2 Ac
0 N 2 Ac


R = w
= wr


l
l
(6-15)

2
2
N
A

N
A
 X = w 
c
c
= wr 0

l
l

The imaginary part permeability represents the resistive impedance, while the real part

becomes the inductive impedance, leading to the loss tangent factor as a measure of how much
power is lost in the core and how much is stored.

tan  =

  r
=
  r

(6-16)

For a given choke, the core related resistance impedance is not only a function of imaginary
permeability but proportional to frequency. Since core permeability itself is also a function of
frequency, the impedance has even stronger frequency dependence. The same behavior is true for
the inductive impedance. In fact, their relationship can be further deduced from (6-15) as in

R r
=
X r

(6-17)

If the permeability ratio is larger than 1, the choke is more resistive, otherwise, it is primarily
inductive.
Fig. 6-4 shows the relative permeability for widely used two types of CM cores,
nanocrystalline CM core and ferrite core [337]. The impedance of nanocrystalline choke becomes
more resistive at much lower frequencies, e.g. tens of kHz, whereas the impedance of ferrite core
is primarily inductive up to 1 MHz, and primarily resistive above 1 MHz. The fundamental
difference will make the impact of this capacitive coupling also differently. However, one has also
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to notice that at very high frequencies up to 30 MHz, due to the winding capacitance, the choke
will inevitably become capacitive.

Fig. 6-4. Complex permeability of two different CM cores [337].

Then, back to the coupling issue. In the CM choke case, the choke impedance is still less than
Cp impedance at low frequency range to hold the previous assumption, which will be verified later.
ZY3 becomes
ZY 3  jwC p Z CM 1Z CM 2 = jwC p  RCM 1 (w ) + jX CM 1 (w )  RCM 2 (w ) + jX CM 2 (w ) 

(6-18)

To evaluate its impact, three basic scenarios are analyzed, assuming two chokes have similar
frequency characteristics owing to the same magnetic core type and winding scheme:
1). If R >> X, ZY3 will act approximately as a positive ESL, which is also strongly frequency
dependent.
ZY 3  jwC p RCM 1 (w ) RCM 2 (w ) = jw ESL (w )

(6-19)

Although Cp could be very small such as pF level, this ESL is greatly amplified by the product
of two CM chokes’ high impedance. For example, if each choke has 3 kΩ at 1 MHz, a 1 pF
coupling capacitor would be amplified by 9 million times and induce a 9 µH ESL in the CM
capacitor branch!
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This scenario could occur in nanocrystalline core above MHz and occur in ferrite core above
several MHz, if reading from Fig. 6-3. However, for a specified core, the actual permeability curve
or impedance measurement should be referred to obtain the accurate boundary.
2). If X >> R, ZY3 will act approximately as a negative ESL, which is less frequency dependent.
ZY 3  − jwC p X CM 1 X CM 2

(6-20)

This scenario could occur in nanocrystalline core below 20 kHz and occur in ferrite core below
MHz. Still, the actual permeability curve or impedance measurement should be referred to.
3). If R is closer to X, ZY3 is a complex impedance as shown in (6-18). It will be like a
frequency dependent complex impedance in series with the CM capacitor branch. And in a special
case, if R=X, ZY3 acts as a frequency dependent negative resistance.
ZY 3  −2wC p RCM 1 RCM 2

(6-21)

This scenario could occur in nanocrystalline core from tens of kHz to several hundreds of kHz
and occur in ferrite core around several MHz.
As one can also see, in general, the impact on nanocrystalline CM core is severer than that on
ferrite CM core if assuming the same winding turns, due to the higher permeability in the former
case. However, for a given attenuation requirement, ferrite CM choke may need more turns to
obtain the same impedance, thus, the coupling impact may be enhanced. With regards to the
frequency characteristics, ferrite CM choke will likely see the negative ESL effect at low frequency
below MHz and positive ESL effect above MHz, whereas nanocrystalline CM choke sees the
complex impedance effect and positive ESL effect in the conducted EMI frequency range.
The previous assumption on impedance ratio of CM choke and coupling capacitor has to be
verified. A three-phase LCL prototype is used for this study. Two CM chokes are designed
identically, with nanocrystalline core VITROPERM 500F W838 and three 3.3 nF film Y capacitors.
The coupling capacitor is assumed as 1.5 pF based on the fitting between modeling and test. As
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shown in Fig. 6-5, Cp impedance is four times of choke impedance below 4 MHz, and 10 times
larger below 2 MHz, Therefore, the assumption is generally valid below several MHz.

(a) Magnitude of the two impedances

(b) Ratio of the two impedances

Fig. 6-5. Impedance magnitude ratio of Cp and the choke.

The impedance approximation in the above analysis is to give an explanation and better
understand this coupling impact. To model and predict the filter attenuation, the actual impedance
measurement will be used.
The actual relationship between R and X for the CM choke is measured as depicted in Fig.
6-6. Below 40 kHz, inductive impedance X is larger than resistive impedance R. And above 10
MHz, the capacitive impedance due to EPC dominates. In between, the dominant impedance is
resistive. This matches the typical permeability curve of the CM nanocrystalline core.
Actual impedance of ZY3 is shown in Fig. 6-7. From 1 MHz to 5 MHz, ZY3 is mainly inductive
due to dominant resistance impedance of CM choke. Below 10 kHz, ZY3 is primarily negative
inductive due to dominant X impedance of CM choke. From 20 kHz to 300 kHz, ZY3 presents a
negative resistive impedance, but its magnitude still has +40 dB/dec slope to frequency as if
inductive. This result fairly matches the above analysis based on the three simplified scenarios.
In summary, regardless of the impedance components and polarities in ZY3, the most important
conclusion is that for CM T-shape filter, the discovered capacitive coupling always induces a series
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Fig. 6-6. Impedance magnitude of the choke.

(a) Magnitude and impedance breakdown

(b) Phase characteristics

Fig. 6-7. Impedance of ZY3 in T-shape LCL CM filter.
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“apparent inductive ESL2” onto the CM capacitor branch showing +40 dB/dec slope, resulting
from the product of two joint choke’s impedance as the amplification gain. This “apparent ESL2”
could significantly shift the corner frequency of the ideal LCL filter transfer gain to the much low
frequency end, due to its high series inductive impedance at Y capacitor branch.
Using the measured filter impedance, the transfer gain of the filter can be modeled and
predicted. Fig. 6-8 shows the CLC filter transfer gain along the frequencies. The actual transfer
gain in the black curve is much poor than the modeling result if only considering self-parasitics as
in magenta. The corner frequency occurs less than 500 kHz. After considering 1.5 pF coupling
capacitance in the green curve, it matches the test result. Fig. 6-9 further shows the impact of PCB
and space on the measured performance.

Fig. 6-8. Modeling and measured TG in LCL CM filter.

Fig. 6-9. Modeling and measured TG in LCL CM filter
with different geometry arrangement.

6.1.1.3 Capacitive coupling effect on T-shape DM filter
In DM filter case, the capacitive coupling in T-shape cannot be overlooked either. Since DM
inductors typically have a lower impedance than that of chokes, the assumption in (6-2) is valid at
low frequency range, yielding
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ZY 3  jwC p Z DM 1Z DM 2  − jw  w 2C p LDM 1 LDM 2

(6-22)

The effect is a negative frequency-dependent “ESL ” in the DM capacitor branch, less
2

complicated than that in CM filter case, due to the relatively constant inductance at low frequencies
as a result of air gap of the core. Again, a small mutual capacitance Cp can likely shift the resonance
between DM capacitor and its ESL to much low frequency end.
A prototype of LCL DM filter was designed to verify this effect. RM8 core with ferrite N49
material as the LDM1 with 79 µH impedance and 6.9 MHz self-resonance frequency. High-flux
powder core from Micrometal is adopted for LDM2, with small-signal impedance 140 µH and 9.6
MHz resonance frequency.
Fig. 6-10 shows the impedance of ZY3 calculated based on the measured impedance of each
filter component. The magnitude slope is 60 dB/dec, and phase is -90 degrees below the selfresonant frequency of the inductor, confirming the above analysis.

(a) Magnitude.

(b) Phase.

Fig. 6-10. Calculated impedance of ZY3 in LCL CM filter.

6.1.2 Capacitive coupling in a general multi-component filter structure
From the above analysis, the capacitive coupling effect can be extended from a LCL T-shape
structure to a generic filter structure with multi-components, as illustrated in Fig. 6-11. In this
general ladder structure, N series of cascaded T-joints, in principle, can form 𝐶 2𝑁+1 parasitic
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capacitances across the inductor terminals. These 𝐶 2𝑁+1 couplings can be categorized to three
types: 1) N self-couplings within each T-joint; 2) 1 input-output coupling; 3) 𝐶 2𝑁+1 − 𝑁 − 1 intercouplings among different T-joints.
In principle, the type 2 coupling should be more critical, since it directly bridges the input and
output. The other two coupling types also impact the filter performance. Theoretical analysis of
the whole coupling effect using equivalent circuit approach becomes quite difficult, however, due
to the complicated internal multi-T sections. Therefore, the node-voltage analysis as applied in
Section 6.1.1.1 is adopted. For brevity, a two T-section filter is investigated first, since its
simplified structure can demonstrate the basic pattern of the generic multiple T-section structures.
This approach here can be scaled for the analysis of the multiple T-sections.

CP0
CP1
U0

Vin

Z1

U1

CP2
Z2

ZC1

U2

ZC2

Z3

U3

ZLISN

VO

Fig. 6-11. Comprehensive capacitive coupling node-voltage circuit in a general multi-stage T-joint filter.

Three node-voltage equations can be derived for the three voltage nodes from U1 to U3, as
shown below. The filter transfer gain defined as the ratio of U3 to U0 can be easily obtained.
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(

)

−YU
1 0 +  YT1 U1 − Y2U 2 = 0

−Y U − Y U +  Y U − Y U = 0
T2
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−Y U − Y U − Y U +
 YT3 U 3 = 0
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 YT1 = Y1 + Y2 + YC1 + YCp2

 YT2 = Y2 + Y3 + YC2 + YCp1

 YT3 = Y3 + YCp0 + YLISN

(

)

(

)

(6-23)

For a general LC based low pass EMI filter, the following approximations can be used in the
frequency range of interest to further simply the solving procedure.

(

) (

)

 YCp , YCp , YCp  Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , YC , YC
0
1
2
1
2

(6-24)

Y1 , Y2 , Y3 )  YLISN  YC1 , YC2
(


Another way to study this impact is through frequency domain simulation, as will be

(

)

illustrated in Section 6.7.
6.1.2.1 Capacitive coupling in two-stage CM filter
Since LCLC or CLCL CM filter contains T-joint, the above capacitive coupling also affects
the filtering performance of two-stage filters. A frequency domain simulation using the actual
measured impedance of components in a two-stage LCLC CM filter under different coupling Cp
is conducted. The result in Fig. 6-12 shows that even a very small coupling Cp 1.5pF/19 can
significantly degrade the two-stage filter’s attenuation by nearly 40 dB above 1 MHz.
6.1.2.2 Capacitive coupling in two-stage DM filter
And transfer gain of the two-stage LCLC filter without and with the capacitive coupling are
compared in Fig. 6-13, using the filter prototype as described in Section 6.1.1.2. A 3 pF coupling
Cp is assumed between the input and output terminals. Here other couplings are not included.
Attenuation starts to decrease after 400 kHz. The highest degradation can be up to 80 dB.
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Fig. 6-12. TG curves of a two-stage LCLC CM filter

Fig. 6-13. TG curves of a two-stage LCLC DM filter

with different capacitive couplings.

without and with 3pF capacitive coupling.

6.2

Inductive coupling
Compared to the aforementioned capacitive coupling in the T-shape filter, the inductive

coupling has been widely reported in the CLC π-shape filter. In this section, the impact of this
coupling will be briefly reviewed as the basis for discussion in the next section.
6.2.1 Inductive coupling in CLC π-shape structure
Because of the low capacitive impedance in the input and output loops in the CLC structure,
the noisy current source circulating in the input loop can induce a coupled voltage onto the output
loop to be observed by LISN. This coupling, as proved to be the dominant coupling mechanism in
π filters, as shown in Fig. 6-14, can be transmitted from the mutual flux of stray inductance of the
PCB traces, or the loop area of the input and output loops, or the body of the two capacitors. As
discussed in [247], no matter which cases, the path can be equivalently modeled with a lumped
inductive coupling term M. Because of the overwhelmingly high ratio of noise current and output
loop current jumping as frequency increases, a small M can deteriorate the filter attenuation
starting from MHz or 100s of kHz. The impact is not only significant in the π-shape DM filter
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[242], but also surprisingly high in CM filters [247], regardless of the different impedance
characteristics of CM and DM inductors.

M1
L

Ls1

Ls2
M5

M4

C2

C1
M2

M6
ZLISN

M3

Fig. 6-14. Different inductive couplings in a π-shape DM filter.

6.2.2 Inductive coupling in other basic filter structures
Since LCLC and CLCL type multi-component filters also contain the CLC unit, these filters
will also suffer from the inductive coupling effect. This is eventually extended to the partial of the
general coupling theory in Section 6.4.
6.3

Duality of LCL and CLC filter structure
From the analysis of CLC filter and LCL filter structures in previous sections, one important

conclusion can be drawn is that in the LCL structure, the dominant coupling effect is from
inductive coupling between the input and output loops, whereas in the CLC structure the dominant
coupling effect is from capacitive mutual coupling between the input and output terminals. This
presents an interesting duality feature between the two basic structures T-shape and π-shape: the
inductive coupling in π-shape is transformed to capacitive coupling in T-shape and the effect that
one is immune to becomes the effect the other is most vulnerable to and vice versa.
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6.4

General coupling theory
From the duality principles of the two basic structures, the general coupling theory can be

summarized here. In a general cascaded filter structure shown in Fig. 6-15, both the inductive and
capacitive couplings exist and the dominant couplings that influence the filter attenuation mostly
can be marked in Fig. 6-16 using lumped components.
Other couplings, such as the paralleled capacitive coupling from the ground plane to the
inductors, can be categorized into the Z impedance of the general model as the extra equivalent
parallel capacitance (EPC) of inductors or ESL of capacitors. Hence these couplings are analogous
to self-parasitics and have relatively minor impacts.

Zin_L

ZM_L

Zout_L

vin
C1

C2

vo
io

Fig. 6-15. General inductive couplings in a multi-component filter.
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Fig. 6-16. General couplings including both capacitive and inductive effects in a multi-component filter.

6.4.1 General inductive coupling
In general, all the loop currents can induce mutual inductive coupling through the magnetic
field, yielding to 𝐶 2𝑁 types of loop couplings. In practice, however, it has been experimentally
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proved that the input and output loop have the strongest coupling effect. This can be well
understood because the input loop current noise has the highest strength, and output loop current
noise is far attenuated according to the filter insertion loss curve. Their coupling can be
mathematically expressed in (6-25), where M is the coupling inductance. Zin and Zout are the total
impedance of input and output loops, respectively.

I out ( s) =

M  I in ( s) M Vin ( s )
M Vin (s )
=
=
Z out
Zin Z out
( Z s + Zin _ L + ZC2 )( Z out _ L + Z LISN + ZC2 )

(6-25)

If Zs is small, for example in 50 Ω testing system or in the case of ac DM filter, (6-25) can be
simplified as

M Vin ( s) M Vin ( s )

(6-26)
Zin Z out
Zin _ L Z out _ L
From the above two equations, several useful conclusions can be obtained. It should be noted
I out ( s) =

that LISN impedance is regarded as low impedance for the coupling analysis here.
First, for the low source impedance and low load impedance system, the coupling impact can
be summarized in Table 6-1 .
Table 6-1. Converter set up with low source and low load impedance.
Filter structures

Input loop impedance

Output loop impedance

Inductive coupling

CLC

low

low

highest

LCL

high

high

lowest

LCLC

high

low

medium

CLCL

low

high

medium

As a rule of thumb, for ac side DM filters, the source impedance of converters is low, unless
a power filtering inductor is already included in the source side; For dc side DM filters, since noise
source can be modeled as a current noise source, its source impedance is often high. For CM filters,
converters with high grounding parasitic capacitance have low capacitive source impedance and
have high source impedance if its grounding parasitics are low.
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For low Zs cases, to interface with CL or LC components makes difference. However, this
becomes insensitive in high Zs cases, since input loop Zin is already high, regardless of CL or LC.
The details are given in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3.
Table 6-2. Converter set up with high source and high load impedance.
Filter structures

Input loop impedance

Output loop impedance

Inductive coupling

CLC

high Zs + low ZC

low

highest

LCL

high Zs + high ZL

high

lowest

LCLC

high Zs + high ZL

low

medium

CLCL

high Zs + low ZC

high

lower

As a conclusion, no matter CM or DM mode or any converter source impedance condition,
LCL has the least coupling effect. CLC has the highest coupling effect. LCLC or CLCL has the
medium coupling effect. And CLCL can also have the lower coupling effect in high Zs condition.
Table 6-3. Converter set up with low source and low load impedance.
Filter structures

Input loop impedance

Output loop impedance

Inductive coupling

CLC

low Zs + low ZC

low

highest

LCL

low Zs + high ZL

high

lowest

LCLC

low Zs + high ZL

low

medium

CLCL

low Zs + low ZL

high

medium

Another thing to be noticed is that in DM filters, the leakage flux from winding gets larger
than CM filter due to the low permeability of the DM core, leading to more couple noise onto the
output loop. However, the input-loop noise is still higher and dominant.
6.4.2 General capacitive coupling
When taking the aforementioned capacitive coupling into account, the extended coupling is
summarized in Table 6-4.
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Table 6-4. General dominant coupling effects in typical filter structures.
Filter structures

Inductive coupling

Capacitive coupling

CLC

highest

lowest

LCL

lowest

highest

LCLC

medium

one T-joint, high

CLCL

Medium/lower

one T-joint, high

It is highlighted that LCLC and CLCL have the combined effect. They suffer from the
capacitive coupling effect due to the LCL T-joint, and from the inductive coupling effect due to
coupling between the input loop and the output loop. For these cases with both coupling effects,
some general behaviors can be summarized as follows.
With mutual Cp at pF level, the capacitive coupling dominates and occurs from low frequency,
such as hundreds of kHz. Whereas, the inductive coupling effect in CM cases usually occurs at
frequencies above MHz and could occur at hundreds of kHz in DM cases, mainly related to mutual
inductance M value and filter capacitor value.
With mutual Cp at 100 fF level or less, both capacitive coupling and inductive coupling are
visible and mingles together.
With mutual Cp at several fF levels, the inductive coupling dominates and can occur from
MHz or 100s of kHz if mutual inductance M is less than several nH. Whereas, the capacitive
coupling becomes trivial and occurs above MHz.
Although the test result of transfer gain in 50 Ω instrumental environment is different from
that in real converter set-up, the general theory is valid for both scenarios.
6.4.3 Generalized filter topology selection criteria
The presented general coupling theory provides another criterion for filter topology selection,
in addition to the basic impedance mismatching principle which only considers the ideal filter
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impedance characteristics. Together, a suitable filter topology can be selected taking account of
the main coupling impact from physical implementation.
Some of the coupling effects could be easily mitigated if choosing the right filter structure
even the basic mismatching may be not perfectly met. As a result, a low effort design and decent
filter attenuation can still be achieved. Of course, the best filter attenuation performance could be
achieved if basic mismatching is ensured together with the least coupling either from topology
nature or from coupling mitigation solutions, as will be presented in Section 6.5.
Further discussion and verification are given in Section 6.7.3.
6.4.4 Experimental verification of compound couplings
Fig. 6-17 gives comparisons of the modeled and measured transfer gain (TG) in a LCLC DM
filter. When considering 6 pF Cp coupling as shown in the magenta curve, TG is significantly
reduced compared to the predicted red curve with only self-parasitics modeled. Yet, it is better
than the final measurement in the green curve. This indicates other coupling effects exist. After
further considering 0.35 nH input-output loop inductive coupling in Fig. 6-18, attenuation at high
frequency also matches. The result clearly shows that inductive and capacitive coupling effects
coexist, and both have significant impacts on LCLC DM filter attenuation.
However, some mismatch is also observed around 1MHz. This is because of the remaining
couplings in the three-phase set-up, as illustrated in the measured TG curves with two different
loop arrangements. It is shown that this portion of attenuation is sensitive to the specific placement
of DM capacitors and the area of the input and output loops.
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6.5

Fig. 6-17. TG in LCLC DM filter, with 6 nF Cp

Fig. 6-18. TG in LCLC DM filter, with 6 nF Cp

coupling.

coupling and 0.35 nH inductive coupling.

Coupling mitigation methods

6.5.1 Capacitive coupling mitigation
From (6-2), it is obvious if the coupling Cp can be significantly reduced, the induced
equivalent ESL in the capacitor branch of T-shape filter will be correspondingly reduced.
From (6-7), it is also anticipated that reducing the coupling Cp and adopting low capacitance
for the T-connected capacitor can help reduce the filter degradation factor λ.
Therefore, following the above conclusions, different coupling schemes are explored, and the
coupling physical mechanism is also investigated.
6.5.1.1 Investigation of physical cause of capacitive coupling
When two inductors are placed nearby on a PCB, an electrical field is built up between the
two electrical components through the dielectric medium. If considering only the static field, the
wires on the core is like a short connection. There will be two paralleled dielectric mediums, i.e.
air and PCB material. And two paralleled coupling capacitors are formed, as shown in Fig. 6-19.
For a general FR4 PCB material, its permittivity relative to vacuum is around 4, and air
permittivity is 1. Owing to the permittivity difference, the charge distribution will be different.
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Higher permittivity means higher conductivity, thus attracts more electric charges and tends to
induce higher capacitance. On the other hand, the capacitance is also determined by the area of the
two poles. The thickness of the PCB is below 1.6 mm, resulting in an area much lower than the
air. Therefore, the extra capacitances of the two will be related to the specific distance between the
two inductors, and the size of the core.
To further verify the above circuit analysis and inference, a 3D FEM simulation is conducted
in Ansys Maxwell. From the electric displacement field D flux shown in Fig. 6-20, it clearly shows
the distribution of charge, since D is proportional to the surface charger according to Gauss’s law.

(a) side view

Fig. 6-19. Equivalent coupling

(b) top view

Fig. 6-20. 3D FEM simulation on two nearby toroidal ferrite core inductors.

capacitances in a T-shape filter
populated on a PCB board.

 D  dA = Q

(6-27)

A

6.5.1.2 PCB layout and shielding
Considering the aforementioned coupling paths, two basic approaches from PCB layout and
shielding, respectively, are adopted to tackle this capacitive coupling issue.
The first scheme is to reduce coupling capacitance from PCB medium and layout. Replacing
standard FR4 PCB materials by low permittivity dielectrics such as FR408 can help reduce Cp.
However, this may slightly increase manufacture cost. Another simpler method is to reduce the
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FR4 PCB contact between input and output filter terminals by creating slots to form a barrier
between two inductors on the filter board, only leaving sufficient width to lay the three-phase
power traces in a vertical manner via a multilayer design. Since air permittivity is roughly ¼ of
the FR4 and electricity charge gathers more at high permittivity material side, therefore, PCB slits
reduce displacement charges in FR4 medium and redistribute the charges more into space. A
design concept is shown in Fig. 6-21 for the final filter board layout. In fact, by using multi-layer
design, the vertical layout can also reduce the inter-phase coupling loops, which also benefits the
inductive coupling mitigation.

Fig. 6-21. Reduction of coupling through PCB slit and trace arrangement.

Secondly, since capacitive coupling is induced by the electrical field, another effective way
to reduce this coupling is electrical shielding. Shielding design is helpful to reduce the mutual
coupling capacitance through space. By inserting a metal shield between the two inductors and
connecting this shield to the noise return path such as a ground plane in CM mode, it weakens the
electric field penetration and provides a bypass path to the return path, as if an induced coupling
capacitor exists between the inductor and the “grounded” shield. As for a CM filter, this return
path is the ground plane. For a DM filter, the return path is either the neutral for a three-phase filter,
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or the mid-point of the two series X capacitors for a single-phase or dc line filter with a balanced
structure, or the negative line for the imbalanced case. In the case of a combined CM and DM filter,
one CM shield is enough for both CM and DM shielding purposes, since the grounding joint of
the Y capacitors also forms a DM neutral.
To enhance the effectiveness of the shielding, the proper material type should be selected. The
primary mechanism of the shielding is the reflection, which requires mobile charge carriers on the
shield surface [338]. Therefore, the shields usually tend to be electronically conductive, though it
is not the scientific criterion [338]. The secondary mechanism is the absorption, which usually has
electric or magnetic dipoles. The two different shielding approaches are characterized by their
reflection loss and absorption loss, respectively. According to [338], reflection loss is a function
of the ratio of σr/µr, and absorption is a function of the product σrµr. And based on electrical
conductivity and magnetic permeability of different materials in [338], copper is often selected for
electrical shielding.
It has to be noted that for a conductive shield, eddy current could be induced under a changing
magnetic field, thus the eddy current loss in principle should also be considered. However, for the
T-shape filter, the leakage magnetic flux penetrating the shield in between is generally low, due to
the relatively high permeability core of the two nearby inductors, especially in the CM filter case.
The induced loss is therefore negligible, as confirmed later in experimental results. In some
extreme low power applications, if any unnecessary loss is to be avoided, some slots can be made
on the shield surface to break the eddy current loops as a typical practice.
Last but importantly, it has been observed that the shield should be inserted through the PCB
board via the slits between the two inductors to achieve the most effective shielding performance,
instead of being glued on the board surface.
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To verify the above conclusions, a series of early comparison tests are carried out. As shown
in Fig. 6-22, once PCB slits are machined, 10 dB more attenuation improvement through 800 kHz
to 30 MHz is achieved for LCL T-shape filter, compared to the case without slots. Shielding
schemes with high conductivity copper and high permeability magnet shielding alloy
MagnetShield #274 with the similar dimensions are also conducted. An extra 10 dB around
attenuation is achieved from shielding. The results also indicate that the differences from material
properties have little impact on the shielding performance, at least for this unenclosed shielding
structure. However, the location of shielding and the area of shielding do make differences.

Fig. 6-22. Performance comparison of different shielding arrangements.

In addition, from Fig. 6-24 the thermal image of the filter board in a 235 Vac input, 360 Hz
line frequency, and 1.5 kW three-phase rectifier, the temperature of the shield is almost ambient
temperature, indicating the eddy current loss induced by the leakage magnetic field is negligible.
From the above early tests on the original filter board, the top side shielding is more effective,
and the bottom shielding could be removed since it may block the air flow in the subject converter
system with bottom cooled GaN devices. Putting these useful observations into the revised filter
board, the final testing results of LCL CM filter based on a customized RF interface board shown
in Fig. 6-25 are given in Fig. 6-26. Compared to the original TG without slits, the corner frequency
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LDM2

LCM2

shield
CDM2

Fig. 6-23. Photo of the two different shields. Left:

Fig. 6-24. Thermal image of the EMI filter with the

copper, right: MagnetShield #274.

proposed shield under ac-dc rectifier operation.

Fig. 6-25. LCL filter with customized RF interfaces on two ends for transfer gain test.

Fig. 6-26. Comparison of the transfer gain of LCL CM filter with improved shielding design.
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is increased from 500 kHz to 900 kHz with just slits and is further increased to 1.5 MHz by adding
the top shield.
6.5.1.3 Split capacitance to mitigate capacitive coupling
As analyzed in (6-7), once the capacitance in the T-branch is reduced, the degrading factor of
filter performance is also proportionally reduced. The scheme is shown in Fig. 6-27. However,
reduced capacitance negatively impacts the filter’s original performance when no coupling effect
is considered, especially in the CL filter structure which heavily weighs on the capacitor to filter
the main noise so that L can be reduced. To compensate this side-effect, another capacitor is added
after the T network to provide extra -20 dB slope. This is particularly important for HF range, due
to the poor attenuation at HF resulting from capacitive coupling effect. Considering the limited
total capacitance either by leakage current requirement for CM case or by power factor constraint
in DM case, a scheme to split the original maximum bypass filter C into halves is finally adopted.
The trade-off is that attenuation at 100s of kHz frequency will be decreased roughly by
40*log(1.4142)=13.8 dB as the shunt branch capacitance is reduced by half. Of course, the split
ratio can be adjusted based on the specific condition if necessary.

Z1

CP

Z2

Ls

Z1
C = C1+C2

CP

Z2

Ls1

Ls2

C

C1

C2

Rs

Rs1

Rs2

Fig. 6-27. Split capacitor scheme for coupling reduction at HF.

For a CM filter, since the EPC of a CM choke is around several pF, the added Y capacitor
together with the front inductive impedance forms a LC filter at medium frequencies, and at HF
performs as a C-C divider with EPC of chokes and as a RC filter with LISN.
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As also illustrated from the above TG result of the LCL-C filter in Fig. 6-26, up to 15 dB
higher attenuation at HF is achieved by splitting the 2nd 3.3 nF Y capacitor to two 1.5 nF, although
with 7 dB less attenuation at low frequency range due to the reduced T branch capacitance. In
addition, it has to be mentioned two practical side effects from the third stage may offset the
benefits of the third stage capacitor. The first issue is inductive coupling because of the lowimpedance output loop formed by this third capacitor and LISN load. Similar to other inductive
couplings as analyzed in Section 6.2, the sensitivity of this loop coupling is strongly affected by
the loop area, and general minimization methods, as well as a proposed layout, are discussed in
Section 6.5.2 and 6.5.3.
The other issue is grounding for a multi-stage filter. As analyzed in [264, 339], the grounding
connection of two-stage CM Y capacitors should be separately tied to the ground plane to avoid
the common noise voltage induced by the impedance ground loop and the predominant noise
current from the first stage Y capacitor. With the newly introduced Y capacitor at the third stage,
we should also separate the ground connection from the second stage. Impact of the common
grounding and the improved split grounding are compared using the transfer gain measurement of
a CLCLC CM filter structure shown in Fig. 6-28 with other DM inductors also populated. Clearly,
HF attenuation of the filter can be improved by 12 dB with the split grounding. Please notice that
these tests are done with the proposed shielding layer already added.

Fig. 6-28. Impact of the LISN side grounding schemes on filter performance.
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6.5.2 Inductive coupling mitigation
The inductive coupling can occur between two stage capacitors owing to their ESL between
stray inductances of two nearby branch, between nearby inductors, between L and C, and
eventually forming the equivalent coupling between two loops, as given in Section 6.2.1.
The coupling issue is more severe in DM filter and less severe in CM filter. Firstly, CM core
has higher permeability, thus has less flux leakage outside the core. Secondly, CM capacitor has
low value and much smaller volume, thus less chance to be coupled and less flux induced from its
low ESL.
Since coupled flux is linked through the space, proper position of the components helps. The
impact from the relative position of two DM inductors on filter attenuation is studied in [242] and
[244], showing effective in improving the transfer gain by 5 dB in [242] but no effect in [244].
A coupling mitigation method between two DM film capacitors in a PI filter is also proposed
in [246], with an external a ¾ turn winding packaged next to the film capacitor.
Some recommendations on filter component placement and trace layout have been reported
for single-phase/dc side filters [242, 244, 246], either arranging the leakage flux perpendicular to
the coupling loop or minimizing the loop of DM capacitor connection by gradually shrinking the
traces from two leads considering the clearance requirement. The basic principles are helpful in
single-phase filter design, yet some of them are not applicable to three-phase filter, and no clear
guidelines are ready for this application yet.
On the other hand, although two-stage filter has much higher attenuation and in general can
reduce the inductance and size of the filter, it is vulnerable to noise coupling among LC
components. The high strength noise component can impose significant coupling voltage onto the
weak noise component, such as the case from first stage filter to the second stage filter. Previous
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work has been focused on the coupling mechanism and mitigation methods in the single-phase or
dc line filter design. There are few guidelines on how to design the three-phase EMI filter. A design
that works for single-phase might not work as expected in three-phase. In this work, the coupling
mechanism and coupling impact for three-phase filter performance in addition to the known
knowledge are preliminarily explored, and approaches to reduce the coupling are proposed.
First, a single-phase test for a three-phase DM filter is carried out. Fig. 6-29 shows the smallsignal transfer gain of this single-stage single-phase DM filter. The test result, measurement-based
modeling without considering component coupling, and the ideal filter performance are compared.
It is shown that during the single-phase test, three results for the single-stage filter have similar
transfer gain, except that above 2 MHz, the parasitics of the LDM and CDM forms serial and parallel
resonance, degrading the filter attenuation. Therefore, there is no coupling in the singe-stage single
phase filter.
Then, a three-phase test for single-stage DM filter is examined as shown in Fig. 6-30.
Compared to single-phase result and three-phase modeling, the test result has about 10 dB
mismatch above 2 MHz. And at 900 kHz, there is also a resonance peak. This indicates among the
three-phase, there already exists some coupling as well as higher ESL.
For the two-stage filter, significant degradation is observed. From Fig. 6-31, the actual transfer
gain begins to drop above 200 kHz, which is far below the desired filter gain as shown in the
modeling result in red curve. The modeling result is also validated by the sum of the two stages’
individual transfer gain, according to impedance mismatching principle.
First, coupling between the first-stage LC filter and second-stage DM capacitors matters. As
shown in Fig. 6-32, if increasing the distance between the second-stage DM capacitor and the firststage filter, filter attenuation can be increased by 5-10 dB from 200 kHz to 1 MHz.
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A

Lcm2

Ldm2

Lcm1

Ldm1

B
C
Cdm2

Cdm1
Ccm2

Ccm2

Fig. 6-29. Transfer gain test of a single-phase single-

Fig. 6-30. Transfer gain test of a three-phase single-

stage LC filter based on a three-phase DM filter.

stage LC type DM filter.

Fig. 6-31. Transfer gain comparison among three-phase two-stage LC type DM filter, its individual stages, and its
measurement-based modeling.

Fig. 6-32. Impact of DM capacitor location on filter transfer gain.
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The position and space volume of second-stage DM capacitors also impact the strength of
noise coupling. Fig. 6-33 shows a serial test by vertically placing the second-stage DM capacitors
or reducing their size with low profile ceramic capacitors instead of bulky film capacitors, as
illustrated in Fig. 6-34. 15 dB attenuation improvements can be obtained as shown in the blue
curve.
The most critical coupling exists between the neutral branch formed by three-phase DM
capacitors and first-stage LC filter, as shown in Fig. 6-35. This neutral branch is very sensitive to
noise, since it parallels with 50 Ω RF terminators of three LISNs. Associated with this branch, two
semi-loops should be minimized to avoid possible magnetic coupling. One is the output semi-loop
formed by the inter-phase terminals and LISNs, and the other is the semi-loop formed by the interphase DM capacitors. Together, they form the line-to-line DM output loop. This points to the
fundamental difference between single-phase DM capacitor and three-phase DM capacitor, where
only one lead connects to the power terminal, and the other lead connects with other two phases
to form the ac neutral. The noise flow is not directive.
The coupling noise mainly comes from the first-stage emission. It can be the leakage flux of
thee DM inductor, emitting from the air gaps, or it can be the noise emission through a similar
neutral loop formed by inter-phase LC. When the neutral loop of second-stage DM capacitors is
laid on the horizontal PCB plane, emitted noise from the first-stage LC filter will be likely coupled.
The above analysis is further verified by the transfer gain measurements, as provided in Fig.
6-36. When placing Cdm2 vertically, the coupling area can be reduced, thus filter transfer gain
marked in the black curve is improved. In addition, if Cdm2 is replaced from film capacitors to
ceramic capacitors, the transfer gain marked in the blue curve is further increased.
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Fig. 6-33. Impact of DM capacitor position and size on the filter transfer gain.

Fig. 6-34. Two vertical placements of two types of DM capacitors.
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ZLISN
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6-35. Critical coupling paths in a three-phase DM filter. (a) Illustration in the circuit schematic. (b) Coupling
loops shown on the filter PCB layout.

Fig. 6-36. Impact of the vertical neutral loop and filter size on transfer gain of the three-phase DM filter.
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As a conclusion, both the capacitor size and two neutral vertical loops for both stages should
also be minimized. A series of comparison tests on transfer gain is shown in Fig. 6-36. In the
medium frequency range from 450 kHz to 1.5 MHz, where the most significant switching
harmonics 1st, 2nd, and 3rd are covered, the minimized neutral vertical loop with ceramic capacitors
ensures the highest attenuation. Compared to the transfer gain of the original filter design as shown
in Fig. 6-37, the improvement is about 25 to 30 dB.
The vertical capacitor placement is however not very practical and mechanically robust if
without a flexible PCB. Thus, the normal capacitor placement with vertical trace layout and
minimized horizontal loop is proposed to obtain the similar performance. Instead of just shrinking
the trace span of capacitor leads on one layer as literature suggested, the multi-layer layout is
preferred. The semi-neutral-loop among three phases is minimized by folding the neutral trace
back beneath the board area of per phase capacitor and then overlaying the three-phase power trace
and neutral trace on four different layers. As a result, instead of an EE shape in the traditional
three-phase capacitor layout, now it presents as an E shape structure, fully minimizing the semineutral-loop. The difference of the loop coupling effect can be evaluated from the loop inductance.
In the meantime, stray inductance of the trace also matters. Therefore, the Kelvin connection
should be used to minimize this type of inductance. Fig. 6-38 ~ Fig. 6-40 present the three different
layout structures for three-phase DM filter capacitors, respectively. Both Q3D extraction analysis
and experimental test are conducted to evaluate the total ESL across the line-line. The final scheme
significantly reduces the ESL of the DM capacitors introduced by the layout.
Some other approaches can be also considered. One simple way is to change Y-connection of
three DM capacitors to D-connection as shown in Fig. 6-41, so that the semi-loop formed by the
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Fig. 6-37. Comparison of different neutral loop arrangements and filter size on transfer gain of three-phase DM
filter.

Fig. 6-38. A causal layout of three-phase DM capacitor and neutral line (large loop + Kelvin connection with less
ESL from connection) results in LAB 65 nH, LAC 92 nH.
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Fig. 6-39. The 2nd version layout of three-phase DM capacitor and neutral line with minimized loop yet no Kelvin
connection results in LAB 59 nH.

Fig. 6-40. The final layout of three-phase DM capacitors and neutral line (minimized loop + Kelvin connection)
results in LAB 32 nH.

Ldm2

A
B

Ldm1
Cdm1

Cdm2

C
Fig. 6-41. Alternative D-connection of three-phase DM capacitors.
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inter-phase neutral lines and DM capacitors can be eliminated. In this case, the output semi-loop
formed by the inter-phase terminals and DM capacitors shall also be minimized, as previously
analyzed. However, one concern for D-connection is that when maintaining the same equivalent
phase-neutral impedance, the voltage stress of DM capacitors will be increased by 1.73X, although
its current stress and capacitance are reduced to 1/3rd. In high voltage ac line filtering applications,
this may greatly increase the capacitor size, ESL, and cost, especially for non 50/60 Hz (such as
800 Hz) applications.
6.5.3 Coupling mitigation through filter topology selection
From the results in Section 6.7.3, without using any special coupling mitigation methods, the
CLLC filter itself shows better attenuation at HF, and not affected by capacitive coupling.
However, this structure is sensitive to inductive coupling at HF as shown in Fig. 6-68 (c) in Section
6.7.3 and has low IL at LF. On the other hand, CLCL filter has poor IL at HF due to capacitive
coupling, but it is immune to inductive coupling especially in low Zs converters, and it also has
much higher IL at LF. Whereas, LCLC filter, suffers the similar T-joint capacitive coupling effect
as CLCL, but shows a bit better performance at HF due to the final filtering capacitor in addition
to T-joint. However, once it ends with C, it will be vulnerable to inductive loop coupling.
Minimizing the loop area of power lines and ground loop is important, however, is limited by
the clearance of power cables and mechanical layout space.
A simple solution that helps for CM filter is to add a minimal CM core around the three-phase
cables at the output terminal of the filter, to form a single-turn CM choke and prevent noise at HF.
Such an example is shown in Fig. 6-42. From the measurement result, 10 dB more attenuation is
achieved.
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Fig. 6-42. Extra HF attenuation from 1-turn CM core on the output cable of a three-phase CM filter.

6.6

Parasitics mitigation methods
Once the dominant coupling effects are mitigated, the self-parasitics of filter components

become the secondary must to be dealt with. In this section, parasitics reduction on inductors has
been studied.
6.6.1 Winding scheme for parasitics reduction
6.6.1.1 Typical winding schemes
Based on literature review, four winding methods are often used in passive component design
mainly for transformer, i.e. inverse winding (or U-type winding), direct winding (or foldback
winding for non-toroidal core), section winding (or progressive winding), and bank winding, as
shown in Fig. 6-43, respectively.
Different winding configurations have significantly different impacts on winding capacitance
[256, 260-262, 340]. The inverse winding turns back the winding direction for the new layer and
is referred to as the standard natural winding scheme. Direct winding follows the same winding
direction for each layer, is often claimed with low capacitance owing to the voltage gradient
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reduction between the ends of windings [256, 261, 340]. The section winding sectionalizes the
total winding and adopts the inverse [340] or direct winding [260] per section. Since it reduces the
voltage gradient between sections, winding capacitance is reduced at the penalty of less filling
factor due to the existence of section walls of the bobbins [260]. The bank method is, in fact, an
extreme condition of the progressive method C, where the section width is only one turn. It has
the lowest potential difference between turns and between turn and cores. As a result, it shows the
lowest winding capacitance and fully utilizes the winding window area. However, since each
section has only one turn, with too many zigzag routes, it is difficult to fully achieve one-turn
interval in practice, especially on a manually wound core. (A winding prototype using this scheme
has experimented, however, resulting in a mix of single-layer design and two-layer bank winding
design.) This method may be more promising in planer-transformer design via precisely controlled
multilayer PCB winding.

Scheme A: inverse winding

Scheme B: direct winding

Scheme C: section winding

Scheme D: bank winding

Fig. 6-43. Winding configurations of four commonly used winding schemes.

Prior studies have been mostly focusing on transformer winding schemes. When applying
them to inductor design, the preferred schemes are method A and B, owing to their implementation
simplicity. A comparison of two-layer winding capacitance is conducted in [256, 261, 262, 340],
showing that the direct winding has lower capacitance than the inverse winding in the full two-
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layer case owing to the slightly lower layer-layer capacitance. However, this conclusion does not
consider the fractional layer winding design, and in fact, becomes not valid in this scenario.
Moreover, the capacitance contribution from different layers is not fully investigated.
Reference [262] reviews the layer capacitance calculation methods and the multi-layer capacitance
model based on the energy equivalent approach presented in [341, 342]. However, the first layer,
i.e. layer-to-core capacitance, is not considered in the calculation, and the fractional layer model
is included but not proper since it is projected directly based on the internal layer-layer capacitance.
The first layer capacitance calculation is considered in [341, 342] and [261], however, it assumes
that the start lead of the winding is connected to the screen/core, therefore not practical. The EPC
calculation for an isolated core is difficult when using the energy equivalent principle. It is either
improperly treated the same as the capacitance of single-layer winding with its end connected to
the core/screen [342] or approximated as a plate capacitor [341] or ignored in the multi-layer
winding case [342]. A more accurate EPC model considering the first layer and the outer factional
layer is therefore demanded.
In this work, the necessity of fractional-layer winding is firstly emphasized, and the two
typical winding schemes in the fractional-layer winding scenario are modeled, compared in
Section 6.6.1.2, and further extended to general capacitance calculation ranging smoothly from
single layer to two layers. More importantly, a comprehensive EPC modeling approach
considering the decoupled capacitances of layer-to-isolated core, layer-to-layer, and outer
fractional layer is thereafter proposed in Section 6.6.2, with specific contributions on modeling
layer-to-core and outer fractional layer capacitance. Experimental results of different winding
schemes and core connection configurations are then presented in Section 6.6.3.
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6.6.1.2 Proposed general winding scheme considering fractional layers
As discussed above, if multiple full layers are needed, the direct winding scheme B shows
lower capacitance than the inverse winding scheme A. However, the prior work fails to consider
the fractional winding case especially when the commonly favorable one-layer design cannot
achieve the desired inductance, but two-layer causes overdesign and excessive EPC for a given
core. Without enlarging the core size, through this work, it is found that a fractional winding design
with 1+ γ layers, if wound properly, can mitigate self-parasitics, reduce the weight of filters, and
introduce unnoticeable effect on HF impedance. More importantly, the method B that is better for
2-layer winding scheme induces more EPC in the majority range of the fractional winding design.
Another drive for the fractional winding design is that the ‘marginal utility’ of the extra
fractional layer is quite high. As shown in (6-28), with a small extra γ winding ratio nearby 1 layer,
e.g. 0.4, the increasing ratio of inductance is (2+γ)*γ, i.e. 96%, which enables the possibility of
providing enough inductance without enlarging the core. As aforementioned, the key is to find a
proper winding scheme which only induces negligible EPC increment.

L  N 2

(6-28)
 L1+
2
= (1 +  ) 1 = 1 + 2 +  2

 L
In this report, EPC of the general winding layers considering the fractional is first analyzed
using the energy equivalence concept [342] or the principle of virtual work (PVW) [343]. The
general relation of the above two winding schemes A and B is firstly derived, through which a
keen fraction point is found. And to achieve the best design, it is recommended to use winding
method A instead of method B for 1+ γ layers. And the fractional part γ should be lower than 0.4
to achieve low EPC with only 1/20th of the standalone full layer-layer capacitance Cll,0. Since for
most of EMI inductor design, 2 layers above windings are not suitable as will explained section
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6.6.2, the analysis in this paper is focusing on the 1+ γ layer, but it can be extended easily to more
layers for general applications.
EPC analysis for method A, i.e. inverse method, is presented first. For the geometry of a core
and winding illustrated in Fig. 6-44 (a), voltage potential vs winding x-dimension curve is firstly
defined in Fig. 6-44 (b). To ease the analysis, the center is put at the end of the first layer and the
potential curve of the secondary winding is mirrored to the vertical axis. And x and γ reflect the
percentage of the winding length vs the circumference of one layer.
U

γw

U2(x)

U1(x)

d

w

U2(-x)

x

0

w

(a)

γw xw
(b)

0 -xw -γw

Fig. 6-44. Inverse winding scheme for 1+γ layer. (a) winding configuration. (b) voltage distribution.

From the mirrored v-x curve, it is easily to obtain the potential of the two layers at a location
of x,

U (1 + x)
(1 +  )
U (1 − x)
U1 ( x ) =
(1 +  )

U 2 ( x) =

(6-29)

(6-30)

which yields,

U ( x) = U 2 ( x) − U1 ( x) =

2x
U
(1 +  )

(6-31)

And

E ( x) =

U ( x)
2 xU
=
d
(1 +  )d
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(6-32)

From the principle of virtual work (PVW) used centuries years ago in potential energy, kinetic and
mechanic energy, in further the energy equivalent principle, the energy stored in the filed diffused
in the layer-layer winding space can be presented in two forms, i.e. the energy modeled by the
equivalent layer-layer capacitance projected to the whole voltage U and the accumulated energy
within the layer-layer.
1
Ceq , AU 2
2
(6-33)
1
1 
1  lw 4 3
dV =lw d dx
2
2
2
=   E ( x)dV ⎯⎯⎯⎯→ =   E ( x)dx =
U
2 dV
2 0
2 d 3(1 +  ) 2
Also, considering that the distance d is far smaller than the width of the winding (roughly, the
W=

perimeter of the core), the standalone or disconnected two full layer windings can be treated as a
parallel plate capacitor formed by the cylindrical surface. Thus, the standalone layer-layer
capacitance Cll can be approximately calculated as

Cll =

 0 r lw
dll

(6-34)

Therefore, the layer-layer capacitance of 1+ γ layers using method A is

4r 3
Cll
(6-35)
3(1 +  ) 2
In the extreme case, if using full two-layer design, i.e. γ=1, the layer-layer capacitance is
C A = Ceq , A =

deduced to (6-36), matching the formula from literature [261, 341, 342].
1
(6-36)
Cll
3
For method B, a similar analysis can be made. As shown in Fig. 6-45, instead of mirroring the
CA =

v-x curve of the second layer winding, a shift rightward is made to accommodate the different
winding connection in method B.
The voltage potential on the 2nd layer is the same as the above, and the potential of the first
layer is
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U1 ( x ) =

x
U
(1 +  )

(6-37)

U

γw

U2(1+x)

U2(x)

xw
d
U1(x)

x

0

(1+γ)w

w

xw γw

0
(a)

w (1+x)w
(b)

Fig. 6-45. Direct winding scheme for 1+γ layer. (a) winding configuration. (b) voltage distribution.

And E filed between the two-layer winding becomes a constant in this case.

E ( x) =

U ( x)
U
=
d
(1 +  )d

(6-38)

As a result,

1
W = Ceq , BU 2
2
1
1 
1  lw 
dV =lw d dx
=   E 2 ( x)dV ⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ =   E 2 ( x)dx =
U2
2
dV
0
2
2
2 d (1 +  )
Therefore, the layer-layer capacitance of 1+ γ layers from method B is

CB = Ceq , B =


Cll
(1 +  )2

(6-39)

(6-40)

Again, in the case of full two-layer design, i.e. γ=1, the layer-layer capacitance becomes
(6-41), the same as reported in the literature [261, 262, 341, 342].
1
(6-41)
Cll
4
Then, it is interesting to compare the capacitance of the two methods. Since the first layer
CB =

winding-to-core capacitance are the same for both methods and lower than the layer-layer
capacitance, only the layer-layer capacitance is compared here. The evaluation of the first layer
capacitance will be provided in the next section. The ratio of CA/CB is given by
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CA 4 2
=  (0    1)
CB 3

.

(6-42)

Therefore, a keen point exists. If γ<√3/2, CA<CB. Because of the γ2 ratio, the smaller γ is, the
lower CA becomes. If γ>√3/2, CA>CB.
Fig. 6-46 (a) plots the layer-layer capacitance of both methods vs different γ. And Fig. 6-46
(b) gives the ratio curve. It is clear in the majority range, C A is smaller than CB. And when γ is
near zero, although both CA and CB are close to zero, CA can be hundreds of times smaller than CB,
significantly reducing the EPC of the inductor and push its self-resonance to HF end.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6-46. EPC of the fractional layer for 1+γ layer. (a) EPC of two winding schemes and inductance vs fractional
ratio. (b) EPC comparison of two winding schemes vs fractional ratio.

To reduce the impact of layer-to-layer capacitance but also fully utilize a given core size to
achieve high power density, it is therefore recommended to wind an inductor with 1+ γ layer using
direct winding scheme A. The ratio γ should be determined considering the trade-off between
inductance value enhancement and EPC reduction, e.g., if γ < 0.4, Cll impact can be reduced to 5%
below whereas filter inductance will be increased less than 96%. On the other hand, even when γ
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is as high as 0.8, CA is only 0.2Cll, still smaller than 0.25Cll using the winding method B or smaller
than a two-layer full winding design with the winding method B.
Generally speaking, method A is more feasible and efficient in terms of both core utilization
and winding EPC reduction. This fulfills the incomplete understanding of the inductor winding
schemes in the past.
As also observed from Fig. 6-45 and Fig. 6-44, the main reason causing the EPC difference
between the two methods for 1+ γ layer is that the method A has much lower layer-layer voltage
difference (when γ <0.867) which is linearly increased from zero, whereas the method B has the
constant maximum voltage difference U. In the end, the layer-layer capacitance is determined by
the winding voltage distribution, and the lower potential difference between layers ensures lower
layer-layer EPC.
When extending the above winding scheme to a more general case with multiple windings,
the preferred winding scheme is, therefore, applying the direct winding for the inner full layers
and the inverse winding for the outer partial layer, due to their lower layer capacitances,
respectively.
6.6.2 Generic decoupled layer capacitance model
To further gauge the reduction of layer capacitance on the total EPC, the first layer capacitance
and layer-layer capacitance are explored, leading to the final comprehensive EPC model.
6.6.2.1 Review of EPC modeling
In-depth modeling work has been done on modeling winding capacitance of transformers
and/or inductors in literature [223, 225, 226, 256, 257, 260, 262, 341-343], among which, [223]
focuses on the individual turn-turn or turn-core capacitance, [262] considers mainly the layer-layer
capacitance, [225, 226, 256, 257] give the overall capacitance by doing a step by step analytical
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modeling, and [341, 342] present the modeling and calculation for different types of windings.
And a review is also found in [262]. In general, two types of methods have been built for
calculation of the stray capacitance, i.e. geometrical method based on the physical properties and
dimensions [223, 225, 226, 256, 257], and the energy-based equivalence method [262, 341, 342],
respectively.
To ensure the HF performance of EMI inductors, one-layer or two-layer is often at most. The
turn-turn capacitance and turn-core capacitance cannot be ignored and are dominant in the singlelayer case.
Reviewing the geometrical method, the single-layer capacitance is often modeled as the
capacitance network forming by the series turn-turn Ctt and parallel turn-core capacitance Ctc [225].
The turn-turn capacitance can be derived either from Koch’s method [344] or Massarini’s
method [225], showing slight differences in the shape of the basic cell of the turn-turn geometry
and the exact path of electric flux line emitted from wires between air gaps of two adjacent turns.
However, the above methods stem from the basic turn cell in a multi-layer winding structure, with
-π/3 to π/3 angle-span for each turn cell. For the single-layer winding, a slight modification is made
in [223, 226] with cell angle spanned from - π/2 to π/2. A comparison of some of the models is
also described in [262].
The turn-to-core capacitance is derived in detail in [223]. However, it contains three
complicated integration terms and is also not further linked with Ctt which is potentially useful for
layer capacitance calculation. On the other hand, [225] simplifies the calculation as
(6-43)
Ctc = 2Ctt
assuming turn-to-core coating is half of the turn-to-turn coating and ignoring the extra air gap

between turn-to-core and turn-to-turn.
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Therefore, from this simplified model, the equivalent single-layer capacitance is derived as
the impedance combination of the series Ctt and parallel Ctc capacitor network,
Cl1, geo (n) =

Ctt
+ Ctt
Ctt
2+
Cl1, geo (n − 2)

(6-44)

And it converges rapidly to
Cl1, geo = 1.366Ctt , for layer number n  10 .

(6-45)

In a more general sense, if defining the ratio of Ctc/Ctt as α, the single layer capacitance
becomes [257],

Cl1, geo (n) =

Cl1, geo (n − 2)  Ctt 2
Cl1, geo (n − 2) + Ctt 2

+ Ctt 2 =

Ctt

+ Ctt
Ctt
2
2+
Cl1, geo (n − 2)

(6-46)

Which converges to (6-47) faster if α is high,
Cl1, geo =

 Ctt

(1 +

1+ 4

)

Ctc

(

 = 4 1+ 1+ 
4
From this scheme, it is also able to obtain the two-layer capacitance as
4

Cl1, geo = 1.83Ctt , for n  10 and  =2.

)

(6-47)

(6-48)

It also derives that three layers have lower EPC. However, as the proximity effect will be
higher, leading to more ac loss, multi-layer is not recommended in high frequency applications
[225]. Moreover, leakage flux could also be higher in multi-layer design, leading to more coupling
issues [345]. In addition, the above calculation does not consider any nonadjacent turn-turn
capacitive coupling. For tightly wound windings with many turns or multi-layers, it has been
reported empirically the total EPC can be increased as a function of turn numbers [256], or 100%
higher [258] because of the nonadjacent turn-turn coupling.
6.6.2.2 Decoupled layer capacitance model
Theoretically, the geometric method can be applied to the fractional winding calculation to
evaluate the capacitance of the first layer as well as the whole capacitance. However, the main
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issue with this method is that only the total capacitance can be obtained by solving the capacitance
network. The turn-turn and turn-core impedance are coupled together, and the capacitance of each
layer cannot be distinguished, either. In addition, in the partial 2nd layer case as shown in Fig. 6-47,
the lumped Ctt-Ctc network becomes asymmetric and more complex than the full layer case.
Therefore, it is inconvenient for the study here and not helpful in the evaluation of the EPCs of
different layers in a general sense.

Ctt

Cll

Ctc

core
Fig. 6-47. Capacitor network of the partial layer winding.

To evaluate the first layer capacitance, the other method that equating the total energy stored
in the total winding to the sum of the energy stored in each layer is adopted as given in (21).
Although the original purpose of this method is to calculate the total winding capacitance, it is
useful to find the relationship among the layer capacitance and to extract each layer’s equivalent
capacitance.
N

layer
1
1
Wtot = CeqU 2 =  Ci ,i −1U i ,i −12
2
i =1 2
where Ci,i-1 is the equivalent capacitance between layer i and i-1.

(6-49)

Considering the linear relation between voltage difference of two adjacent layers and the turn
numbers of each layer, the equivalent total capacitance in the full layer design case can be regarded
as the sum of Nlayer parallel layer capacitances projected to the whole winding, as derived in (6-50),
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Nlayer

 Ci,i −1

U i ,i −1

2

U1,0 2

Nlayer

 Ci,i −1

( ni −1 + ni )

2

Nlayer

(6-50)
Ci ,i −1

2
i=2
 Nlayer 
  ni 
 1

From this general capacitance equation of the full layer design, other useful formula can also

Ceq =

i =1

= C1,0

U2

+

U2

i=2

= C1,0 +

be obtained.
If each layer has the even turns,
Ceq = C1,0

U1,0 2
U

2

+

Nlayer

C

4

i ,i −1

i =2

(6-51)

Nlayer 2

In further, if the same winding scheme is applied for all the layer, all the interlayer capacitance
above the first layer will be the same Clayer based on the energy equivalence principle, yielding a
well-known formula [262, 341, 342] except the first layer-to-core capacitance.
Ceq = C1,0

U1,0 2
U

2

4( Nlayer − 1)

+ Clayer

(6-52)

Nlayer 2

In fact, this formula can be used to guide the calculation of fraction winding on the outer layer.
In this case, the top layer term has to be considered individually using the method proposed in
Section 6.6.1.2, because the energy in this layer is only stored in the overlapped fractional winding
space between the top layer and its beneath layer.

Ceq = C1,0

U1,0 2
U2

= C1,0 +

+

Nlayer −1

Nlayer −1


i =2


i =2

Ci ,i −1

( ni −1 + ni )
 Nlayer 
  ni 
 1


2

2

+ C fraction

ni 2
 Nlayer 
  ni 
 1


2

(6-53)

Ci ,i −1 +C fraction

Therefore, all layer capacitances are decoupled and their relationship with the total Ceq become
clear. And a generic lumped model for an inductor can now be illustrated in Fig. 6-48. Yet, the
remaining unique layer capacitance is at the first layer. Since the core surface is often coated and
isolated from the winding. Therefore, its potential is unknown from the given input voltage U.
Thus, the voltage potential difference U1,0 between the core and the first layer is not straightforward.
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This becomes the biggest limitation of this energy-based approach, requiring following further
efforts to derive the first layer capacitance.
To evaluate the first layer capacitance under such circumstance, the isolation voltage of turnto-core is further explored, and an analytical formula is finally derived as well as its boundary. The
general approach using energy equivalence principle is again applied here for the first layer, also
referred to as the arbitrary winding method.
In Fig. 6-49, the voltage difference between three nodes is marked, using the core surface as
the zero-potential reference.
EPC

C'fraction
•
•
•

•
•
•

C'i,i-1
C'10

Lleak

Rs

L

Rp
Fig. 6-48. A general parasitic model of an inductor consisting of different projected parallel winding capacitances
(fully decoupled) from layer-to-core, layer-layer, and outer fractional layer.

V1
U=V1-V0

V0
core
Vcore=Vref=0
Fig. 6-49. Voltage potential distribution between the single-layer winding and the core.

Based on the energy principle, it is easy to obtain

C1,0 =

Clc , plate V02 + V0V1 + V12 Clc , plate V02 + V0V1 + V12
=
3
U2
3
(V1 − V0 ) 2
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(6-54)

U1,0 = V02 + V0V1 + V12
(6-55)
where Ccl,plate is the capacitance based on the geometry of the core and winding using the parallel
plate capacitor model, which is similar to the Cll calculation in section 6.6.1.2.

Clc , plate =

 0 r A
dlc

(6-56)

Noticing that since V0 is an unknown floated voltage, the capacitance value become
undetermined. In the literature [341, 342], probably to avoid the issue, the starting end of the
winding in the first layer is connected to the core or a shield or a screen. For a single-layer winding,
it leads to

Clc , plate 0 + 01 + V12 Clc , plate
C1,0 = C1,0 ' =
=
3
U2
3

(6-57)

In fact, in this connected case, the general capacitance formula (6-50) of multi-layer full
winding can also be rewritten as (6-58), since U1,0 now can be directly derived from the turn ratio.
2

2





2




Nlayer
Nlayer
U i ,i −1
ni −1 + ni 
n1 


(6-58)
Ceq =  Ci ,i −1 2 = C1,0 Nlayer
+  Ci ,i −1 Nlayer




U
i =1
i =2
  ni 
  ni 
 1

 1

From (6-58), one can derive the two-layer winding capacitance the same as reported in [261,

341, 342] for both the direct and inverse winding schemes, which also means these formulas in
[261] are only valid for the winding design with core connected.
The core connected design is perhaps feasible for transformer windings where the low voltage
terminal may have a fixed voltage potential and the metal core may be electrically connected, or a
screen between core and winding exists and can be connected to the winding terminal [342].
However, for power electronic inductor design in series with a high frequency (HF) switching
circuit and using isolated cores, these formulas are not feasible.
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Anyway, in the core disconnected case, the single-layer capacitance (in which V1-V0=U) can
be expressed as a function of the voltage difference V0,
C1,0 =

Clc , plate V02 + V0V1 + V12 Clc , plate 
V02 + V0U 
=
1 + 3

3
U2
3 
U2


(6-59)

Since V0 is unknown, the EPC of a single-layer winding without a screen is approximated to
be the same as the case with a screen connected to low-potential end in [342]. And the layer-tocore capacitance is further ignored in the multi-layer case [262, 342]. In [341], this is also
approximated as a Clc,plate. Unfortunately, none of the work has accurately modeled and calculated
this layer-to-core capacitance. Therefore, a novel approach with physical insight is proposed in
this paper.
Noticing one basic geometric feature that the isolated core is always wrapped by the first layer
winding, therefore the core potential should be within the start and end potential of the first layer
winding. In fact, the potential difference V0 is determined by impedance distribution between the
winding impedance and the parasitic capacitive impedance of the turn-to-core, on which the
geometrical method is based. Thus, a very important and useful boundary condition can be made
for V0,

k=

V0
V1 − V0

  −1 0

(6-60)

which yields to

Clc , plate  1 
  1
(6-61)
3
3
3
4 
where f(k) reaches the lowest value ¼ at k=-0.5, and the peak at k=0 and -1, as shown in Fig. 6-50.
C1,0 =

Clc , plate

(3k

2

)

+ 3k + 1 =

Clc , plate

f (k ) 

This means that if the potential gradient of the core surface is half of the winding voltage, the
EPC will be lowest, and if it shares the same level as the start or the end of the winding, the EPC
will be the highest. This conclusion is easy to understand from the energy perspective, like the
inequality of arithmetic and geometric means. It also indicates the EPC, in fact, is maximized in
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the case with winding start connected to the core. In further, as found from the experimental test
in Section 6.6.2, winding EPC for the commonly used isolated core is very close to the minimum
value when k=-0.5, indicating that the potential of an isolated core is roughly at the mid-level
potential across the two ends of the first-layer winding.

Fig. 6-50. Layer-to-core capacitance variation as a function of potential difference ratio k.

Till now, the general capacitance model in (6-53) for isolated core with N-layer winding
design including the fractional layer case is fulfilled.
As a reminder, for a pure single-layer design of an inductor with the isolated core, the exact
layer capacitance can be derived from the geometric model (6-45).
Now, for the fractional 1+ γ layer design as illustrated in Fig. 6-51, the voltage difference
across the end and the start of the first layer V1-V0 is lower than the total voltage U because of the
turn ratio, as shown in (6-62). And k can be rearranged in (6-63).

1
U
1+ 
V0
V
k=
= 0 (1 +  )   −1 0
V1 − V0 U
V1 − V0 =

Applying the energy based principle again or per (6-53) and (6-63), one obtains
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(6-62)

(6-63)

Ceq = C1,0

U1,0 2
U2

2

   Clc , plate V02 + V0V1 + V12
  
+ C fraction 
+ C fraction 
 =

2
3
U
 1+  
 1+  

2

(6-64)

The first term is the projected first layer capacitance with respect to the whole voltage, which
can be expressed as (6-65) if substituting (6-63) into (6-64).Its relationship with the projected
capacitance the when core is connected (i.e. V0 is zero) can also be expressed in (38) by
substituting k.
C1,0 =

Clc , plate V02 + V0V1 + V12 Clc , plate  1
V02 + V0U (1 +  ) 


=
+3

3
U2
3  (1 +  )2
U2



(6-65)

Clc , plate 3k 2 + 3k + 1
Clc , plate 1
1 


1
2
2 
3
3 (1 +  )  4 
(1 +  )

(6-66)

C1,0 =

γw
U=V2 -V0

V2

V1

V0
core

w

Vcore=Vref=0

Fig. 6-51. Winding potential distribution of the 1+ γ layer design with winding scheme A.

Similarly, reaches the lowest value when k=-0.5, i.e. when the core potential is the same as
that of the middle turn in the first layer and reaches the highest value when k=-1 or 0. And the
derived formula is generally applicable for any γ within 0 and 1, thus also valid for single-layer.
The second term of (6-64) is the projected fraction layer capacitance with respect to the whole
voltage, which has been exactly derived in Section 6.6.1.2 considering two different winding
schemes. And Cfraction, as an intermedium variable, is the equivalent capacitance with respect to
the voltage difference of the fraction layer itself for a given winding scheme.
Therefore, in the fractional 1+ γ layer design, the total capacitance for scheme A is
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Ceq = C1,0 + C2,0 =

Clc , plate 3k 2 + 3k + 1
4r 3
+
Cll
2
3
3(1 +  )2
(1 +  )

(6-67)

Clc , plate 3k 2 + 3k + 1

+
Cll
2
3
(1 +  )2
(1 +  )

(6-68)

For scheme B, it is

Ceq = C1,0 + C2,0 =

According to [341, 342], the effective permittivity of the dielectric may be taken as 3.5 if the
winding is impregnated, and the effective distance between layer-to-layer or layer-to-core for
unspaced winding are respectively
(6-69)
dll = ll + 1.26do −1.15di
(6-70)
dlc = lc + 0.5  (1.26do − 1.15di )
where do and de are the outer and inner wire diameters, respectively. ∆ll is the layer and layer air

gap which is usually small and may be ignored such as in [256], and ∆lc is the distance between
winding and core including the coating thickness.
The ratio of Clc,plate over Cll can be derived based on (6-34) and (6-56),

Clc , plate

dll
(6-71)
Cll
dlc
From the above results, the projected equivalent capacitance from the first layer is limited, if
=

compared to the second layer using the winding scheme B, especially if core surface stays at the
same potential as the mean of the first layer, i.e. k = -0.5, or core coating is much thicker than the
wire coating, or insulation tape is inserted between core and winding both for EPC reduction and
isolation enhancement. Therefore, the proper winding scheme which can reduce the layer
capacitance plays an important role in minimizing the total EPC of an inductor.
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6.6.3 Experimental verification
6.6.3.1 Fractional winding performance
Inductor prototypes made of powder core HF-080125-2 and heavy build solid magnet wire
with AWG 20 was built to verify the presented scheme and analysis, as shown in Fig. 6-52.
Because the core coating thickness of 0.38 mm is much higher than wire coating thickness
0.066mm, the EPC of the first layer is thus smaller than that of the second layer. This confirms the
necessity of the presented work in reducing the layer capacitance.

Fig. 6-52. Inductors with three winding schemes. (a) single-layer winding. (b) 1+ γ layer with winding scheme A. (c)
1+ γ layer with winding scheme B.

Two winding schemes A and B for 1+ γ layer design are compared, both with 39 turns on the
first layer and the 8 turns on the second layer. As shown in Fig. 6-53, the inductances for both
schemes are 141.6 µH at 450 kHz. The impedance curves show that winding scheme A has 10.48
MHz self-resonant frequency (SRF), while scheme B leads to 5.24 MHz SRF. Namely, the EPC
of the inductor has been reduced to 1.63 pF, 4 times lower via scheme A, compared to scheme B.
The single-layer prototype using the same core and 38 turn wire has also been tested. Seen
from Fig. 6-54, the inductance of the single layer winding is 94.55 µH and its SRF is 11.58 MHz.
Compared to the fractional layer with winding scheme A, the resulted EPC of the single layer
winding is 2 pF, which is much lower than the scheme B, but slightly higher than the proposed
scheme A. This is because: 1) the projected capacitance from the second layer is dominant in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6-53. Comparison of two winding schemes for 1+ γ layer inductor. (a) Inductance. (b) Impedance.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6-54. Comparison of single-layer and 1+ γ layer winding with winding scheme A. (a) Inductance. (b)
Impedance.
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winding scheme B due to the thicker core coating as mentioned before; 2) the capacitance is
reduced by hundred times if using scheme A with the fraction ratio 8/39=0.2, as shown in Fig.
6-46, thus becomes negligible; 3) the projected capacitance from the first layer in scheme A (6-67)
is lower than that of the single-layer winding, by a factor of 1/(1+8/39)^2=0.69. The result shows
that the fractional winding design using scheme A can accomplish higher inductance but even
lower EPC, compared to single-layer design for a given core size.
6.6.3.2 Verification of layer-to-core capacitance model
To verify the proposed modeling approach for layer-to-core capacitance, three benchtop tests
of single-layer winding on a powder core HF-080125-2 are compared. As shown in Fig. 6-55, in
configuration (a) the core is isolated from the winding, in (b) the first turn is connected the core
metal surface by peeling the coating, i.e. k=0, and in (c) the middle layer is connected to the core
metal surface, i.e. k=-0.5.

Fig. 6-55. Comparison of single-layer with different core configurations. (a) Isolated core. (b) Core connected to
winding lead, k=0 or k=-1. (c). Core connected to middle turn of the winding, k=-0.5.

The measured impedance results from Fig. 6-56 clearly show that case (b) has the lowest SRF
5.68 MHz thus highest EPC, and case (c) has the highest SRF 11.9 MHz and lowest EPC, whereas
the isolated case (b) has SRF 11.7 MHz, similar to case (c). The EPCs of three cases are 1.84 pF,
7.82 pF, and 1.78 pF, respectively. And their measured ratios are 1.03:4.38:1. Considering the
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inevitable minor error in the measurement fixture and instrument, three EPCs are close to 2 pF, 8
pF and 2 pF, with the approximated ratio at 1:4:1. These results match well with the predicted ratio
from the proposed model, confirming the proposed assumption on core potential and the resulting
winding capacitance model. It proves the conclusion that connecting winding end to core surface
results in the highest layer-to-core EPC, four times the minimum value when core potential is the
medium potential across the first layer winding. It also reveals that the isolated core-winding
approach as a common industrial practice, actually has roughly medium potential across the first
layer winding, already leading to the minimum layer-to-core EPC.
To further verify the conclusion, repeated tests on another inductor made of powder core HF090060-2 as shown in Fig. 6-57 are also conducted, focusing on the isolated core case (a) and the
case (b) with core connected to the winding lead.
The results are shown in Fig. 6-58. The inductance of the two cases are slightly different,
26.66 µH for the k=0 case and 26.42 µH for the isolated case both at 10 kHz. The calculated EPCs
from inductance and SRF are 9.6 pF and 2.4 pF, respectively. This again verifies the above
conclusions.
6.7

Insertion loss prediction of EMI filters in actual converter system
Based on the previous analysis, for an actual EMI filter installed in the actual converter system,

many factors can degrade its ideal performance assuming ideal and linear components. Selfparasitics change the HF behaviors of L and C once an inductor or capacitor is physically
implemented. Inductive and capacitive couplings occur once the PCB layout is developed and filter
components are populated. Worse more, the material properties of the magnetic core itself are
nonlinear functions of frequency and dc bias. Layout, component geometry, placement, and
material, etc. are all difficult to model and predict, requiring sophisticated 3D model and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6-56. Impedance comparison of the three core configurations. (a) Inductance curves. (b). Impedance curves (c)
Zoomed-in impedance curves. (d) Phase curves.

Fig. 6-57. Comparison of single-layer with two different core configurations. (a) Isolated core. (b) Core connected to
winding lead, k=0 or k=-1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6-58. Impedance comparison of the three core configurations. (a) Inductance curves. (b). Impedance curves. (c)
Zoomed-in phase curves. (d) Zoomed-in phase inductance curves.
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simulation through tedious procedures. As a result, many engineers still design the filters based on
the ideal L and C model for simplicity, focusing only on the low frequency linear range. EMI filter
is often comprehended as a black magic box, and debugging the EMI filter, for most of the time,
still goes through the try-and-error procedure and is regarded as an art. In this section, prediction
and modeling approach considering the frequency dependence, self-parasitics and couplings will
be presented.
6.7.1 Characterization and prediction approach considering frequency dependence and
couplings
To avoid modeling complexities and difficulties, a measurement-based approach is proposed.
The basic idea is to capture all needed information from offline low signal measurements to predict
the actual insertion loss in the actual power test. Five major steps are needed, as shown in the
flowchart of Fig. 6-59. First, measure the impedance of inductors, capacitors, LISN, and parasitic
capacitance of converter dc-mid point to the ground, using an impedance analyzer. Then, measure
the transfer gain of the filter in the 50 Ω test environment using a network analyzer. Thirdly, model
the filter transfer gain in 50 Ω test environment through the proposed Matlab/Simulink RF toolbox
based frequency domain simulation platform, where all the circuit components are represented by
their frequency dependent Z impedances using the actual measurements. With that, all the selfparasitics and frequency dependent core characteristics can be fully captured conveniently.
Fourthly, compare and add necessary coupling components such as Cp or M based on the specific
filter topology and the proposed general coupling theory, to match the simulated and measured
curves. Till now, all the parasitics and couplings have been fully modeled in the TG simulation.
Finally, transform the TG simulation to IL simulation by replacing: 1) the 50 Ω source impedance
with actual grounding parasitics and other power filters if exist, 2) and 50 Ω load with actual LISN
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Fig. 6-59. The methodology of filter characterization procedure.
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impedance. Then, co-simulated two topologies with and without the filter to obtain the final
predicted IL curve.
In this approach, it is easy to include the coupling components. For example, mutual inductors
can be added to model the inductive coupling, and bridge-capacitors can be used to model the
capacitive coupling.
With the capability, this overall characterization approach provides a simple and fast way to
model the behavior of a filter, especially for components with strong nonlinear frequency
dependence such as CM chokes. By adding only several dominant couplings, the approach can
already capture the main characteristics of a filter and show how significant these couplings affect
the filter and what is the theoretic room for filter improvement, if comparing to the ideal filter
without such couplings.
In further, by changing filter topology, adding/tuning parasitics and couplings directly in the
simulated circuit, or comparing with actual filter TG measurement, the proposed approach is also
very helpful for debugging and diagnosing many issues related with component design, PCB
layout, and component placement, thus can greatly facilitate filter design and optimization.
6.7.2 Impedance and TG measurement
The impedance of two-stage chokes has been measured as presented in Section 5.7.2. Y
capacitor is measured to be pure capacitive within 30 MHz. The impedance of LISN from Solar
Electronics is given in Fig. 6-60 instead of using 50 Ω approximation, since LISN shows inductive
impedance below several MHz. Special attention has to be paid on measuring converter grounding
capacitance. Since the impedance analyzer from Agilent adopts auto-balancing bridge method for
impedance measurement below 100 MHz, as shown in Fig. 6-61 [346], whose principle is also
given in Fig. 6-62 (a) and (b), it is difficult for the auto-balancing bridge to measure the grounding
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Fig. 6-60. LISN impedance.

Fig. 6-61. Auto-balance method for impedance measurement [346].

balancing bridge
(a) The simplest model for
impedance measurement

(b) Impedance measurement using
auto-balancing bridge

(c) bypass issue in grounded device
measurement

Fig. 6-62. Principle of the auto-balance method and the ground issue for impedance measurement [346].
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capacitance directly. From Fig. 6-62 (c), the bridge current will bypass the ammeter due to the
same grounding potential [346]. Special impedance probes such as Agilent 42941A probe kit are
needed for this type of measurement [346].
The measured impedance of dc-mid point to ground capacitance is shown in Fig. 6-63.
Transfer gain curve reflects the filter attenuation characteristics and can be measured with a
network analyzer. To make sure an accurate measurement is performed, the takeaways are:
1). block the CM noise path in the measurement loop to prevent the internal CM noise flow
of the instrument from jeopardizing the integrity of the HF signal, as shown in Fig. 6-64. This is
because most of Agilent instruments are designed with an unbalanced cable structure where the
signal return line is grounded [347]. This can be solved by using two RF isolated transformer at
the input port and the receiving port, as shown in Fig. 6-651. Or, high permeability nanocrystalline
CM cores can be placed on the cable to form high impedance CM chokes.
To achieve the RF isolation, proper baluns with sufficient bandwidth should be used to fit the
specific EMI standard. RF balun transformers in 50 Ω system such as WBx010-1 from Coilcraft
and 16315-60011 from Agilent are recommended.
2). use 50 OHM BNC cables and connectors to connect the EMI filter terminals and network
analyzer instead of other connections, to avoid high frequency noise loop coupling.
6.7.3 Insertion loss prediction on CM filter
6.7.3.1 Basics of prediction procedure
A two-stage CLCL structure CM filter base on the second version of the filter given in Fig.
5-108 (b) is modeled. Detailed implementation is described in Section 5.7.2. Based on the general
coupling theory, the capacitive coupling Cp of the T-joint is estimated first using measured and
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(a) Capacitance.

(b) Impedance.

Fig. 6-63. Measured ground impedance from converter dc mid-point.

Ldm2

Sending port

Ldm1

Receiving port

Cdm1

Cdm2

Fig. 6-64. Grounding CM issue for TG measurement.
Ldm2

Sending port

Cdm2

Ldm1

Cdm1

Fig. 6-65. The solution TG measurement.
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Receiving port

simulated TG curves on a LCL structure. Although this procedure may need to sweep Cp parameter
in a reasonable range in the simulation, it is fast and can be implemented automatically. As shown
in Fig. 6-66, Cp is 1.8 pF. However, it should be mentioned that since this value is very small, it
may vary a bit once some components are removed or populated.

Fig. 6-66. Measured TG curves to predict Cp across LCL on the filter PCB board.

Then, rearrange the filter to the CLCL structure on both the PCB board and the simulation
platform. The inductive loop coupling M can be obtained once the TG curves are matched. It is
found that the positive loop coupling M=10 nH can match the simulated TG curve with the
measured curve for the subject filter prototype as shown in Fig. 6-67. A minor mismatch is
observed around 10 MHz, which could be induced by some layout parasitics and other minor
couplings. Because the CLCL test and CLC test are not conducted at the same time, cable or
connector arrangement difference may introduce minor deviation in the Cp value. The matching
result shows 1.3 pF Cp in this case.
Once Cp and M are known, IL of the actual converter can be modeled. In addition, other
common topologies such as LCL, CLC, and LCLC are also modeled and compared.
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It is noticed that adding more components in the final filter prototype could alter the coupling
parameter a bit such as increasing the mutual coupled capacitance. Therefore, some variation of
Cp and M is expected, which can be easily tuned based the TG matching of the final filter prototype.

Fig. 6-67. Measured TG curves to further predict inductive coupling on the filter PCB board, Cp=1.3 pF, M =10 nH.

6.7.3.2 Impact of couplings on IL
To study the sensitivity of these two couplings, Fig. 6-68 with different Cp and M are used to
predict the IL curves. Clearly, Cp mainly impacts the filter topologies with the T-joint, and M
mainly impacts filters with the π-shape. However, since the subject converter grounding Cg is low
only at 500 pF level, CLCL and LCL filter topologies are immune to inductive coupling. Whereas,
LCLC and CLLC topologies suffer performance degradation above several MHz. And CLLC has
the highest degradation at HF, about 14 dB at 30 MHz when M is increased from 10 nH to 50 nH.
Comparing Fig. 6-68 (a) with the sole bridge Cp between the input-output terminal and Fig. 6-68
(b) with two extra internal coupling capacitances, the main capacitive coupling effect comes from
the input-output Cp. This confirms the analysis in Section 6.1.2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6-68. Insertion loss prediction for different topologies under different coupling conditions. (a) C p=1.3 pF, M
=10 nH. (b) Three 1.3pF Cp in the CLCL filter, M =10 nH. (c) Cp=1.3 pF, M =50 nH. (d) Cp=3 pF, M =10 nH.
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From the actual power tests without and with the CM filter given in Fig. 6-69, the insertion
loss of the CLCL CM filter can be obtained in Fig. 6-70. Note that only the peaks at real noise
points have physical meaning. The result matches the predicted IL of CLCL filter in Fig. 6-68 (a)
above 1 MHz, showing the almost 0 dB attenuation above 10 MHz. However, mismatch below 1
MHz is observed. This is eventually found caused by CM interaction between PFC and the input
ac programmable power supply, as later verified on an improved EMI filter. Once the source
impact is masked by a bulky choke between LISN and the ac source, 15 dB more attenuation can
be achieved at PFC switching frequency 450 kHz, as seen from the testing result in Fig. 6-72.
If Cp is reduced from 1.3 pF to a lower value such as 26 times smaller and M is still 10 nH,
the insertion loss of the CLCL improves by 30 dB above 10 MHz, while the LCLC gets worse due
to the inductive coupling as shown in Fig. 6-72 (a). If M is further reduced to 0, IL of LCLC can
be increased a lot in Fig. 6-72 (b). Other extreme conditions are also studied. Fig. 6-72 (c) shows
the result when M is reduced to zero and Cp is 1.3 pF. Fig. 6-72 (d) gives the case when both M
and Cp are 0. And Fig. 6-72 (e) gives the case when 1.5 pF capacitance is crossing Ldm1-Lcm1 in the
previous ideal case. Impacts on IL above 1 MHz can be observed, which indicates that the coupling
effect of this bridge capacitance was overridden by the dominant input-output Cp coupling.
6.7.3.3 Practical CM insertion loss prediction for final EMI filter
To further increase the attenuation of CM and DM filter at HF, a third stage CM/DM cable
filter with 4 turns of VAC W450 CM core and 10 turns of Micrometal HF-044147-2 DM powder
core have been inserted at the ac input terminal, where LCM3 is outside the aluminum enclosure.
Together with shielding and damping mitigation schemes, the final filter structure is presented in
Fig. 6-73.
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Fig. 6-69. Measured bare noise and noise after the filter

Fig. 6-70. Calculated current insertion loss from the

in the power test.

measurements.

Fig. 6-71. Impact of CM noise interaction with incompletely decoupled ac power supply at fs=450 kHz.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 6-72. Insertion loss prediction and study for different topologies under different coupling conditions. (a)
Cp=1.3/26 pF, M =10 nH. (b) Cp=1.3/26 pF, M =0 nH. (c) Cp=1.3 pF, M =0 nH. (d) Cp=0 pF, M =0 nH. (e) Cp1 = 1.5
pF, Cp=0 pF, M =0 nH.
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Fig. 6-73. Final adopted EMI filter topology for the three-phase battery charger.
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Ccm1

Ldm1

To predict the IL of EMI filter in whole converter system, the power stage, enclosure,
grounding, and filter are never independent. In fact, actual coupling and parasitic parameters for a
multi-stage filter are not just generated inside a standalone filter. Instead, they are also affected by
the actual converter set-up. For example, the main circuit power loop can also couple with filter
output loop, and the configuration and the length of grounding cables also impact the parasitic
ESL of Y capacitors. Therefore, a more detailed multi-step procedure considering the impacts of
the converter implementation is proposed for a multi-stage filter, in which only one dominant
coupling is extracted per each step:
1) install the filter into the enclosure box and measure its transfer gain without Ccm3 before it
is tied to the power stage, to extract the overall Cp coupling (notice that Lcm3 is outside box,
thus its related coupling is negligible);
2) measure the TG with Ccm3, to include the dominant M coupling (input-output coupling);
3) test the TG from the power board to filter, and repeat 2), so that the coupling from the inner
power loop is also included;
4) simulate the overall filter IL in frequency domain integrating these coupling terms.
Fig. 6-74 shows the step-by-step result. First, the dominant capacitive coupling is extracted as
0.675 pF from CLCL structure as in Fig. 6-74 (a) based on the matching of simulated TG curves
and measured black curve. The mismatch above 10 MHz is studied from different possible
coupling or parasitic factors and turns out to be determined by a 25 pF small parasitic Cy3 from
filter terminal to the enclosure (this capacitance can be neglected later when Ccm3 is added). Again,
M coupling only has a trivial impact in this topology. Then, with Ccm3, from the comparison of the
red curve and black curve, the ESL of cable has the highest impact above 7 MHz as shown in Fig.
6-74 (b). Due to the inevitable long grounding cable outside the charger box, measured Lg is
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6-74. Step-by-step extraction of parasitic couplings for insertion loss prediction. (a) Cp extraction. (b) M
extraction. (c) Impact of M03. (d) M03 extraction.
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roughly 320 nH. M coupling also takes certain effect, where the input-output M13 overrides the
other loop coupling M23. M13 is extracted as 3 nH. Next, with the power stage connected with filter,
another input loop via the grounding parasitic capacitance from power device terminal to
ground/enclosure also forms an inductive coupling onto the output loop of the filter, i.e. M03.
Impact of this coupling is shown in Fig. 6-74 (c) and the almost matching in the green curve of
Fig. 6-74 (d) indicates M03=3 nH (at HF range, an error occurs, which could be partially from
measurement error of the set-up, and partially from neglect of other couplings).
Finally, the simulated insertion loss is shown in the magenta curve of Fig. 6-75. And Fig. 6-76
gives the measured insertion loss based on the measured CM noise with and without CM filter.
Since measured noise has sideband, only at actual noise frequencies, the negative envelope
represents IL. It is clear the predicted IL curve almost matches the power test result along the
whole conducted frequency range, except roughly 10 dB difference from 7 MHz to 30 MHz where
the trend of IL curve is still right. This mismatch is partially due to the sensitive CT measurement
errors in this range, and partially due to the errors gathered in the prediction procedure such as
impedance measurement error and neglect of other minor couplings. Overall, the filter attention at
this range stays around 50 dB.
6.7.4 Experimental results of EMI power test
With all above parasitic and coupling mitigation approaches, as well as a damping scheme
through an inserted small CM choke to damp an undesired CM loop oscillation between Ldm1 and
grounding parasitic capacitance, EMI filter in-circuit performance has been significantly improved.
Fig. 6-77 shows selective EMI test results in the Vienna-type PFC stage before and after EMI
filter mitigations. And the selective EMI test results of the two-stage charger before and after EMI
filter mitigations are also presented, as shown in Fig. 6-78.
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Fig. 6-75. Predicted CM IL loss with the actual converter.

Fig. 6-76. Measured filter insertion loss from power test.
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(a) CM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 650 Vdc, and full

(b) DM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 650 Vdc, and full

load with the original filter

load with the original filter

(c) CM at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 625 Vdc, and full load

(d) DM at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 625 Vdc, and full load with

with the improved filter

the improved filter

Fig. 6-77. Comparison of measured EMI noise before and after filter improvement in single PFC stage.
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(a) CM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 660 Vdc and full

(b) DM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 660 Vdc and full

LLC load with the original filter

LLC load with the original filter

(c) CM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 670Vdc and full LLC

(d) DM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 670Vdc and full

load with the improved filter

LLC load with the improved filter

(e) CM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 625Vdc and full buck

(f) DM noise at 800 Hz, 115 Vac, 625 Vdc and full

load with the improved filter

buck load with the improved filter

Fig. 6-78. Comparison of measured EMI noise before and after filter improvement in the two-stage charger.
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6.8

Summary
The seldom noticed capacitive coupling in T-shape and associated filter structure has been

comprehensively studied. The mechanism of this coupling effect is analyzed and proved through
different approaches. Impact of this coupling is significant both for CM and DM filters, even with
a slight pF level mutual capacitance. After reviewing the inductive coupling in PI shape related
filter structure, together, a duality of the two couplings is found for T-shape and PI-shape filters.
The general coupling theory is then established, through which, general filter selection criteria that
consider not only the traditional mismatch theory but also two dominant coupling effects have
been formed for different topologies.
In further, coupling mitigation methods for both effects have been proposed. The capacitive
coupling is found physically introduced by PCB material and trace coupling and space coupling.
Shielding and PCB slit approaches can thus reduce this coupling capacitance. On the other hand,
inductive coupling can be mitigated from PCB layout and component placement. Several good
practices are proposed especially for three-phase filter design, considering its inherently more
complicated structure and clearance requirement, compared to typically studied single-phase filter.
Based on the general coupling theory, some topological approaches have also been proposed to
mitigate or avoid certain or all coupling issues in an EMI filter.
In addition, parasitics of inductors should also be reduced once the coupling effects are
mitigated. Two typical winding schemes are analyzed and a general winding scheme considering
the partial outer layer is proposed and analytically modeled showing much lower EPC, 4X lower
in a prototype. Meanwhile, to fully model winding scheme related EPC, a comprehensive EPC
model with three types of decoupled winding layer capacitances is derived. The work has corrected
some previously misunderstood knowledge on winding capacitance and winding schemes.
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Based on the above work, a filter characterization and prediction approach has been
established, combining the measured frequency domain impedance information of each
component and coupling parameter extraction procedure. The majority of the procedure can be
implemented in a frequency domain simulation, greatly simplifying the modeling effort and
providing flexibility and extension capability in modeling and predicting the insertion loss of any
complicated filter topologies. In the end, filter insertion loss in the actual battery charger has been
predicted and fairly matches power test results along the whole conducted EMI frequency range.
An improved three-phase EMI filter has been designed and tested with the final charger under
different operation modes. Its performance on both CM and DM noise reduction has been
successfully demonstrated.

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1
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Conclusion and Future Work
7.1

Conclusion
The dissertation has presented the work in a wide range of power converter applications from

high power transmission grid to low power aircraft charger, on a series of design and control issues
associated with effects introduced by dc and low frequency power interfacing, high switching and
high di/dt and dv/dt operation, device parasitics, and EMI filter parasitics and couplings. The main
conclusions and contributions are as follows.
•

Interfacing the high voltage dc converter directly with three-phase ac lines is a promising
approach to form a hybrid ac/dc power transmission architecture. Analytical power transfer
capacity and hardware cost as a function of ac and dc voltage and current has been established
and compared with pure HVAC and pure HVDC upgrading architectures. Technical feasibility
is also verified in both simulation and experimental results.

•

Saturation hazard of the interface zigzag transformer between ac and dc power flow under
three-line unbalances is identified, analyzed, and experimentally verified. Mitigation solutions
from passive transformer design to active hybrid line impedance conditioner are proposed,
including hardware design methodology and impedance control algorithms. High dc current
penetration into existing ac lines is demonstrated under unbalanced line conditions. The HLIC
has significantly reduced the hybrid line cost and mitigated the potential saturation issue.

•

The general line modeling and emulation schemes are proposed, and the extension capability
of the emulation model has been analytically presented, showing the feasibility in emulating
the line represented either by a multi-section PI model or a distributed Bergeron’s model.
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•

The impact of PWM voltage ripple in a VSI based emulation grid on sensing and sampling has
been analyzed, and the resulting impacts on power behaviors of the line emulator are also
described. The four-point moving average sampling method shows the best noise immunity.

•

The trivial dc bias in sensing and sampling voltage has shown a high dc current bias effect on
emulated line current flow. An active dc offset control using the combined L-LR model is
proposed with adaptive frequency tuning ability showing zero phase delay and zero attenuation
on the main power flow. The controller is devised from the HPF perspective to ensure the
accuracy and dynamic performance of the line emulator during grid transients, which shows a
deeper understanding compared to other prior work on dc removal control in the motor
application. The interfaced grid impedance should also be included in the controller design.

•

The stability issue caused by the interaction between the transmission line emulator and its
interfaced grid impedance is analyzed for both the phasor domain and time domain emulation
models. A criterion that determines the stability and also defines the impedance boundary of
the line emulation is proposed and experimentally verified. For voltage-controlled currentsource based emulation, the stability is guaranteed if the ratio of the external interfaced grid
impedance over the emulated line impedance lower than a certain ratio, depending on system
configurations. This analysis can also be applied to other types of emulation schemes such as
current-controlled voltage-source emulation.

•

The impacts of high switching frequency, high di/dt, and dv/dt on sensing and power quality
control have been identified and the mechanisms are analyzed, and sensing and layout
solutions to mitigate these impacts are proposed. Minimized signal loop layout is critically
important and conditioning amplifiers are vulnerable to high frequency noise and responsible
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for generating the dc or low frequency sensing noise. Isolation amplifier with high CMTI is
desired.
•

A proposed sampling method for three-phase ac-dc converters is effective in reducing the
chance of picking up the switching noise and ripple in high switching frequency converters,
leading to improved current sampling quality and lower current THD.

•

PWM voltage distortion due to device junction capacitances in three-level converters at turnoff has been found with severe impact on current distortion. A modulation compensation
method in GaN based Vienna-type rectifier is proposed considering the nonlinear device
junction capacitance, and compensation errors in another possible scheme is also analyzed.
Computation effort is also highly reduced to apply this scheme to dynamic loading conditions,
showing good performance. Modeling of this type of distortion is analytically derived for both
voltage THD and current THD using switching frequency as a variable, showing the significant
impact at higher frequencies.

•

The previously unnoticed device junction capacitances and commutation loops due to the nonactive device in various three-level converter phase-legs are observed. The impact on switching
loss, device stress and PWM voltage distortion are analyzed. It highlights the necessity of using
a three-level phase leg for DPT instead of the conventional two-level double pulse tester for
three-level converter loss and stress characterizing. Alternatively, a loss calculation method is
proposed for three-level converters by directly using the data from the conventional two-level
double pulse tester to reduce the design efforts. The relationship between the analytical loss
and DPT Eon and Eoff curve fitting formulas in GaN based converters is also disclosed, which
further induces a more accurate temperature-dependent loss model.
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•

This research work establishes the fundamental knowledge on performance degradation of
EMI passive filters, especially in a multi-component structure. The impacts and mechanisms
of both inductive and capacitive coupling on different filter structures are presented. General
coupling theory is established and fulfill the filter selection criteria together with the wellknown mismatching theory. A general filter is a combination of T-shape and PI-shape elements.
In T-shape structure, the inductive coupling is the dominant effect and in PI-shape structure,
the capacitive coupling is found as the main effect. Combined mitigation solutions from layout
to filter structure and to shielding are proposed to reduce the inter-component coupling. In
addition, a general decoupled layer capacitance modeling on EMI inductors is proposed, from
which a general winding scheme to reduce the self-parasitics is derived and experimentally
verified. Filter characterization methodology including measuring, modeling, and prediction
has shown an excellent accuracy up to 10 MHz, and it facilitates the design and debug of the
multistage filter. All these efforts help push the EMI filter to approach the ideal performance
in a further degree, especially at HF.

•

A high speed digital controller is designed for the two-stage GaN based charger with threephase dual ac input and dual dc output, multiple sampling variables, multiple control loops and
operation modes, HMI, software protection, and operated at the high switching frequency. An
all-in-one DSP control is developed with three paralleled and communicated cores and on-chip
ADC and DAC, to speed up the controller computation for heavy control tasks and to reduce
the controller size, cost, and complexity.

•

A GaN based wide range input and dual-output battery charger with three-level PFC and dcdc converters and the all-in-one high-performance controller are finally built and tested. The
results show that in order to accomplish multi-functions, high density, and decent performance
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from the merits of GaN devices, impacts from high switching frequency, high di/dt dv/dt,
parasitics, and electromagnetic interference should all be well understood and addressed in the
first place. The accumulated knowledge and approaches in this research have provided some
thoughts and a solid base for further advancement in this area in the future.
7.2
•

Future work
EMI filter design optimization
Although EMI filter has been well adopted in most of the products, its design procedure is

still not optimized. The conventional filter design is too ideal, assuming the ideal inductors and
LC corner frequency. The strong frequency-dependent nonlinearity on magnetic permeability has
not been counted in the early design phase of a CM choke, although some modeling work on
existing filters does consider this effect. Also, the strong impacts of dc and quasi-dc bias on DM
inductor and capacitor are not considered either. The combination of LC is often based on the
maximum C and thus is not optimized. As a result, the low size/cost/weight target and desired
attenuation performance of an EMI filter are not guaranteed. The efforts and cost of late-stage trialand-error and overdesign are huge.
Some work has been conducted on modeling the self-parasitics of filter components into
design [348]. However, the coupling effects were not included. And the aforementioned
nonlinearities were not considered. Further, for CM filter design, instead of continuing the
conventional LC corner frequency-based approach, the combination of choke impedance and
capacitance (ZC) should be adopted. As for filter optimization, the traverse of all LC combinations
is a typical approach, however, possible resonances in the passive network formed by filter
components and converter grounding parasitics may not be fully considered. On the other hand,
adding a damping network for all components of a filter is chosen as a blind approach [263, 265].
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However, this may be unnecessary. A preferred design approach would be using the design
software to identify the potential resonances automatically and smartly according to the specific
filter structure, then choosing the proper LC or ZC filter parameters to avoid such resonances thus
eliminate unnecessary damping components to save the loss and size of the filter. The benefits and
feasibility study could be a future topic.
•

Design optimization of high speed WBG based converter
When applying high speed high di/dt, dv/dt WBG device for converters, traditional design

methods for Si devices-based power converters becomes improper since the conventional
switching model oversimplies the switching loop commutation, neglect the insignificant parasitic
impacts due to the low di/dt and dv/dt, and many HF related effects are also not obvious at low
frequency range thus were often neglected in the past. Work in recent years have noticed the
impacts of these new features of WBG devices on gate drive, on power loop layout, and on cooling
design, but how to utilize them in the early stage converter design is not clear. Practically, the
design assumes ideal component and converter models with a certain design margin and then
retunes many variables based on the tested results. The state-of-art optimal design procedure often
sacrifices the accuracy of the converter design models to exchange for a faster, universal, and
manageable design flow, leading to aggressive and impractical designs whose performance
deviates from the performance of actual converters. The work of this dissertation has addressed
the parasitic of non-active impact on loss, device stress, power quality in three-level, can be added
into the existing design model and can be extended to multi-level converters. The mitigation on
sensing, sampling, modulation distortion can also be utilized as a measure to mask the impact of
associated model nonlinearity and thus simplify the design model. The filter optimization should
not only be improved as mentioned above but also be cooperated in depth with power stage design,
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considering the switching frequency impact on converter loss, distortion, and on filter loss/size
with frequency-dependent nonlinearity well modeled. Meanwhile, parasitic and coupling
mitigation should also be leveraged as a way to mask or mitigate the impacts of these nonlinearities
to simplify the design model and facilitate the design optimization.
•

Device protection from converter level perspective
Protection of Si is mature, and protection of SiC devices have also been well studied in recent

years and some commercial SiC gate drivers have integrated desaturation functions. As the power
level of GaN based converter is rising, protection of these devices and thus the whole converter is
a must in the near future. However, the study on GaN device protection is still in early exploration.
Desaturation detection for GaN is not deemed as a good option due to extra switching loss and
higher conduction loss involved [349]. Some work has been done on the current injected GIT GaN
device, fully based on gate signal instead of desaturation approach [349], however, this may not
be easy for voltage-driven type GaN devices. Another solution recently utilizes the spectrum
pattern of the dc bus voltage during the shoot-through fault transient of a phase leg to detect and
protect the device [350]. This can be further extended to the concept of protection from converter
level based on the feature of specific converter topologies as what was done in SiC JFET Viennatype rectifier [351, 352]. Some new schemes on GaN based converters should be explored to
overcome the desaturation protection issues and suitable for the target topology. Two aspects
should be considered in this area: 1) a universal protection solution is, in principle, always desired;
2) if it is not feasible currently, why not come with a topological-customized solution first?
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